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1. 10 Minutes Of Danger (Jack Heath)   $14.99   $11.99
20 stories. 20 dangerous situations. 20 brave kids. 10 minutes to escape. Dodi is in the blast radius 
of an asteroid on a collision course with Earth. Gary is stuck up a tree with a giant tsunami wave fast 
approaching. Tatum is climbing a caldera when an earthquake makes the volcano erupt. Read 20 new 
dangerous stories in 10 minutes of reading time each! Short Stories-Action-Adventure-Danger Age 11+

2. All Four Quarters Of The Moon (Shirley Marr)   $16.99   $13.59
A big-hearted story of love and resilience, starring sisters and storytellers Peijing and Biju, a lost family 
finding their way, a Little World made of paper, a Jade Rabbit, and the ever-changing but constant moon. 
Making mooncakes with Ah Ma for the Mid-Autumn Festival was the last day of Peijing’s old life. Now, 
adapting to their new life in Australia, Peijing thinks everything will turn out okay for her family as long 
as they have each other - but cracks are starting to appear. Her little sister, Biju, needs Peijing to be the 
dependable big sister. Ma Ma is no longer herself; Ah Ma keeps forgetting who she is; and Ba Ba, who 
used to work seven days a week, is adjusting to being a hands-on dad. How will Peijing cope with the 
uncertainties of her own little world while shouldering the burden of everyone else? And if Peijing’s 
family are the four quarters of the mooncake, where does she fit in? Family-Friendship-Culture-Honour-
Identity-Resilience Age 9+

3. All The Words I Need To Know 
(Jane Godwin And Andrew Joyner)  $24.99   $19.99
A first dictionary for 3-5 - with fun and lilting rhyme from Jane Godwin, and vibrant, joyful illustrations by 
Andrew Joyner reminiscent of Richard Scarry at his best! All the words you need to know Will help you as 
you learn and grow. From ant and ball and yak and zoo, Here’s a word book JUST FOR YOU! Rhyming Text

4. Alpaca Picnic Panic (Matt Cosgrove)  $17.99   $14.39
Macca the Alpaca and his best-pal, Al, have been waiting for the perfect day to go on a picnic. But when 
the sun finally comes out, will their picnic go as planned or turn into an al fresco fiasco? Rhyming Text-
Weather-Resilience

5. An Important Message From Mr Beaky 
(Cassie Leatham And Sue Lawson)  $24.99   $19.99 
Meet Mr Beaky! He has an important message about what it means to be an Aboriginal person in 
Australia. Mr Beaky is blue and white, not green and yellow, but he is still a native bird. Aboriginal 
Studies-Culture-Identity-First Nations

6. Astonishingly Good Stories (Ra Spratt)   $19.99    $15.99
A lovestruck merpig, a peppermint-stick Parthenon, a vegetarian spider and so much more! From R.A. 
Spratt, bestselling author of Friday Barnes and Shockingly Good Stories, comes this collection of twenty 
terrific tales perfect for fans of Roald Dahl, David Walliams and Paul Jennings. Featuring Greek myths 
and fractured fairytales as told by Nanny Piggins (the world’s most glamorous flying pig), a mystery 
investigated by Friday Barnes (girl detective) and a series of tales so tall they will give you altitude 
sickness. This book will delight children from four to one hundred and four. Just the thing for reading 
at bedtime, when you’re supposed to be doing your homework or when you’ve been chased up a tree 
by an escaped rhinoceros and you’re waiting for the zookeeper to arrive. Short Stories-Humour Age 8+
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7. August And Jones (Pip Harry)   $16.99   $13.59
Eleven-year-old Jones Kirby has just moved to Sydney from her farm in country New South Wales. She’s missing her alpacas and 
wide-open paddocks and can’t get used to her family’s tiny city apartment. She’s also worried that her vision is blurry - she lost her 
eye to cancer as a toddler. Could it be another tumour? Enrolling at her new school, Jones meets shy, awkward August Genting. 
He loves fun facts, the library and knitting as much as Jones loves rock climbing and being outdoors. Who would have thought 
they’d become fast friends? At home, August’s parents are fighting. And for Jones, the news from the doctor is not good. To cheer 
themselves up, the pair hatch a brilliant plan: the August and Jones Must-See Bucket List. Together, this brave duo will set out to 
meet a rare monkey, run across the Harbour Bridge and even climb Australia’s highest mountain. After all, with your best friend 
beside you, anything is possible! Friendship-Teamwork-Goals Age 9+

8. Book Of Wonderous Possibilities, The (Deborah Abela)   $16.99   $13.59
A middle grade adventure for 8-12-year-old heroes (even if they don’t know it yet). Arlo Goodman lives with his Uncle Avery in 
a run-down flat above their bookshop. He has no friends, except for his pet mouse, Herbert. But when a girl called Lisette bursts 
into the shop and begs him to hide her from a murderer, Arlo’s life changes forever. He’s swept up into an adventure involving 
kidnappers, car chases and a story in The Book of Wondrous Possibilities, where Arlo and his skymouse battle dragons. But can 
Arlo find the courage to battle an even greater enemy, who threatens to destroy everything he loves? Bookshops-Books-Magic-
Adventure-Family-Loss-Friendship-Courage Age 8+

9. Can You Feel The Noise? (Stewart Foster)   $14.99   $11.99
Life is going well for Sophie. She’s getting by at school, has some pretty awesome friends, and their band have made it through to 
the semifinals of the Battle of the Bands competition. But when Sophie wakes up completely deaf one morning, the life she once 
knew seems like a distant memory. With lessons replaced by endless hospital appointments, and conversations now an exercise in 
lip-reading, Sophie grows quieter and quieter. Until she discovers the vibrations of sound through an old set of drums and wonders 
whether life onstage is actually still within reach. Drawing on the author’s own hearing impairment, Can You Feel the Noise? is a 
deeply personal and moving story that will stay with you long after reading. Hearing Loss-Deafness-Anxiety-Perseverance-Music 
Age 8+

10. Clarice Bean #1: Scram (Lauren Child)   $17.99   $14.39
The exceptionordinary, effervescent Clarice Bean is back with her trademark heart and humour in this beautifully illustrated story 
by former Children’s Laureate Lauren Child – a delightful summer read for the entire family. Nothing ever happens except for 
sometimes. And only on rare-ish occasions, which is hardly ever. There are times when even I can’t turn the nothing into more 
than it is. But there was one day in the holidays that began as a nothing day and then everything happened. Absolutely nearly 
everything. The unforgettable Clarice Bean finds herself escaping the danger of boredom when she meets an actual real-life DOG 
who will NOT scram Humour Age 8+

11. Cop And Robber (Tristan Banks)    $16.99   $13.59
A new nailbiter from the bestselling author of Two Wolves. If your mum was a cop and your dad was a crim who needed your help 
to commit a crime, would you do it to save him? At what cost? Nash Hall’s dad is a criminal who just can’t seem to go straight. He 
wants Nash to help him commit a robbery. A big one. The trouble is, Nash’s mum is a cop. And the robbery is at Nash’s school. But 
Dad owes a lot of money to some very dangerous people and if Nash doesn’t help him do the job, it could cost both their lives. From 
the bestselling author of Two Wolves, The Fall and Detention. Adventure-Family-Morals Ethics Age 11+

12. Cross Bones#1: Dog’s Breakfast, A (Jack Henseleit And Chris Kennett)   $15.99   $12.79
Embark on a hilarious high-seas adventure! With a STOLEN MAP clutched in their paws, Magnus, Daisy, Ed, and Spot are searching 
for HIDDEN TREASURE on the great sea. But with other FEARSOME PIRATES closing in around them, can these SCALLY-WAGGERS 
come out top dogs? A hilarious and high-stakes pirate adventure from the pen of much-loved author Jack Henseleit Packed full of 
cinematic illustrations by Chris Kennett. Ideal for fans of the Bad Guys and the Nerd Herd series. Humour-Pirates Age 6+

13. Detective’s Guide To New York City, The (Niki Greenberg)   $17.99   $14.39
Pepper Stark could not be more thrilled to return to New York City with her father, the Captain. Not only will she be back in the 
place where her late mother once lived but also she’ll reunite with her friends Norah and Sol. But Pepper’s excitement for her trip 
fades when the Captain invites along his new friend Emmaline and her son, Elliott. Still, Pepper is determined to make the most 
of her time with her friends in the Big Apple, revelling in the energy of the city that never sleeps. But when dinner at the swanky 
restaurant where Sol is working ends in the suspicious illness of notorious food critic Anthony ‘the Shark’ Sharkey, Pepper finds 
herself entangled in yet another crime. With only a week before she has to return home, Pepper, Sol, Norah and a reluctantly 
recruited Elliott are facing an even bigger challenge than the Saffron Diamond mystery, and the stakes have never been so high. If 
they don’t find the culprit, Sol’s chef career could be over ... or worse. And New York City might become the place where all of their 
dreams turn to dust. Mystery Age 9+

14. Ella And The Useless Day (Meg Mckinlay And Karen Blair)   $25.99   $20.79
Ella’s house is full of things... useless things! At least that’s what she and Dad think. But when they decide to have a clean-up day, 
something very curious happens. Maybe what is useless to them is treasure to someone else? Sustainability-Recycling-Upcycling-
Community-Sharing

15. Ella And The Waves (Britta Teckentrup)   $24.99   $19.99
A beautiful and timely story of how one girl turns fear into courage with the help of a friendly whale, from internationally acclaimed 
and award-winning author-illustrator, Britta Teckentrup. Ella sits alone in a boat, battling waves so high they touch the sky. A 
bodiless voice beneath the surface of the sea tells her it is hopeless, she’ll never find land, she’ll never be safe... But there are kind 
voices at sea too - ones that offer encouragement, support and the promise of hope. With the kindness of a small white bird, a 
lesson from a pod of porpoises and the support of a gentle whale, Ella finds her courage and discovers she was never alone. A story 
that serves as a reminder that though we may face our fears alone, we are all in this together. Feelings/Emotions-Fear-Courage
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16. Girls Who Changed The World #2: Ming And Marie Spy For Freedom 
(Jackie French)    $16.99   $13.59
An empowering and exhilarating look at the girls who went before us, and the way they shaped the world. Ming Qong is convinced 
that girls have changed the world throughout history. So when Ming is thrust back in time, to Belgium during WW1, only to be 
rescued from a burning cellar by Marie, an experienced spy at only twelve years of age, she finally has her proof. Marie is involved 
with a female secret resistance group who risk their lives to outwit the German troops. But Ming now faces a tough choice: will she 
send coded messages and risk her own life in this war on which the future depends? As Ming learns, change is never easy, so how 
can one girl change the world? Australian History-War-World War 1-Spy-Espionage Age 10+ For all books in this series type GIRLS 
WHO CHANGED THE WORLD into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

17. Grub (Sandra Severgnini)   $24.99   $19.99
Far below the rainforest canopy, a grub feels that his body is about to change. Wondering what he will turn into, he looks to his 
insect friends for answers. With lush illustrations full of realistic detail, Grub immerses us in the world of the forest floor as we take a 
journey of discovery on the way to the final, surprising, metamorphosis. Lifecycles-Metamorphosis-Insects-Hercules Beetle

18. How Do You Say I Love You? (Ashleigh Barton And Martina Heiduczek)   $22.99   $18.39
From the bestselling creators of What Do You Call Your Grandpa?, What Do You Call Your Grandma? and What Do You Do to 
Celebrate? In every country around the globe, we all have ways to show the people who mean the most to us what they ought to 
know. From bestselling duo Ashleigh Barton and Martina Heiduczek comes an exuberant and beautiful book that celebrates the 
many different ways we say ‘I love you’, in languages the world over. How Do You Say I Love You? is a heart warming look at how we 
tell our loved ones how much we care. Relationships-Love

19. How To Survive Time Travel (Larry Hayes And Katie Abbey)   $16.99   $13.59
Lift off in the hilarious edge-of-your-seat adventure series that is a home alone story with a difference! Written by the inimitable 
Larry Hayes and hilariously illustrated by Katie Abey, this is the perfect read for fans of David Solomons, Tom Gates and Back to the 
Future! Fresh from saving their parents from the jaws of frenzied billionaire Mr Noah, ten-year-old Eliza and her genius little brother, 
Johnnie, are called upon once again. Their parents have disappeared into thin air and it’s up to the kids to save the day, travelling 
back in time to 5000 BC Egypt! Can they overcome friendly locals, a mysterious boy-god, snakes, a rainbow-coloured Sphinx and 
another plot to end the world? And - most importantly of all - will they survive TIME TRAVEL? Humour-Time Travel-Adventure-
Ancient Egypt Age 8+

20. I Want To Be Mad For A While! (Barney Saltzberg)   $19.99   $15.99
An exploration of big feelings. Discover a universally relatable story about one little cat who just wants to be mad ... at least for a 
little while! With gentle text and bold, vibrant illustrations, Barney Saltzberg encourages readers to feel what they feel and express 
their emotions, helping young ones develop key tools for social-emotional literacy. This book empowers children on the topic of 
anger, letting them know that it’s okay to feel mad sometimes. Because after you let yourself feel mad ... then you can start to feel 
glad! Feelings/Emotions-Anger-Frustration

21. Jigsaw: A Puzzle In The Post (Bob Graham)   $27.99   $22.39
“Oh, let’s do it!” say Kitty and Katy and Mum when a thousand-piece jigsaw puzzle mysteriously arrives in the post. “I have time on 
my hands,” agrees Dad. Starting in winter with the edges, by autumn they’re almost done, only to discover that one piece is missing. 
Mum is sure that it must have accidentally gone out with the rubbish, so the Kellys pile into the car to comb through the local tip 
(“shouldn’t take long”). There they uncover forgotten letters, train tickets, discarded newspapers, and old photos yellow with age, 
but finding the missing piece is starting to seem like wishful thinking. “Let’s wish, then,” says Katy. As in all of Bob Graham’s work, 
the beauty here is in the details, with visual perspectives that offer a bird’s-eye view or take us underfoot, wordless sequences 
letting us in on a secret. Is it sheer luck – or perhaps the power of hope – that creates an ending to the story? Family-Perseverance-
Determination-Hope-Recycling

22. Job For Kingsley, A (Gabriel Evans)   $24.99   $19.99
Kingsley has decided to get a job. This is not a decision to be taken lightly. After all, a job is a BIG responsibility. But finding the right 
kind of job is much harder than Kingsley expected. Some jobs are tricky for paws. Some jobs are difficult to understand. And some 
just don’t seem to appreciate a dog’s work ethic the way they should. Will Kingsley ever find a job that is exactly right? A sweet, 
tender and deeply funny story about the power of friendship, belonging, and one dog’s mission to find the perfect job. Friendship-
Belonging-Dogs-Humour

23. Leo And Lea (Monica Wesolowska And Kennard Pak)   $24.99   $19.99
Friendship meets Fibonacci when Leo, who loves maths, meets Lea, who loves art. Leo has a unique way of experiencing the world. 
When other children hear words, he sees numbers. And so the days go by—1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34—still no friends for Leo. Not 
even the new kid, a shy girl named Lea, who shares his desk. One day, when 55 bulbs poke up in spring, a dramatic event on the 
playground brings the two children together in friendship and understanding. Neurodiverse-Neurodiversity-Synesthesia-Maths-
Fibonacci-Empathy-Understanding-Friendship

24. Little Spark (Barry Jonsberg)   $16.99   $13.59
I don’t tell Mum and Sam anything about my weekends with Dad. It would be giving them tickets into that world. The world Dad 
and I have created. And I don’t want to do that. It’s ours. It’s all we have. It’s all we’ve been allowed since my parents got divorced. 
Cate gets to spend every second weekend with her dad, and each time something special and surprising happens. Something that 
fires the creative spark that Cate channels into her writing. And everything is fine until Cate’s stepdad, Sam, gets offered his dream 
job in London and her mum decides they are going to move to England with him?... Cate must decide what she wants for herself. 
She loves both her parents - but she must choose between them. Divorce-Separation-Family-Choices Age 10+
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25. Lucy And The Paper Pirates (Pat Hutchins And Jessica Meserve)   $16.99   $13.59
Join Lucy and the colourful cast of rowdy, rude and funny ‘cut-out’ characters in this warm and funny adventure for young readers 
from the internationally bestselling author Pat Hutchins, illustrated by Jessica Meserve. What does a Princess have in common with 
rabble of swashbuckling pirates? Or a Knight? Or even a fire-breathing Dragon? They’ve all been cut out from their stories! And the 
Princess isn’t happy about it. Not one little bit. Now it’s up to Lucy to help them resolve their squabbles and untangle the endings 
to their stories. Written by the beloved Pat Hutchins, author of classics such as The Wind Blew, Rosie’s Walk and Where oh Where 
is Rosie’s Chick, and superbly illustrated by CILIP Carnegie Medal nominated illustrator, Jessica Meserve, this lively story with a 
colourful cast of characters is perfect for sharing and reading aloud. Adventure-Humour Age 7+

26. Maps: From Anna To Zane (Vivian French And Ya-Ling Huang)   $27.99   $22.39
A whimsical story about learning to use maps, perfect for very young children. One day, Anna’s friend Zane sends her an invitation: 
Come to tea tomorrow! This is the way to my home. Love, Zane. Inside the envelope, there’s a MAP. Anna soon decides to make a 
map of her own, too ... and before long, Dad and even Whiskers the cat are in on the fun. From routes to symbols, point of view and 
scale, join Anna and her dad as they explore the wonderful world of maps – with words by Vivian French, storyteller extraordinaire, 
and delightful pictures by rising star Ya-Ling Huang. Maps-Mapping-Geography

27. Miss Penny Dreadful #1: Miss Penny Dreadful And The Midnight Kittens 
(Allison Rushby And Bronte Rose Marando)    $15.99   $12.79
“Now, Miss Pickering.” Miss Strickland turned to her pupil. “If you would be so kind as to close the door behind you, we will endeavour 
to discuss why your aunt, her publisher and her monkey have called upon us this afternoon.” 1872 Forever in trouble for sketching 
in her notebook, Penny Pickering dreams of her famous authoress aunt turning up at her boarding school and whisking her away. 
So when Aunt Harriet appears at Miss Strickland’s School for Girls of an Enquiring Mind and asks Penny if she would like to join 
her on an adventure, Penny knows exactly what to say - yes, please! Penny soon finds herself headed for Hampshire and a strange 
place called Mr Toddington’s Museum of the Curious and Absurd where bewitched kittens are said to have a tea party at midnight. 
Mystery-Magic-Victorian Era Age 7+

28. My Dad Thinks He’s A Pirate (Katrina Germein And Tom Jellett)   $24.99   $19.99
You’ll be hooked in this addition to the “My Dad...” series, where Dad sails the seven seas with more jokes to make you laugh - arrr 
arrr arrr! Captain Dad and his crew are having a day at the beach, and of course Dad is bringing his treasure trove of jokes. Whether 
it’s a ship he bought on sail or an earring that costs one buccaneer, a day with Dad is shore to be hilarious! At least he seems to think 
so. Humour

29. No Words (Maryam Master)   $16.99   $13.59
Hero doesn’t feel like a hero, but sometimes she feels as if the universe is asking her to be one. When Aria, a mysterious boy who 
never EVER speaks, starts at school and is picked on by His Royal Thug-ness Doofus (Rufus), Hero and her bestie Jaz feel compelled 
to help. But they’re far too chicken to actually do anything heroic, so they befriend Aria and try to uncover the truth about him. What 
happened to his voice? Where did he come from? What are those three dents on his middle finger? This is the story of a 12-year-old 
refugee who’s trying to establish a new life in Australia, grapple with his past and, most importantly, find his voice. ‘Cos, boy, does he 
have a story to tell. Refugees-Displacement-Identity-Bullying-Hope-Joy-Friendship Age 10+

30. Olive Jones And The Memory Thief (Kate Gilby Smith)   $16.99   $13.59
Olive Jones has just inherited her grandmother’s memories. But her grandma has left her more than just memories; she’s left her a 
mystery. And now it’s up to Olive to solve it. After her grandmother’s funeral, Olive learns she has inherited something unexpected: 
her grandmother’s memories. Olive is surprised - her grandmother wasn’t a cuddly, affectionate kind of grandmother. Curious about 
what she might discover, Olive sets out to ‘watch’ the memories. But before she can, they’re stolen right from under her nose. Olive 
can’t understand why anybody would want to steal the memories. As far as she’d known, her grandmother had always lived an 
utterly ordinary life. Following the trail of the thief, Olive begins to discover that her grandmother’s life wasn’t what she thought. As 
she unravels the secrets lurking in her grandmother’s past, she discovers clues Grandma Sylvie left her. It’s up to Olive to solve the 
mystery of the memory thief, and in the process, learn about the incredible life and adventures of the grandmother she has never 
really known. Mystery-Science Fiction Age 9+

31. Pig The Rebel (Aaron Blabey)   $17.99   $14.39
Pig’s bad behaviour has finally caught up with him—it’s time for Obedience School! Can this terrible Pug ever be tamed? Not if he 
can help it ... Another laugh-out-loud book from the #1 New York Times best-selling author, Aaron Blabey. Humour

32. Pow Pow Pig #3: On The High Seas (Anh Do)   $15.99   $12.79
Ahoy, me hearties! It’s Pow Pow Pig. Me and the Z team are on a mission. We’re trying to the save the world! But somehow we’ve 
ended up on the high seas instead... It’s going take a swashbuckling effort to get out of this mess! Age 7+ For all books in this series 
type POW POW PIG into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

33. Rita’s Revenge (Lian Tanner)   $16.99   $13.59
The ducks of Little Dismal are angry. A scruffy chicken called Clara has been telling lies about them. They need revenge. Enter Rita - a 
duck with the soul of a poet. After an embarrassing talent night, Rita sees revenge on Clara as a chance to restore her reputation. 
But Rita finds more than revenge on her mission. She uncovers a dastardly plan to chook-nap the clever chicken that will take them 
both a long way from home. Luckily, it’s Rita’s unlikely friendship with a small human and the help of some street-smart birds that 
just might save the day and inspire an epic poem! Humour-Mystery Age 8+

34. Rodney Forgets It! (Michael Gerard Bauer And Chrissie Krebs)   $19.99   $15.99
Rodney had a habit of forgetting this and that. Like where he left his coffee cup, his wallet or his hat. So will he remember that he’s 
invited to the Party of the Year!? From the creators of the CBCA Award-winning Rodney Loses It comes another comically chaotic tale 
... of never forgetting what is most important. Humour-Forgetfulness-Community-Friendship-Kindness-Gratitude
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35. Rollercoaster Boy, The (Lisa Thompson)   $16.99   $13.59
Todd and Laurie’s dad is either on top of the world, taking them on fun adventures, or down in the depths and sleeping all the 
time. In the middle of the night, he decides to take them to a hotel he spent most of his childhood holidays in. He paints a picture 
of a luxurious mansion surrounded by acres of land—a fairground, all-you-can-eat-buffets, a sparkling swimming pool, a grand 
ballroom, firework displays. The reality is a rundown dump—and the disappointment means Dad takes to his bed. Todd and Laurie 
have the run of the place, and meet Scout, the daughter of the owner, who tells them about the night many years ago when a 
famous novelist vanished from her room on the top floor, which was locked from the inside ... with clues to crack, a mystery to solve, 
and Dad to worry about, this holiday is full of twists and turns. Mystery-Family-Mental Health-Anxiety Age 9+

36. Shop Train, The (Josie Wowlooa Boyle And Paul Seden)   $24.99   $19.99
Every week, Rosie and her mother drive down the bumpy dirt road and across the rocky riverbed to visit the ‘Shop Train’. The Shop 
Train was inspired by the Tea and Sugar train that began operating in 1917 to provide supplies and services for railworkers and 
people living in remote communities between Port Augusta in South Australia and Kalgoorlie in Western Australia. The Shop Train 
is a heartwarming story about Rosie and her mum, and the rickety journey in their old car to pick up stores from the shop train. The 
train carried everything they needed, and was an exciting time for all who lived near its tracks. Rosie and her mum slowly wind their 
way through Wonghi country, on its dusty tracks and never-ending horizon, until they reach the train, brimming with activity and 
treasures from other places.  Aboriginal Studies-Australian History-First Nations-Own Voice-Tea And Sugar Train

37. Tangki Tjuta: Donkeys (Tjanpi Desert Weavers)   $24.99   $19.99
Long, long ago, we didn’t have donkeys. We didn’t have a lot of the things we have today. We didn’t know donkeys existed. Our 
people used to walk with their camels and donkeys from Areyonga to Ernabella. They brought their donkeys here, and left them. 
Donkeys are malpa wiru, valuable friends and helpers in the families and desert community of Pukatja (Ernabella) in the APY Lands 
of northern South Australia. People set off on their donkeys for picnics and longer journeys, always returning home safely. Told 
in Pitjantjatjara and English and featuring the whimsical, distinctive sculptures that have made Tjanpi Desert Weavers famous, 
this dual language Australian story offers warm and humorous insights from an Anangu perspective. Aboriginal Studies-Dual 
Language-Pitjantjatjara-Pukatja-Ernabella-Humour

38. There’s No Such Book (Jessica Dettmann And Jake A Minton)   $24.99   $19.99
There’s No Such Book is a funny and heartwarming that will resonate with anyone who has experienced the frenzy of Book Week. 
It’s the night before the Book Week parade and Ellie announces that she needs a costume by the morning. Mum, who is taken by 
surprise, desperately tries to piece together a costume from what’s lying around the house … They went into the bathroom. ‘Hmm,’ 
said Mum. ‘Don’t I remember once reading you a book about a monster whose skin looked like it was made of bright green towels?’ 
‘No,’ said Ellie. ‘There is no such book.’ Ellie heads to bed only with Mum’s promise that she’ll have a costume sorted by the morning. 
Mum stays true to her word, but perhaps not in the way that Ellie was hoping. Book Week-Books-Reading-Dress Ups-Imagination

39. Travelling Bookshop #3: Mim And The Anxious Artist 
(Katrina Nannestad And Cheryl Orsini)   $14.99   $11.99
The right book might just change your life ... Mim Cohen roams the world in a travelling bookshop, with her dad and brother and a 
horse called Flossy. Flossy leads them where she will, to the place where they’re needed most ... the place where the perfect book 
will find its way home. Now Mim has arrived in elegant Paris where she meets Pierre, a talented but anxious artist who cannot bear 
to give up his paintings, even to sell them. He’s miserable and poor. His customers are cross. Mim knows they’re here to help Pierre. 
To calm him down. To turn him into a successful artist. To make him truly happy. If only Mim could find him the right book. If only 
Dad would stop getting muddled and giving everyone the wrong book. Friendship-Family Unit-Anxiety Age 7+ For all books in this 
series type TRAVELLING BOOKSHOP into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

40. Votes For Women! Story Of Nellie, Rose And Mary (Mark Wilson)   $26.99   $21.59
From award-winning author and illustrator Mark Wilson, a stirring story of the women who first won the right to vote in Australia 
- inspired by real people and historical events In 1890, Rose Birks and her stepdaughter, Nellie, two strong-willed and determined 
women, began writing letters and attending meetings to help improve the lives of women and children in their home city of 
Adelaide. They soon found themselves part of a movement that would change the lives of women everywhere. Through their 
friendship with the famous female suffragist Mary Lee, they petitioned politicians and lawmakers - and in 1896 they became 
the first women in Australia to vote in an election. Votes for Women! tells their story. Australian History-South Australian History-
Suffragette Movement-Women’s Rights

41. Willa And Woof #1; Mimi Is Missing (Jacqueline Harvey And Anne Yi)   $12.99   $10.39
Adventure, imagination and loads of fun. From the bestselling author of Alice-Miranda comes this humorous and heartfelt series 
about eight-year-old Willa and her best four-legged friend, Woof! Willa’s in trouble. Mimi - the famous racing pigeon owned by 
Frank, her neighbour and best old-aged friend - is missing. And Willa is pretty sure she’s the one who left the cage door open . . . 
She’ll need her most creative ideas (along with the help of Tae, her best same-age friend, and her trusty sidekick Woof, the albino 
Irish Wolfhound) to track Mimi down before Frank finds out! Can Willa find Mimi before it’s too late? Age 6+

42. What About Thao? (Oliver Phommavanh)    $16.99   $13.59
From the author of the bestselling Thai-riffic, Con-nerd and The Other Christy comes a funny and heartfelt novel for 10+ about a 
city kid in a small country town who’s enjoying being the new kid at his tiny two-teacher school - until Kadir arrives and things 
get interesting! In his signature style, Oliver creates a fabulously diverse and heartfelt duo in Thao and Kadir and their sometimes 
hilarious and sometimes heart-wrenching dilemmas of culture and belonging in a remote rural community. Throw in some slam 
poetry and it might just end in a lifelong friendship and a whole lot more understanding. Diversity-Culture-Belonging-Friendship 
Age 10+
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43. What To Say When You Don’t Know What To Say 
(Davina Bell And Hilary Jean Tapper)   $24.99   $19.99
 I’m not brave enough today. Maybe next time. You’re hurting my feelings right now. Want to join in? A warm and whimsical guide 
to negotiating life’s little moments and big emotions with empathy, kindness and words from the heart. From award-winning and 
much-loved author Davina Bell and exciting new illustrator, Hilary Jean Tapper. Feelings/Emotions-Kindness-Empathy

44. What’s The Big Idea? (Sue Lawson)   $24.99   $19.99
Australians are an inventive lot. From the innovative tools and equipment of our First Nations people to the pioneering solutions 
of colonial times and hi-tech minds of today, Australians have risen to the challenge of problem solving. Also, Vegemite. We can’t 
explain that but we love it anyway. Inventions

45. Where? (Jordan Collins And Phil Lesnie)   $24.99   $19.99
‘Where are you from?’ they say. What they mean is, ‘Why is your skin that colour?’ ‘Why does your hair look like that?’ I am from the 
mountains, The seas and the sky. I am from children of millions of years, A timeline of humanity. I am from this planet And all others. 
A heartfelt picture book that challenges racism from an exciting new voice that is both a cry of pain and a demonstration of inner 
strength, which takes us on an intergalactic journey past collapsing stars and glowing nebulae to remind us not of our differences 
but of our shared humanity. Racism-Identity

46. While The Storm Rages (Phil Earle)   $18.99   $15.19
Noah and his friends fight to save animals from being put to sleep at the outbreak of World War Two. September 1939. Britain is 
on the brink of war. As Noah Price’s dad marches off to fight, he asks his son to honour one vital promise: that he will keep their 
dog, Winn, safe. No matter what. Noah agrees, but his best intentions are crushed when the government advises people to have 
their pets put to sleep as part of the war preparations. Children are heartbroken, queues outside vets’ surgeries stretch for miles. 
But Noah is a resourceful and impetuous child. He won’t just do what he is told. Far from it. With his two friends in tow, he makes 
a pledge. To go on the run, and save as many animals as he can, whatever the cost. So begins the most thrilling of adventures, 
involving a stolen ark, a motley crew of animals and a crashed Spitfire. Can Noah possibly save the animals, and lead them all to the 
promised land? War Stories-World War 2-Animal Stories-Adventure Age 9+

47. Whose Toes Do You Suppose? (Richard Turner And Margaret Tolland)   $22.99    $18.39
An informative picture book where readers guess the animal the illustrated toes belong to. Featuring twelve animals and their toes, 
this picture book invites readers to guess which animal the toes belong to. Accompanied with many animal fun facts and detailed, 
lifelike illustrations, this title provides for an interactive reading experience. An enjoyable, educational resource for children, 
caregivers, and classrooms alike. Animals-Facts

48. Winthali (Joe Willigan Ross And Remi Nyandat Ross)   $24.99   $19.99
Winthali is a traditional Bunuba story, adapted here by Joe Willigan Ross and Stacey Bush. Greedy Old Man Crocodile (Lallanggarra) 
won’t share his fire with the Bunuba people, but Brown Falcon (Girrganyi), with the help of the young animals comes up with 
a clever plan to take a fire-stick from his home at Jarrambaya. This story belongs to the Danggu people of the Fitzroy Valley. 
Aboriginal Studies-Traditional Story-Danggu-Dual Language-Bunuba

49. Wolf Girl #7: Crash Course (Anh Do And Lachlan Creagh)   $15.99   $12.79
As the train Wolf Girl is driving hurtles towards the locked gates of an enemy city, the last thing she expects to spy out the window 
is her own long lost sister! Soon Gwen and her dogs are on an epic chase across country, encountering deadly enemies and plenty 
of prehistoric surprises. But just when things seem most dire, help arrives in an unexpected form! For all books in this series type 
WOLF GIRL into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

50. World’s Most Ridiculous Animals, The (Philip Bunting)   $26.99   $21.59
The World’s Most Ridiculous* Animals (*or are they?) The next hilarious, playfully irreverent title in The World’s Most... series, written 
and illustrated by Philip Bunting. The World’s Most Ridiculous Animals is all about absurd-looking animals with incredible (if 
somewhat seemingly over-the-top) features and characteristics such as the Peacock, Anglerfish, Panther Chameleon, Nudibranch, 
Tasseled Wobbeging, Glasswing Butterfly, Sea Sheep . . . and many more. STEM-Science-Biology-Animals-Humour
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51. Australia: From Dusk To Dawn (Brentos)   $24.99   $22.50
It’s a new day in Australia. Let’s follow the sun! Wake up with kookaburras on Arakwal Country (Byron Bay), bask with wombats on 
??wulinantikala (Cradle Mountain), ?watch black and red cockatoos flying over A??nangu Country, scratch the Daintree Rainforest 
floor with cassowaries on Kuku Yalanji Country, and go to sleep as quokkas wake up on Whadjuk Noongar Country (Rottnest 
Island). Welcome to Australia as you’ve never seen it before: a dreamy pastel-popping ode to the significant places and animals on 
the land we all call home, from emerging artist Brentos. Australia-Australiana

52. Be Careful, Xiao Xin! (Alice Pung And Sher Rill Ng)   $24.99   $22.50
Xiao Xin believes he is a red fire warrior but his family are always telling him to be careful. They believe the world is a dangerous 
place. Too dangerous for a little boy on his own. They don’t understand what I can do! They don’t understand what I can be! 
Renowned storytellers Alice Pung and Sher Rill Ng bring to life a beautiful and tender story about learning to conquer your own 
fears - as a child, and as an adult. Resilience-Courage-Self Esteem-Family-Dual Language-Simplified Chinese

53. Bewilderbeast, The (Josh Pyke And Binny Talib)   $24.99   $22.50
Deep in the darkest, remote and most loneliest jungle, there lives quite the one and the onliest. Seen once in the wild, and then 
never again, all that’s left are notes from a tracker’s own pen. A nonsensical puzzle when seen piece by piece, but when viewed as 
a whole ... Behold! The Bewilderbeast! Rhyming Text-Humour

54. Bluey: Barky Boats (Compilation)   $16.99   $15.30
Based on the hit ABC KIDS TV show! Bluey and Mackenzie are excited to see their buddies, but will Mia and Captain still have time 
to play with them? A gorgeous hardback book for kids of all ages. Bluey is an award-winning preschool show about Bluey, a blue 
heeler pup, and her family. Airing on ABC KIDS, the show has amassed legions of dedicated fans and hugely popular ranges of 
books, toys, clothes, games and more.

55. Coco And The Spiderling (Laura Bunting And Nicky Johnston)   $19.99   $18.00
Coco is very excited about her family holiday. But when she discovers her purrfect city adventure is actually a camping trip ... Me-
Eww! Can an unexpected friendship change Coco’s view of camping? And will she have the purrfect holiday after all?

56. Come Over To My House (Eliza Hull And Daniel Gray-Barnett)   $24.99   $22.50
Come Over To My House is a delightful picture book that explores the home life of children and parents who are Deaf or disabled. 
Co-written by disability advocate Eliza Hull and bestselling author Sally Rippin, the inclusive rhyming text authentically explores 
the characters’ various disabilities.  A cast of friendly characters invite friends over for a play – there’s fun to be had, food to eat 
and families to meet! Come over to my house. Come over and play! I’ll show you around, you can stay the whole day. We’ll swing 
on the swing-set and splash in the pool. Then I’ll race you inside where my bedroom is cool. Family-Home-Friendship-Disability-
Inclusivity-Rhyming Text

57. Dirt By Sea (Michael Wagner And Tom Jellett)   $24.99   $22.50
Explore our wonderful coastline and the joy of a family road-trip with Dad and Daisy! Featuring 40 pages of extraordinary comic-
style illustrations, this unique picture book will have you dreaming of a holiday around Australia or maybe even planning a van 
life with the help of the journey map in the endpapers. The hugely popular creators of Why I Love Footy and Why I Love Summer 
are back together with a moving family story that is also a true celebration of what we love most about the Australian landscape, 
family holidays and classic Kombi vans. Daisy lives in inland Australia with her dad and her grandparents. It’s home, and she loves 
the red dirt land around her. But when her dad realises that she’s never seen the beach and thinks the Australian anthem is about 
a country ‘dirt by sea’, he sets off to show her the ocean in a once-in-a-lifetime father-daughter trip along the Australian coast, 
inspired by the first holiday he took with Daisy’s mum. Along the way they will learn about Australia and much, much more . . . 
Australia-Travel-Family

58. Egg (Clare Atkins And Harrison Vial)   $24.99   $22.50
A truly unique picture book about a newcomer arriving to an island inhabited by superstitious eggs When something strange 
washes up on the eggs’ island, they are scared. It looks like them. But different. What if it hatches? What if there are more of them? 
Most of the eggs hope the newcomer will float back to where it came from, but one little egg is not afraid. Can their friendship 
prove there is nothing to fear? Multiculturalism-Displacement-Acceptance-Refugees-Climate Change-Kindness

59. Finding You (Robert Vescio And Hannah Sommerville)   $26.99   $24.30
When a boy and a dog meet, an unbreakable and life-changing bond is created. A touching and timely story about welcoming 
newcomers and those in need. Kindness-Hope-Acceptance

60. Flipper And Finnegan (Sophie Cunningham And Anil Tortop)   $19.99   $18.00
Flipper and Finnegan live on a beautiful island. Every morning they hunt for fish in the clear blue ocean waters. Every evening they 
waddle up the beach together with all their friends - it’s a penguin parade. But one day, when Flipper comes up for air she gets 
covered in something that is black and smelly and sticky - and Finnegan is nowhere to be seen... This is the miraculous true story of 
how a viral knitting campaign helped save the lives of Phillip Island’s Little Penguins. Australian Animals-Penguins

61. Floof (Heidi Mckinnon)   $19.99   $15.99
This is Floof. Floof is floofy. Floof is VERY floofy. Floof is the FLOOFIEST! Floof is going to have a very busy day... A book to delight 
anyone who has ever loved a ridiculous furball. Cats

AUSTRALIAN PICTURE BOOKS
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62. Frankie Stein (Kylie Covark And Shane Mcg)   $24.99   $22.50
Frankie Stein loves doing science experiments while her teddy watches on. She wishes she could chat with him … he’s a bear with 
scientific flair! But Frankie gets a fright when she accidentally turns Bear into a monster. Can she find a way to change him back? 
Rhyming Text-Humour-Science-Experiments

63. Grug (Ted Prior)   $9.99   $9.00
Once the top of a Burrawang tree fell to the ground ... and the grassy top began to change. It became Grug. This classic Aussie hero 
is back from the bush to enchant a new generation of youngsters! Ted Prior’s bestselling Grug series is beloved by early readers and 
parents alike and has sold more than a million copies in Australia alone. His first story was published in 1979 and Ted went on to 
write 34 more stories featuring Grug and his adventures with his other bush friends, Cara and Snoot.

64. Grug Has A Birthday (Ted Prior)   $9.99   $9.00
Birthdays should be filled with cake and fun and Grug! This classic Aussie hero is back from the bush to enchant a new generation of 
youngsters! Ted Prior’s bestselling Grug series is beloved by early readers and parents alike and has sold more than a million copies 
in Australia alone. His first story was published in 1979 and Ted went on to write 34 more stories featuring Grug and his adventures 
with his other bush friends, Cara and Snoot.

65. Happiest Boy On Earth, The (Eddie Jaku And Nathaniel Eckstrom)   $26.99   $24.30
Life can be beautiful if you make it beautiful. It is up to you. Eddie lived with his family and adorable dachshund, Lulu, in the 
beautiful city of Leipzig in Germany. But one day, into the sunshine of his childhood crept a dark, heavy cloud. Not a rain cloud. 
Much worse than that. Adolf Hitler came to power. When Eddie was 18, he was sent to a concentration camp. A picture book 
adaptation for older readers (6+ years) based on the extraordinary, the bestselling adult title THE HAPPIEST MAN ON EARTH. The 
story is framed as a conversation between 101-year-old Eddie and his great grandchildren - who are bursting with questions about 
the life of their Pépé. History-Holocaust-War-Survival

66. Heartbeat Of The Land, The (Cathy Freeman And Tannya Harricks)   $24.99   $22.50
Cathy ran barefoot every day across the great ancient land, as her people had done for sixty thousand years before. And when she 
ran, she could hear the heartbeat of the land. Ba Boom Ba Boom Ba Boom... Then one day, Cathy hears a cry. She answers this cry 
and, with one small step at a time, the seeds of change are planted. Cathy Freeman has always been an inspiration to young people. 
Here, she does it again, through storytelling - just as her people have done, for sixty thousand years before... Listen, and you too, 
will hear the Heartbeat of the Land. Aboriginal Studies-Kuku Yalanji Language-Environmental Issues

67. Hello Every Body! From Hairy To Bald, Tall To Small, This Book Has Got It All 
(Samantha Curcio)   $24.99   $22.50
Hello Every Body! is a picture book that joyfully explores and celebrates the human body in all its many shapes and sizes. With 
playful illustrations and a joyful tone, Hello Every Body! is fun, diverse and inclusive, showing that all bodies are fabulous just the 
way they are, and that our differences make us who we are.  Skin can have pimples, dimples, wrinkles, or freckles. These can be tiny, 
wide or EVERYWHERE Straight or curly – hair can sprout from the toes or poke out from the nose. Diversity-Acceptance-Difference-
Inclusivity-Body Image

68. House On Pleasant Street, The (Sofie Laguna And Marc Mcbride)   $19.99   $18.00
Alby and his family are new on Pleasant Street. Their house is perfect, with a great tree to climb, and a pool. Their pet, Delia, is still in 
training, but she’s settling in just fine. And tonight is Halloween - Alby’s favourite night of the year - so ANYTHING could happen... 
A hilarious story about family and friendship, and what happens when trick-or-treating doesn’t go to plan. Halloween-Family-
Friendship-Fitting In-Humour

69. Jack’s Jumper (Sara Action)   $25.99   $23.40
A sweet story about the bond between brothers and the sentimental value of sharing with your siblings. Jack’s jumper is special 
because it can be many things – a den, a hat, a hug – but most of all it is special because it belonged to Jack’s big brother, Paul. 
Jack wears the jumper every day, but when forced to take it off to have a bath, the cat sees a comfy new bed... Siblings-Brothers-
Growing Up

70. Koalas Stole My Undies (Kylie Howarth)   $19.99   $18.00
Lex is done with underwear! His parents might not agree, but Lex has a whole zoo-full of excuses. Until one day when a cheeky 
animal encounter leaves Lex caught short! Perhaps he’ll wear his underwear after all... ? From Kylie Howarth comes a contemporary 
Australian answer to The Boy Who Cried Wolf, pairing ?cheeky illustrations with hilarious rhyme and outrageously funny lies. 
Humour-Twisted Fable

71. Luwa Tara Luwa Waypa: Three Kangaroos And Three Ta 
(Dave Mangenner Gough And Samantha Campbell)   $24.95   $22.46
niyakara is leaving the village to hunt tara, kangaroo. On his mind is the chief’s daughter, tuminana, who is at the water with 
the women, collecting shells and working. But down on the beach, niyakara hears three thuds... boom boom boom. With 
rhythmic intensity, luwa tara luwa waypa tells the captivating story of niyakara’s journey from boy to man, a story of courage and 
transformation. Dave mangenner Gough’s powerful words and Samantha Campbell’s expressive artwork bring to vivid life the 
ancestral spirit and enduring strength of the palawa people of Tasmania. Hear the author read the book via the QR code. Aboriginal 
Studies-First Nations-History-Culture-Masculinity-Growing Up-Courage-Spirituality
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72. My Baba Is The Best (Bachar Houli And Debby Rahmalia)   $19.99   $18.00
A joyous picture book celebrating the special bond between fathers and daughters and the fun times they share - by multiple AFL 
Premiership player and inspirational community leader Bachar Houli. A feel-good Father’s Day book and a gorgeous celebration of 
the richness and joy of their cultural and family life. My baba has a big beard and a big smile. He gives the best hugs and never sits 
still. Gardening, jogging, fishing, watching movies or going camping . . . Baba and I do lots of things together. My baba is the best. 
I love my baba! A joyous picture book celebrating the special bond between fathers and daughters and the activities they share 
- by multiple AFL Premiership player and inspirational community leader Bachar Houli. Family-Father’s Day-Fathers-Daughters-
Relationships

73. My Deadly Boots (Carl Merrison And Samantha Campbell)   $24.99   $22.50
Spikes on the bottom boots, my favourite colour boots, making me too deadly. Can the shoes on your feet really make you jump 
higher? Walk taller? Dream bigger? A joyous, empowering story about finding confidence within yourself, boots or no boots, from 
the award-winning authors of Black Cockatoo. Self Esteem/Resilience-Confidence

74. My Extraordinary Mum (Dani Vee And Alexandra Colombo)   $24.99   $22.50
My mum’s a little quirky, free-spirited and bold. She dances to the beat of her own drum. A fun-filled adventure and celebration 
of an extraordinary mum and her daughter who find magic in unexpected places. We are all extraordinary, sometimes we just 
need reminding. Podcast Legend Dani Vee (Words and Nerds Podcast) invites readers to take a quiet moment and slow down 
into a story of celebrating the wonder and joy to be found in the ordinary. In this gentle story, rich in highly visual prose, follow an 
extraordinary mum who reflects the many forms of modern mums among us. She does things her own way and to the beat of her 
own drum. She encourages her daughter to lean into the unknown, to try new things, and above all else – to be herself. Together 
they discover new adventures, find hidden treasures, learn life lessons, and devour chocolate cake! Anxiety-Self Acceptance

75. My Strange Shrinking Parents (Zeno Sworder)   $25.99   $23.40
It goes without saying that all children believe their parents to be strange. Mine were unusual for a different reason..One boy’s 
parents travel from far-off lands to improve their son’s life. But what happens next is unexpected. What does it mean when your 
parents are different? What shape does love take? And what happens when your parents sacrifice a part of themselves for you? In 
this heartbreaking and heart-warming story, CBCA award-winner Zeno Sworder reflects on his own migrant parents’ sacrifices to 
create a universal story about what it means to give to those you love. Drawing from the sacrifices his Chinese mother made to 
raise her young family in a small country town, Sworder’s drawings are full of beautiful detail and fairytale settings that explore his 
own journey from child to parent. With humour and pathos, Sworder reflects on the strange nature of giving and receiving love 
and celebrates those parents who embrace a hard life for themselves in the hope of a better life from their children. Migration-
Differences-Multicultural-Sacrifice-Love-Generosity

76. Ninni Yabini (Cheryl Kickett-Tucker And Tyrown Waigana)   $24.99   $22.50
Written in Noongar and English, and illustrated with striking contemporary artwork, Ninni Yabini is a memorable celebration of 
family and belonging. In this delightful picture book, Mother and Father swan are busy rebuilding their nest after a storm when 
their baby, Ninni Yabini, wanders off. Luckily, the evening star, his namesake, comes out to guide him home. Aboriginal Studies-
Dual Language-Noongar-Family-Belonging

77. Our Dreaming (Kirli Saunders And Dub Leffler)   $24.99   $22.50
Goodjagah, little one, walk with me ... I want to tell you our Dreaming as the Elders told it to me. Award-winning storytellers, Gunai 
woman Kirli Saunders and Bigambul man Dub Leffler, explore a deep love and respect for Country and all her spirits ... past, present 
and beyond. Aboriginal Studies-Dreaming-First Nations-Country-Community-Creation-Respect

78. Pigasus (Zanni Louise And Anil Tortop)   $19.99   $15.99
Can pigs fly? Well, maybe they just have to try! Pig is bland. Pig is small. Pig is not much pig at all. But Pig dreams of something 
big – can she be a flying pig?  Pigasus is an empowering rhyming story about believing in yourself and achieving your dreams. 
Rhyming Text-Self Belief-Dreams

79. Rabbit’s Magician, The (Shae Millward And Andy Fackrell)   $25.95   $22.46
Ziggy’s beloved magician has performed an amazing disappearing trick. But just where is The Amazing Albertino? Ziggy waits. 
And waits some more. Has something gone wrong with the trick? A gentle story of love, loss and comfort. STEM-Science-Moon 
Phases-Loss-Comfort

80. Rockpooling With Pup (Kevin Brophy And Jules Ober)   $29.95   $24.26
Mia and Pup go down to the seaside to explore the pools where amazing sea creatures live. They didn’t expect to go on a quest . . . 
Come with us and explore the world that’s at your feet. STEM-Science-Biology-Animals-Sea Creatures-Tidal Pools

81. Ship Ahoy! Box Boy (Mal Webster)   $26.99   $24.30
There was a boy who loved making things with boxes. Limited by the space in his backyard and a few cardboard boxes, ‘Ship Ahoy 
Box Boy’ shows what’s possible with some clever ingenuity and an unlimited imagination. Ship Ahoy! Box Boy is the latest book 
from Mal Webster and follows on from his successful book Box Boy. Influenced by recent lockdowns and home-schooling Mal was 
inspired to celebrate imagination and creative play within a home environment, showing that with a little inventiveness a world of 
adventure awaits. Imagination-Creativity

82. Story About Cat And Mouse (Carol Robertson)   $24.99   $22.50
This is a story about Cat and Mouse. Mouse eats insects, like grasshopper. Cat eats small birds, lizards, snakes and also mice. One 
night, Cat and Mouse are both very hungry and go out hunting for food and unexpectedly encounter each other. They both get a 
terrible fright, but what happens next? This book is written in Kriol and English. Aboriginal Studies-Humour-Dual Langauage-Kriol
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83. Swoop (Nicole Godwin And Susannah Crispe)   $24.99   $22.50
Magpie has one job, one desire, one purpose: KEEP THE EGGS SAFE. Always on alert for danger, will Magpie’s determination be 
enough when rock-carrying intruders arrive? Why do magpies swoop and why do we have such a fascination with them? Discover 
more about these clever, cheeky and charming songbirds through this delightful book. Australian Animals-Australian Birds-Birds-
Magpies

84. Tarni’s Chance (Paul Collins And Jules Ober)   $24.95   $22.46
When Tarni’s mum says goodbye, all the colour and joy of life seem to go with her. Tarni retreats into her bubble. But then Chance 
steps in... Friendship-Loneliness-Loss-Empathy Age 7+

85. Thank You Rain! (Sally Morgan And Johnny Warrkatja Malibirr)   $24.99   $22.50
Another simple, universal story from Sally Morgan and Johnny Warrkatja Malibirr, this time, a beautifully illustrated celebration of 
rain. Thank you rain! is a joyful read, and is full of the plants and animals that welcome rain: raindrops in the treetops; birds singing 
in the rain; raindrops wetting the dry earth and filling creek beds; birds, frogs and kangaroos all enjoying the rain and finishing 
with Johnny dancing with happiness! Sally Morgan’s beautiful words and Johnny Warrkatja Malibirr’s sensitive artwork combine to 
give this distinctive children’s picture book global appeal. Johnny infuses his illustrations with his fine-art aesthetic and traditional 
motifs to bring each page to vivid life. Aboriginal Studies-Rain

86. Tree At Number 43, The (Jess Mcgeachin)   $24.99   $22.50
A warm, inspirational story about determination, conservation, the magic of nature . . . and grandads. In a noisy, grey city, Sam 
and his Grandpa long for the deep, dark wonderful jungle. But when their dream comes true, can they find a way to protect it? A 
delightful story book for all generations about the magic of wild places and the amazing things we can achieve when we all work 
together. The Tree at Number 43 inspires hope for the future of our environment without any sense of doom and gloom. A book 
for parents and grandparents to share and enjoy with kids, whether they want to create a garden at home or change the world. 
Determination-Conservation-Nature-Hope-Grandparents

87. Very Hard Book, The (Idan Ben-Barak And Philip Bunting)   $24.99   $22.50
Can you ... Forget this line? Say the alphabet in a different order? Dig half a hole? This book asks you to imagine and think about 
some things. That sounds easy, right? Anyone can think stuff. You don’t even need to be standing up. We shall see. Good luck. 
Metacognition is the act of thinking about thinking and forms the basis of all critical thought. It is also a concept that comes 
easily to children whose inquisitive nature makes them a natural at engaging in abstract questions and open-ended thinking. The 
Very Hard Book starts that ‘thinking’ journey and has a great deal of fun in the process. Metacognition-Learning-Thinking-Critical 
Thinking-Humour

88. We Live In A Caravan (Jess Tsigros And Holly Milner)   $24.99   $22.50
‘We live in a caravan. Our home is only small. But ... we have everything we need, and you know what’s best of all?’ We Live in a 
Caravan is the picture book for every Australian family to inspire travel and an appreciation for experiences over possessions. The 
book follows a family travelling around Australia in their caravan, visiting each state and territory along the way. They meet many 
different people, spot wildlife, reconnect with nature and enjoy time as a family on the road. The artwork on each page is based 
on author Jess Tsigros’ own family caravan adventures, and as a bonus, there are pictures drawn by kids they met on their journey. 
Family-Travel-Australia-Rhyming Text

89. Where The Lyrebird Lives (Vikki Conley And Max Hamilton)   $26.99   $24.30
High in the mountains through the sleepy clouds. Deep in the forest past the chiming birds. Will we see the lyrebird? I don’t know. 
Tip-toe, tip-toe. The beauty of the Australian rainforest and the magic of family-time come together in this lyrical and delightful 
story of intergenerational connection, habitat and adventure. Australian Animals-Australian Birds-Birds-Habitats-Nature

90. White Sunday (Litea Fuata And Myo Yim)   $24.99   $22.50
White Sunday is a charming own-voices story that welcomes us into the home of a Samoan family, complete with love, food, 
merrymaking and ... adventure. A beautifully illustrated, heartwarming story for kids aged 3 and up. Every year in October, Sina 
and her family celebrate White Sunday. It’s a day when the children are celebrated at church and they get to read, sing, perform 
and dance in front of the community. There’s also a feast after, and the kids eat first! Maybe this year Uncle Fred will bring his 
green bananas in coconut cream and Sina will receive plenty of ulas for her performance. Family-Community-Celebration-Culture-
Samoa-Samoan-Own Voice

91. Who’s A Little Goose? (Scott Stuart)   $17.99   $16.20
Little pigs are piglets. A dove is a squeaker. Baby monkeys are infants ... (Look out! There’s a leaker!) Little echidnas are puggles, lots 
of pups are a litter ... So many kids! These geese need a babysitter! Another hilarious baby animal rhyming story by best-selling 
children’s book creator, Scott Stuart. Rhyming Text-Humour

92. Wild Bush Days (Penny Harrison And Virginia Gray)   $29.99   $27.00
Jessie Hickman was Australia’s bold, but little-known, Lady Bushranger. Raised in the circus during the early 1900s, she later turned 
to a life of crime and cattle hustling. She used her skills as a rough-rider and tightrope walker to elude police, often hiding in a cave, 
deep in the mountains. Told through the eyes of two young, modern-day explorers who go looking for the bushranger’s cave, Wild 
Bush Days conjures the spirit of adventure, from a time when girls weren’t expected to be daring. Adventure-Exploring-Australian 
Bush-Bushrangers 
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93. 10 Cats (Emily Gravett)   $26.99   $24.30
Ten cats discover three cans of paint and blotches, splotches and splats go everywhere! A funny exploration of colour from award-
winning author/illustrator Emily Gravett, 10 Cats is a wonderfully simple and engaging picture book. While learning about counting 
and colours, very young children will delight in the adorable kittens on every spread and the simple text that is perfect for reading 
aloud. Cats-Counting-Numbers-Colours

94. Achoo! (Simon Philip And Nathan Reed)   $24.99   $22.50
You probably know it’s good manners to ALWAYS cover your nose when you sneeze. But when Sid forgets this very simple rule, 
the consequences are WILDER than he could ever have predicted. Get ready for a laugh-out-loud, sneeze-driven joy-ride, featuring 
elephants, pirates, acrobats, giants, princesses, and a whole lot of pandas. Sneezing will never be the same again! This joyfully 
anarchic, side-splittingly funny story is perfect for fans of You Can’t Take an Elephant on the Bus and There’s a Shark in the Bath. 
Rhyming Text-Humour-Manners-Hygiene

95. Adoette (Lydia Monks)   $29.99   $27.00
Adoette lived to be 100 years old. Just imagine all the things she saw! She lived on the same street all her life, but one day, people 
decided it would be best if she would go... Award-winning and best-selling author-illustrator Lydia Monks, illustrator of franchise 
What the Ladybird Heard, beautifully tells the tale of the life of one tree, from a young sapling to a mighty oak, becoming the 
beating heart of the community she lived in, right up until the day they cut her down. But there’s hope, when one little girl takes 
one of her acorns to plant in the community garden. History-Conservation-Community-Trees

96. Alone Like Me (Rebecca Evans)   $27.99   $25.20
In this beautiful, heartfelt picture book, a young girl moves from a small village to a big city in China, where she longs to find a friend...
and ultimately meets someone very much like her. Liling and her family have moved from their rural farm to an overwhelming 
urban city. Because of Chinese law, Liling can’t go to school and spends her days with Mama or Baba at work. At the playground, the 
other children throw sand at her and tease her old red coat and dirty shoes. But after she shares a smile with a girl in a bright yellow 
jacket who lives in an apartment beneath hers, Liling has a big idea! She draws a picture and lowers it down to the girl--Qiqi--who 
returns it with a drawing of her own. When the new friends meet face to face, Liling takes Qiqi’s hand, and they walk bravely into 
the park--together. Multicultural-Change-Friendship-Culture-China-Hukou System

97. Angry Monk And The Fly, The (Tina Schneider)   $24.99   $22.50
Even monks get angry sometimes. That’s when it’s time to pause and reflect. The monk is almost never angry, but when a pesky 
Buddha Fly comes buzzing happily by, zipping around his head, landing on his nose day after day, the monk becomes very angry 
indeed. This makes him confused and sad. Until one day, he stops to look at this irritating, joyful fly. And then he sees something 
wonderful. The Angry Monk and the Fly is a tale of pausing, teaching us the importance of taking the time to see life differently and 
of truly seeing all things, even when they annoy us or make us angry. Children (and adults) will enjoy this brightly illustrated book, 
and will be left feeling calm and more ready to accept everyday trials.” Feelings/Emotions-Mindfulness-Perspective

98. Baddies, The (Julia Donaldson And Axel Scheffler)   $24.99   $22.50
The brand-new picture book from superstar author and illustrator Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler is a riot of slapstick fun and 
silliness. The Baddies are the meanest, nastiest ghost, witch and troll in the land. They just adore being bad, and fight over who is 
the worst. When a little girl moves into a nearby cottage, the Baddies can’t wait to scare her out of her wits. But the little girl quickly 
shows them that you don’t have to be big to be brave, and baddies don’t always win. Humour

99. Being A Dog: A Tail Of Mindfulness (Maria Gianferrari And Pete Oswald)   $24.99   $22.50
Simply be like a dog with this irresistible picture book by beloved author Maria Gianferrari and illustrated by #1 New York Times 
bestselling artist Pete Oswald that introduces readers to mindfulness. Join a young child and their dog as they experience every 
minute of the day to its fullest-from the second they wake up to the moment they fall asleep. Readers will love barking, wagging, 
and sniffing along with the gentle cues in the book. Interactive backmatter includes prompts for a mindfulness walk that engages 
all five senses as well as a guided breathing exercise. Mindfulness-Nature-Dogs

100. Big Truck, Little Island (Chris Van Dusen)   $29.99   $27.00
That big truck is stuck! How will the island residents get where they’re going? A tale of community and ingenuity from the celebrated 
Chris Van Dusen, inspired by a true story. When a big truck and its big load get stuck on a narrow road, traffic on the little island 
comes to a halt. Some cars need to go south and some have to travel north. How will Meg get to her swim meet? What about Barry’s 
ballet class? Luckily, the kids come up with an ingenious solution: why not just swap cars? Inspired by an incident that happened 
on Vinalhaven, Maine, Chris Van Dusen tells a fun tale of resourcefulness and community through clever, rhyming wordplay and 
whimsical illustrations, sprinkled with plenty of cars and trucks for transportation-loving readers. Ingenuity-Cooperation-Problem 
Solving-Community

101. Bird (Brendan Kearney)   $19.99   $18.00
Join Finn and his dog, Skip, on their third adventure in this illustrated story book for young children, that teaches them about 
climate change and what they can do to help. It’s Skip’s birthday and Finn has planned an exciting surprise for him - a hang-gliding 
trip in the sky. As they fly through the clouds, they think their birthday adventure couldn’t have gotten off to a better start. But 
when Finn’s map gets caught on a swan’s wing, a wild chase ensues. A huge storm makes things worse, and the duo are forced to 
land on a small, rocky island,, where they discover from some bird-monitoring scientists that the swans are having problems of 
their own... This book is the ideal introduction to the environmental concerns facing our wildlife, featuring colourful illustrations 
and an engaging, light-hearted storyline, drawn and written by Brendan Kearney. Environmental Issues-Climate Change

OVERSEAS PICTURE BOOKS
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102. Brave Every Day (Trudy Ludwig)   $29.99   $27.00
From social-emotional learning expert Trudy Ludwig and award-winning picture book illustrator Patrice Barton (co-creators of 
The Invisible Boy) comes a story about managing anxiety and finding the courage to stand up for yourself and others. Most kids 
love hide-and-seek, but Camila just wants to hide. Hiding is what she does best when she worries, and she worries a LOT.What 
if... I can’t... I’m scared! A class trip to the aquarium causes her worries to pile up like never before. But when an anxious classmate 
asks for help, Camila discovers that her heart is bigger than her fears. Feelings/Emotions-Anxiety-Social Anxiety-Shyness-Courage-
Compassion

103. Circles In The Sky, The (Karl James Mountford)   $27.99   $25.20
A beautiful and sensitive exploration of grief, loss and hope from Karl James Mountford, in his much-awaited author-illustrator 
debut. One day, Fox is drawn to something in the forest – it’s something small, something silent, perhaps forgotten. It’s a bird, 
as still as can be. Fox is confused, upset and angry – is the bird broken? But then a little moth comes along. Kind and wise and 
comforting, Moth shares a gentle philosophy: the story of the circles in the sky. Told with huge sensitivity and style, this story of 
grief and hope feels like a folk tale for modern times. Death/Bereavement-Grief-Loss-Hope

104. Comet, The (Joe Todd-Stanton)    $29.99   $27.00
When Nyla has to leave her home in the countryside to start life again in the city, all she can think about is everything she misses 
from before. So when a comet comes crashing through the city streets and starts glow and grow, Nyla can’t resist a chance to head 
somewhere that feels closer to what she had before … but what starts as an escape could be just the thing to make her finally 
feel at home. A picture book touching on the stress and pain of moving house and how this affects our relationships and sense 
of belonging, but also how it can open us up to new experiences – seeing that although we might have to leave places we love 
behind; they never really leave us. We’ll always have them in our memories and in the ability to make new ones. Family-Moving 
House-Change

105. Constance In Peril (Ben Manley And Emma Chichester Clarke)   $14.99   $13.50
Edward’s favourite toy was a soft, old, cloth doll. Her name was Constance Hardpenny and she had led a tragic life. Having been 
rescued from a rubbish bin by a boy called Edward, Constance suffers a series of potentially catastrophic incidents. More suited to 
elegant tea parties in a bygone age, she nevertheless remains stoic throughout. From being forgotten and left out in the rain or 
trapped up a tree, even being caught between the jaws of the neighbour’s dog, Constance is constantly finding herself in mortal 
danger. Although she’s luckily rescued each time by the watchful Grace, Edward’s loving older sister, it seems disaster is never far 
behind. Is Constance doomed to suffer a life of never-ending peril? Probably. Humour-Siblings-Gender Stereotypes

106. Crayons Trick Or Treat, The (Drew Daywalt And Oliver Jeffers)   $19.99   $18.00
The hilarious crayons from the #1 New York Times bestselling The Day The Crayons Quit are ready to celebrate Halloween! The 
Crayons want to go trick-or-treating, but they’re not sure what to say! In this humorous Halloween story, Purple Crayon teaches 
the rest of the box the magic words to say when they ring their neighbours’ doorbells. (Hint: It’s NOT “Boo!”) Halloween-Humour

107. Dadaji’s Paintbrush (Rashmi Sirdeshpande And Ruche Mhasane)   $29.99   $27.00
A heart-warming story of dealing with bereavement and keeping a legacy alive set in a village in India, with a beautiful grandparent-
grandchild relationship at its heart. Discover that bereavement can be a beginning, not an ending, in this beautiful story of one 
boy’s grief when he loses his beloved grandfather. Dadaji loves to teach others to paint, especially his grandson. But after Dadaji 
passes away, the boy can’t bear to use the favourite paintbrush his grandfather left for him. When a little girl knocks on the door, 
the boy discovers how many lives Dadaji touched with his art, and finds a way to continue his legacy. Death/Bereavement-
Grandparents-Art-Legacy-India

108. Dancing With Memories (Sally Yule And Cheryl Orsini)   $24.99   $19.99
An intergenerational children’s picture book about living with dementia. Meet Lucy. Lucy lives with dementia. She wishes she didn’t, 
but she does. Her brain has changed, but she is still Lucy. Thank goodness she has a brain AND a heart. A moving and heartfelt 
picture book for young children and their families, to help them navigate the changes that come with living with Alzheimer’s 
disease. Alzheimers-Dementia-Aging-Memory

109. Dave And Greta Make The Whole World Better (Matt Carr)   $16.99   $15.30
You’re never too small to make a difference! Learn how to be an eco-warrior with Dave and Greta as they find little ways to make the 
world better. Dave and Greta can see all around them that climate change is a really big deal. But they are so small, they’re worried 
that they won’t ever be able to make a difference. That’s until they find out that actually, it’s the small things that count! Whether 
it’s turning off the tap when brushing our teeth, or not wasting paper when drawing pictures, Dave and Greta show us that you’re 
never too small to make a difference. Environmental Issues-Climate Change-Sustainability

110. Dear Earth (Isabel Otter And Clara Anganuzzi)   $16.99   $15.30
When Tessa writes a love letter to the Earth, it’s the beginning of a glorious adventure. She blows bubbles with whales, soars with 
birds and joins in with the noisy rainforest hullabaloo! Tessa wants everyone to know how special our planet is. She believes that 
there is a chance to save the Earth if enough of us share the message... Nature-Environmental Issues-Hope

111. Elephant Detectives, The (Ged Adamson)   $24.99   $22.50
It’s the perfect kind of day until Alan’s elephant goes missing! Lucky for him, Edie’s an Elephant Detective and she knows exactly 
where to look. Together they examine doughnut shops, investigate dinosaur bones, and search the skies from a cable car, but they 
can’t find him anywhere! Will Alan EVER find his elephant? And might he also find a new friend along the way? Humour-Friendship
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112. Elmer And The Gift (David Mckee)   $29.99   $27.00
The 30th Elmer storybook from master picture book maker and BookTrust Liftetime Achievement Award winner David McKee, 
about caring for elderly family members. Aunt Zelda has a gift to give to Elmer from his Grandpa Eldo, but she can’t remember 
what it is or where it is. Zelda’s memory sometimes escapes her, and her hearing isn’t what it used to be, so they set off together 
to find Grandpa Eldo and solve the mystery of the forgotten gift. In his 30th storybook, Elmer’s love, patience and respect for his 
Aunt Zelda and Grandpa Eldo makes for a heart-warming depiction of family life with elderly relatives. Empathy-Kindness-Family-
Ageing-Dementia-Deafness

113. Farmhouse (Sophie Blackall)   $24.99   $22.50
A lavish and moving tribute to a beloved place in the vein of Hello Lighthouse from two-time Caldecott Medallist, Sophie Blackall. 
Step inside the dollhouse-like interior of Farmhouse and relish the daily life of the family that lives there, rendered in impeccable, 
thrilling detail. Based on a real family and an actual farmhouse where Sophie salvaged facts and artefacts for the making of this 
spectacular work, page after page bursts with luminous detail and joy. Join the award-winning, bestselling Sophie Blackall as she 
takes readers on an enchanting visit to a farmhouse across time, to witness the way that history spins stories. Farms-Farm Life-
Family

114. Five Bears (Catherine Rayner)   $26.99   $24.30
A gorgeously illustrated book about friendship and looking past differences from the CILIP Kate Greenaway Medal winner 
Catherine Rayner. Bear is walking through the forest, minding his own business when he comes across another bear. The Other 
bear is different. The two bears wander along, thinking different thoughts, and looking in different directions. Soon the two bears 
come across another bear and then another bear and eventually find a bear stuck in a tree. The bears realize that perhaps they 
aren’t that different after all and perhaps they could be friends? Friendship-Differences-Acceptance

115. Garden We Share, The (Zoe Tucker And Julianna Swaney)   $32.99   $29.70
To everything there is a season in this beautiful story about gardening, seasons, and treasured memories. This inspiring picture book 
written by Zoë Tucker and illustrated by Julianna Swaney—the #1 New York Times bestselling illustrator of We Are the Gardeners by 
Joanna Gaines—celebrates the friendship between a young girl and an elderly woman as they plant seeds in a community garden 
alongside friends and neighbors, waiting for the seeds to flower. By mid-summer, the friends welcome a rainbow of color in the 
garden and picnics in the sun. At harvest, the young girl’s elderly friend is bed-ridden, but jubilant as they share baskets with red 
tomatoes and snap peas amid the sweet smell of lavender. When the last leaves fall, everything is different. But in the spring, hope 
arises anew. Community-Friendship-Gardening-Seasons-Loss

116. Home Is Where The Birds Sing 
(Cynthia Rylant And Katie Harnett)    $29.99   $27.00
There are so many things, both big and small, that make a place feel like home. Home is where you might have a special nickname 
or a special toy. It’s where you might have a snack or a nap or a bath-or all three! Whether home is a city apartment or a country 
cottage, it’s a place you want to return to again and again. Celebrate all kinds of homes-and all kinds of families-in this cozy, lushly 
illustrated ode to the universal feeling of being at home. Home

117. Home Is Where The Heart Is (Johnny Lambert)   $24.99   $22.50
When Bear moves into a new home in the woods, his home feels empty, and Bear is a little bit lonely. With a RAT-A-TAT-TAT! on his 
neighbour’s door, Bear quickly finds a warm smile and friendship with Hare. When a storm CRASHES through the wood, destroying 
Bear’s home, the two friends discover that home is more than just a house . . . it’s where the heart is. Exploring the true meaning of 
belonging, this is the perfect introduction into the joys and complexities of friendship. Another story to treasure for fans of Jonny 
Lambert’s other books, Little Why, The Great Aaa-Ooo, The Only Lonely Panda and The Big Angry Roar. Friendship-Belonging-Home

118. I Remember (Jeanne Willis)   $24.99   $22.50
George’s granny is quite forgetful. Sometimes, she can’t even remember George’s name. But George doesn’t mind. Together they 
play in the garden, dance, and share chocolate biscuits. Granny might not always remember the little things, but George knows she 
loves him more than words can say. A celebration of the unforgettable love between a grandparent and grandchild, proving that 
even though the mind can sometimes forget, the heart will always remember. Grandparents-Aging-Memories-Dementia

119. Last Tiger, The (Becky Davies And Jennie Poh)   $24.99   $22.50
From the creative duo behind Little Turtle and the Sea, this powerful story is a lyrical rainforest adventure with an overarching 
message about extinction, endangered animals and loss of habitats in the wild. Aasha’s rainforest is changing. Trees are being 
cut down, and worse still, tigers are disappearing. One terrible day, Aahsa must leave her home for ever. Is she really the very last 
tiger? A story of one tiger’s journey for survival in a changing environment. Exploring prevalent and current ecological themes, this 
beautiful story, and accompanying educational pages, is the perfect, age-appropriate introduction to discussions about extinction. 
Ideal for children who’ve read There’s a Rang-Tan in My Bedroom, Someone Swallowed Stanley, The Journey Home and Greta and 
the Giants. Environmental Issues-Conservation-Environment-Habitats-Endangered Animals-Extinction

120. Mama And Mummy And Me In The Middle (Nina Lacour)   $27.99   $25.20
A little girl stays home with Mama when Mummy goes off on a work trip in this tender, inviting story that will resonate with every 
child who has missed a parent. For one little girl, there’s no place she’d rather be than sitting between Mama and Mummy. So when 
Mummy goes away on a work trip, it’s tricky to find a good place at the table. As the days go by, Mama brings her to the library, they 
watch films, and all of them talk on the phone, but she still misses Mummy as deep as the ocean and as high as an astronaut up in 
the stars. As they pass by a beautiful garden, the girl has an idea ... but when Mummy finally comes home, it takes a minute to shake 
off the empty feeling she felt all week before leaning in for a kiss. Family-Separation
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121. Maya And Her Friends: A Story About Tolerance And Acceptance From Ukraine Author
(Larysa Denysenko And Masha Foya)   $24.99    $22.50
ALL THE PUBLISHER’S PROFITS WILL BE DONATED DIRECTLY TO CHARITIES HELING TO PROTECT THE CHILDREN OF UKRAINE. Since 
the occupation of Crimea in 2014, Ukrainian families with children have had to live their daily lives in the shadow of the threat of 
war. Maja and Friends tells the story of ordinary Ukrainian children and their families. Nine-year-old Maja has 16 classmates, all 
with different home backgrounds. Sofia’s father has disappeared in the battles against Russia. When the war ends, he will hopefully 
be found. Aksana lives with her father because her mother is dead. Hristina lives with her grandmother because her parents are 
working abroad. Rais is a Crimean Tatar whose family had to leave his homeland due to the Russian occupation. Timko’s parents are 
divorced, and he lives alternately with his mother and father. Petro is a Roma and has a huge family clan. Maja herself, on the other 
hand, has two mothers. Multicultural-Diversity-Culture-Family-Identity-Ukraine

122. Mia Makes A Meadow (Rachel Lawston And Beatriz Castro)   $19.99   $18.00
Mia loves all things messy and muddy. Erik likes things spick-and- span and spotless. Together they enjoy their shared garden. But 
when Mia is left to tend the garden without Erik, nature starts taking over in no time at all! Will he like the wild meadow that has 
replaced his lawn? With pollinators and wildowers, join Mia as she makes a meadow, sowing seeds of her own! Also included are 
pages of facts and illustrations of plants, pollinators and other insects, which children can use for ‘spotting’ in the story. Gardening-
Community-Friendship-Rewilding-Nature

123. Milo’s Monster (Tom Percival)   $24.99   $22.50
Be open, be honest, be you! Big Bright Feelings for little people. Milo loves spending time with his best friend, Jay. But when a 
new girl called Suzi moves in next door, Milo starts to feel left out. The jealous feeling gets stronger and stronger - until suddenly, 
a GREEN-EYED MONSTER pops up beside him! Soon, the monster is poisoning Milo’s thoughts. It won’t leave him alone! Can Milo 
find a way to free himself from the monster and repair his friendship? Warm and uplifting, Milo’s Monster is an inspiring story about 
dealing with feelings of jealousy. It’s the ideal starting point for helping children to build strong friendships and say goodbye to 
jealous feelings. Tom Percival’s Big Bright Feelings series is the perfect springboard for talking about mental and emotional health, 
positive self-image, building self-confidence and managing feelings. Every child’s bookshelf should contain his books. Feelings/
Emotions-Jealousy

124. Mister Toots (Emma Chichester Clark)   $24.99   $22.50
An enchanting and magical story of kindness, from the highly regarded creator of Blue Kangaroo. When Bella opens her front 
door and finds an other-wordly, little stranger on the doorstep, her life changes forever! Cold, hungry and lost, the only word the 
stranger can say is ‘Toot!’, so Bella and her children, name him Mister Toots, before giving him something to eat and a comfy bed. 
Soon Mister Toots becomes a much-loved member of the family and neighbourhood. But one terrible day, he disappears into 
the sky... Will anyone ever see him again? Beautifully illustrated, this poignant, moving story about the power of kindness and 
compassion, and accepting and welcoming others, will touch the hearts of adults and children alike. Kindness-Compassion-Caring-
Acceptance-Friendship-Belonging

125. Most Beautiful Child, The (William Papas)   $19.99   $18.00
Mrs Owl agrees to do a favour for proud Mr Peacock, taking his child’s lunch to school. But how will she recognise his child? ‘Just 
look for the most beautiful child there,’ replies Mr Peacock. But Mrs Owl can’t deliver his child’s lunch - because she can’t find a child 
at school more beautiful than her own! This timeless fable in dazzling colours has a wit and wisdom that reader and read-to will 
both relish! Family-Self Esteem/Resilience-Self Acceptance-Body Image-Humour

126. My Bindi (Gita Varadarajan And Archana Sreenivasan)   $24.99   $22.50
A young girl finds the magic, power, and history of wearing a bindi for the first time. Divya is scared to put on the bindi for the first 
time. What if she gets made fun of? But Amma assures her that her bindi will bring protection. After Divya looks inside Amma’s 
special box to find the perfect bindi to put on, she gazes in the mirror and discovers a new side of herself, and it gives her strength. 
A powerful story about belonging, embracing your heritage, and believing in yourself. Multicultural-Hinduism-Heritage-Culture-
Belonging-Worry-Anxiety

127. Only One (Deborah Hopkinson)   $27.99   $25.20
Join one girl as she leads her friends to a tree-planting ceremony. Along the way, she explains in simple language the value of 
the universe and Planet Earth. Readers will see the Big Bang, the Milky Way, all the planets in the solar system, as well as Earth’s 
atmosphere, and the life within it- its oceans, trees, bugs, and seven billion human beings. Finally, the girl and her friends plant 
a tree--doing one small thing to help their one special planet. Both informative and inspiring, here is a beautifully written and 
gorgeously illustrated science picture book about our universe that will encourage young readers and listeners to protect and 
preserve the environment. STEM-Science-Environmental Issues-Solar System-Earth

128. Our Tower (Joseph Coelho And Abigail Johnson)   $24.99   $22.50
This magical story follows three children living in a tower block, as they embark on a fantastical adventure which helps them 
see their home in a new light. A deeply personal story written by the award winning poet Joseph Coelho, drawn from his own 
experience growing up in a tower block and looking for adventure. This story is a celebration of, and a reclaiming of tower blocks 
as a place where magic and adventure can happen. It’s a modern-day fable that shows the children of a tower block travelling to a 
strange, magical world inside a tree and meeting an old man with supernatural powers, only to realise that the magic they’d been 
looking for had been in their tower all along. Beautiful illustrations complement the poetic narrative, creating an enchanting story 
which children and adults alike will fall in love with. This powerful story is about how society separates ‘urban’ spaces from the 
countryside, but the reality is that nature is everywhere, and everyone should have access to it. Magic-Adventure-Nature
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129. Perfectly Imperfect Mira (Faith Pray)   $24.99   $22.50
Mira wants to be perfect at everything she tries. Everyone around her is good at something, but Mira’s not sure if she’ll ever find a 
thing of her own. One day, Mira decides to try . . . and because of that one simple act, everything changes. With a stumble, a wobble, 
and a humongous flop or two, will Mira learn to find the beauty in her imperfections? Faith Pray’s inspiring words and whimsical 
illustrations will encourage all of us to never be afraid of the second, third, or fiftieth try. Growth Mindset-Persistence

130. Roar, The (Eoin Mclaughlin And Polly Dunbar)   $24.99   $22.50
There were so many things that Tortoise wanted to do. So many games to play and rocks to climb. Oops. Tortoise was stuck. 
Being stuck made Tortoise cross. Tortoise is not having a good day and now he’s stuck in a hole and and is far too cross for hugs. 
Hedgehog sits and waits and then makes Tortoise laugh - taking the time to let the moment pass, and acknowledge how Tortoise 
feels. Feelings/Emotions-Anger-Frustration

131. Ruffles And The Cosy Bed (David Melling)   $19.99   $18.00
Ruffles needs a quiet and cosy place to hide from the scary thunderstorm, but nowhere is quite right. Not the chair . . . not the box 
. . . not the towel . . . not the bucket . . . not the laundry basket . . . and not the mat. Perhaps there’s one place where the loud, night 
noises don’t seem so bad. Of course! Ruffles’ very own cosy, cosy bed! Thunderstorms-Fears-Comfort

132. Rum Pum Pum (David L Harrison And Anjan Sarkar)   $14.99   $13.50
Journey through a jungle in this story about animal sounds, friendship, and music from two of the most beloved contemporary 
children’s books author-poets. “Rrrrh!” means “Let’s be friends” in tiger talk, but the other animals don’t understand him and run 
away! Maybe the gentle “rum-pum-pum” of a found drum can help him. Tiger strikes the drum with his tail--and friends start to 
follow- a monkey who says “chee-chee-chee” which means “I will come too” in monkey talk, a rhino who says “ouggh” which means 
“I will come too” in rhino talk, a parrot that says “scree-awk,” a chameleon, an elephant, and eventually a child--who is now reunited 
with the drum he lost. Because of the drum, the tiger is no longer lonely. Information about tiger conservation is included in the 
back. Animals-Jungle Animals-Animal Sounds-Friendship-Music-Conservation

133. Small Person’s Guide To Grandmas (Jane Clarke And Lucy Fleming)   $27.99   $25.20
A truly heart-warming celebration of grandmas everywhere! When it’s time to visit Grandma, it is very important to look after her. 
Grandma loves to bake, but you have to take charge of stirring and licking the spoon – all she has to do is put the cookies in the 
oven. You must take her to the park for fresh air and exercise, but make sure she doesn’t get too adventurous on the climbing 
frame! Told from the point of view of an expert grandchild, this is a truly heart-warming celebration of grandmas that overflows 
with charm, humour and multigenerational love. Humour-Grandparents

134. Station Cat, The (Stephen Hogtun)   $19.99   $18.00
This moving picture book combines engaging text with beautiful, full-page illustrations to deliver a lesson in helping others A 
stunning picture book about the power of hope. A lonely little kitten wanders into a dull, grey station, full of dull, grey people. Her 
colourful fur and bright green eyes bring warmth and life to this weary place, and soon people begin to notice the kitten. As she 
learns about the different travellers and their struggles from loss and loneliness, the little kitten wants to help fill their world with 
hope and colour, too. In this timely and important book, author and illustrator Stephen Hogtun shows young readers the pride and 
sense of purpose that can come from helping others. Grief-Loss-Hope-Kindness-Empathy

135. Sylvie (Jean Reidy And Lucy Ruth Cummins)   $27.99   $25.20
One small spider takes a big risk to bring together the people she watches over in her apartment building in this charming picture 
book from the celebrated author and illustrator of Truman. Sylvie hangs on a silvery thread, safely hidden under her damp, dark 
fire escape. Sure, it’s a little too close to the dumpster below, but if she stays carefully out of sight, she can watch over her people in 
the apartment building above-a painter, a proper lady, a man with a plan, and a girl with an exceptionally brave tortoise. Day and 
night, night and day, Sylvie watches over them making sure everything is just so. Lately though, her people seem to be missing...
something. Sylvie wants to help, but she’s always stayed out of view. After all, not everyone appreciates a spider who calls attention 
to herself. When a most audacious idea comes to her though, one that might make everything more than just so, maybe even 
just right, can Sylvie muster her moxie and risk stepping into the spotlight? Community-Connectivity-Neighbourhood-Belonging

136. Ten Little Penguins (Mike Brownlow)   $16.99   $15.30
Join ten adorable penguins for frost-filled fun in this charming rhyming counting adventure! Oh no! Granny Penguin isn’t feeling 
very well so ten little penguins hatch a plan to cheer her up. Can these ten lovable penguins find gifts and bring them back 
to Granny so they can all play together again? Follow the ten little penguins as they slide and dive through a wintry, watery 
wonderland - meeting seals, dolphins and whales along the way. Read the bouncy rhyming story and count from ten to one and 
back again, as the little penguins disappear then reappear. Spot and count the details on each page, and join in with the magical 
read-aloud sounds. Part traditional counting rhyme, part fun-filled story, Ten Little Penguins is perfect for sharing. Maths-Counting

137. There Once Is A Queen (Michael Morpurgo And Michael Foreman)   $24.99   $22.50
From the Nation’s Favourite Storyteller Sir Michael Morpurgo comes a poetic celebration of our Queen and longest reigning 
monarch, beautifully illustrated in watercolour by acclaimed artist Michael Foreman. There once was a little girl, born a princess. 
While she was still a young woman, she became a queen, our Queen Elizabeth. Now, seventy years later, her reign as the longest 
serving female monarch in history has seen her stand steadfast through triumph and tribulation, and through the monumental 
changes that have shaped our world. This remarkable queen has remained devoted to crown, to country . . . and a corgi or two! 
Beginning with the queen as a little girl, planting an oak tree with her father, There Once is a Queen follows her incredible story in 
a way that will bring this historic reign vividly to life for readers, big and small, around the globe.
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138. This Is A School (John Schu And Veronica Miller Jamison)   $29.99   $27.00
A moving celebration of school and all it may signify: work and play, creativity and trust, and a supportive community that extends 
beyond walls A school isn’t just a building; it is all the people who work and learn together. It is a place for discovery and asking 
questions. A place for sharing, for helping, and for community. It is a place of hope and healing, even when that community can’t 
be together in the same room. School-Community-Creativity-Friendship

139. Three Wishes, The (Anthony Browne)   $27.99   $25.20
If you had three wishes, what would you wish for? Anthony Browne is back with a brilliantly funny story with a moral message at its 
heart. Lambert, Hilda and Ros are bored on the sofa, watching tv and a little bit grumbly. . . However after a surreal turn of events, 
the three friends are visited by a mysterious blue fairy who gives them more than they bargained for. Be careful what you wish for, 
it might just come true... The Three Wishes is a hilarious twist on a tale that focuses on the importance of being content and present 
in the moment. Cautionary Tale-Humour-Morals

140. Together With You (Patricia Toht And Jarvis)   $27.99   $25.20
I slide my hand into the crook of your arm, as you open your big brolly wide. We both can stay dry when the spring showers fall, 
if we dash through the drops, side by side... As spring turns to summer, and autumn turns to winter, we follow a little boy and his 
grandmother as they take delight in everything the changing seasons have to offer - from jumping in puddles, to tasting sweet 
ice lollies, to nestling under blankets on a cold, snowy night. But no matter the weather, whatever they do, their joy is in being 
together, in the small - but momentous - adventures that they share. Grandparents-Seasons

141. Two Dogs (Ian Falconer)   $24.99   $22.50
The brilliant story of two dachshunds and their escapades by Ian Falconer, the bestselling creator of the Olivia series. One day, 
home alone, dachshund brothers Perry and Augie look longingly out the window, desperate to be outside in the garden. Working 
together, the clever dogs finally manage to open the back door and soon they’re diving into the swimming pool, digging an 
enormous hole, and causing all kinds of chaos. Will all return to normal before their owners come home? Written with humour 
and brilliantly illustrated by Ian Falconer, bestselling creator of the Olivia series, these delightful dogs are sure to become a firm 
favourite in every home! Dogs

142. Water Stories From Around The World (Compilation)   $14.99   $13.50
 A collection of stories from mythology and folklore to focus on the need to protect, conserve and value water. A creative plea 
to readers to treat water, and, by extension, all life, with respect. Contributors: Amruta Patil, Deepa Balsavar, Sandhya Rao, Zai 
Whitaker, Niveditha Subramaniam, Radhika Chadha, Suniti Namjoshi, Sowmya Rajendran, Mariam Karim-Ahlawat Water-Water 
Conservation-Environmental Issues-Mythology-Folklore-Multicultural

143. We Want Our Books (Jake Alexander)   $14.99   $13.50
A defiant, moving and joyful picture book about the power of protest and the importance of books. From the winner of the 
Macmillan Prize 2019, We Want Our Books is a stunningly illustrated story that shows how any child has the power to change the 
world. Rosa wants a book. But when she gets to the library, she finds it is closed. What could be the end of the story is just the 
beginning, as Rosa and her sister Maria try everything they can think of to bring their community together and fight to get back 
their precious library. A picture book that features big subjects in a child-friendly way, with beautiful artwork, making this the 
perfect discussion starter for curious children. From debut author and illustrator, Jake Alexander, winner of the Creative Conscience 
Gold Medal. Libraries-Community-Activism-Protest

144. When You Open A Book (Caroline Derlatka And Sara Ugolotti)   $27.99   $25.20
When You Open a Book is a stunning ode to the world’s grandest adventure of all: reading a book. Gorgeous artwork by Italian 
illustrator Sara Ugolotti depicts dragons, forests, pirates, merfolk, lollipop trees, lemonade tides, and more as a child journeys 
through page upon page of the written word. For you unlock magic that is hidden within, and opening the cover is how you begin. 
Oh, all the worlds and the places you’ll see; when you hold a book, you hold the key. Books-Reading-Imagination

145. Worry Tiger, The (Alexandra Page)   $14.99   $13.50
A magical, soothing story about a friendly tiger and a nighttime jungle. It’s show-and-tell tomorrow and Rory is worried – he 
doesn’t have anything special to share with the class. But everything changes when Rory meets his very own worry tiger. “Try this,” 
said the tiger. “See how quiet you can be. Tiptoe like a tiger and tell me what you see.” Breathing deep to smell the jungle scents. 
Stretching to join the monkeys high up in the trees. Listening carefully to the creatures all around. This enchanting story is full of 
mindful actions that anyone can take to feel calm. The Worry Tiger is a gorgeously illustrated book with a gentle rhyme that’s a joy 
to read aloud and will help children relax and speak about what might be making them feel anxious. From the creators of The Fire 
Fox, Alexandra Page and Stef Murphy. Feelings/Emotions-Worry-Mindfulness

146. Zebra’s Great Escape, The (Katherine Rundell)  $29.99   $27.00
Mink doesn’t believe in rules. She loves running wild and free. So, when a zebra appears in the square where she lives and she finds 
out that his parents have been captured by the evil Mr Spit, she knows that it’s up to her to help. So begins a grand adventure to 
rescue a whole menagerie of animals - an adventure that will take all of Mink’s courage and determination. Written with generous 
helpings of warmth and humour, this is a timeless picture book about bravery, friendship and the importance of taking action. 
With stunning illustrations by award-winning illustrator Sara Ogilvie, illustrator of The Detective Dog, this modern classic from 
bestselling children’s author Katherine Rundell is an unmissable treat. Friendship-Adventure-Bravery

147. Zoo Inside Me, The (Ruth Doyle And Yessica Beaten)   $29.99   $27.00
Sometimes we feel brave as a lion or shy like a mouse, and the zoo inside our heads reflects how we behave on the outside... 
You can’t see it, but this little boy is part mischievous monkey, part curious llama, and part chameleon, hiding from the world. 
Sometimes it feels like there’s not enough room for our jumbling feelings, but the zoo inside all of us makes us who we are - 
reaching out to the world from the part you can’t see. Feelings/Emotions
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148. 156-Storey Treehouse, The (Andy Griffiths And Terry Denton)   $14.99   $13.50
Andy and Terry are celebrating Christmas in their 156-storey treehouse which now has 13 new storeys, including an aquarium 
wonderland, a wishing well, a world record breaking level, a TV quiz show hosted by Quizzy the quizzical quizbot, a lost property 
office, a lost sausage office, a super-stinky stuff level and the amazing mind-reading sandwich-making machine, which makes the 
perfect amazing sandwich for you - every single time! Well, what are you waiting for? Come on up! Humour-Imagination-Creativity-
Inventions

149. An Alice England Mystery#1: Deadly Daylight, The (Ash Harrier)   $16.99   $15.30
Twelve-year-old Alice England is curious, truthful and smart, but when you work in your father’s funeral home and you get messages 
from the dead, it can be difficult to make friends. When she comes across the peculiar case of George Devenish, who was allergic to 
sunlight, Alice is convinced there’s more to his death than meets the eye. With the help of George’s niece, ‘Violet the Vampire’, who 
shares her uncle’s allergy, and a boy named Cal, who has secrets of his own, Alice begins to investigate. Who were the teenagers 
under the dock when George died? How is the sinister Doctor Grampian involved? And what about George’s wife, Helen, whose 
baking is delicious but possibly poisonous? It seems the truth of George’s death may never see the light of day - unless Alice and 
her companions can put the clues together and solve a mystery much bigger than anybody expected. Age 9+ Mystery-Detective-
Investigation-Neurodiversity

150. Barkly Mansion #3: Barkly Mansion And The Scruffiest Mischief 
(Melissa Keil And Adele Thomas)   $15.99   $14.40
An adorably funny series about a slightly odd house that’s turned upside down when a new friend comes to stay. Edmund is 
settling in just fine with Kyle, Cookie, Fizzy and Lady Delilah - but things are never calm for long at Sullivan Street! Will Fizzy find 
his LOST DINO? Which BLANKET FORT is better - battling an angry ogre army or a volcano jungle adventure? And Sullivan Street 
Playhouse may finally have a SUCCESSFUL SHOW ... if only the audience can stop interrupting! Each book in this sweet, goofy series 
for 6+ is packed full of mischief, mayhem and wordplay! Every book features three fish-out-of-water episodes about this loveable 
canine crew - and their new friend, Edmund. Humour Age 6+ For all books in this series type BARKLY MANSION into the search field 
at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

151. Birdbrain (Kelli Anne Hawkins)   $16.99   $15.30
The funny and quirky new adventure from Australian rising star Kelli Anne Hawkins. When seven strangers arrive at a small 
Australian caravan park to tell Hadley Boggs that her dad is the long-lost heir to the kingdom of Ludrovia, she can hardly believe it. 
Her dad -- the world’s most indecisive man, a man who takes the advice of their pet budgie, a man named BARRY -- is king?! Soon, 
Hadley jets off to an exciting new life, where she meets dancing goats, learns of an ancient Ludrovian prophecy and comes face to 
face with the country’s hair-obsessed president. Hadley quickly falls in love with her quirky adopted home, so when she and her 
new friends discover the president’s secret deal to sell the country to a cheese-loving billionaire, she knows they must act. But can 
the Birdbrain prophecy help them save Ludrovia before everything turns to fondue? Adventure-Family-Humour Age 8+

152. Bored #2: Frog’s Mystery Twin (Andy Stanton)   $14.99   $13.50
Sometimes feeling bored is just the beginning ... My name is Frog and this may have been a very bad idea. I’ve started at this new 
school and when you’re trying to fit in the best thing you can do is just try something totally crazy! Right? Well, it seemed like a 
good plan. Only now Luisa has decided I’m her favourite person to make fun of, Evie thinks I’m completely nuts, Milo’s grumpy 
about something or other and I’m about to tell everyone the whole story about my secret twin brother with the same name. True 
story! I swear. I can get myself in all sorts of trouble when I’m bored ... Humour-Friendship For all books in this series type BORED 
into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

153. Bushranger’s Daughter, The (Michelle Worthington)   $14.99   $13.50
An adventurous, fast moving middle grade historical fiction about survival, second chances and searching for your place in the 
world. As a young girl growing up in an unforgiving land, Connie learns that sometimes good people need to do bad things to 
survive. When her pioneering family travels to outback Queensland to try and rebuild their lives, as their only surviving daughter, 
Connie struggles to fit into society’s expectations of her. The challenges keep mounting as the unforgiving climate threatens their 
happiness. Devastating drought is followed by a flood that wipes out their entire flock. And then Connie uncovers the real reason 
behind why her father had to leave Scotland. When her father’s past finally catches up with him, can Connie find the courage to find 
her own path forward and rewrite the future for her family? Australian History-Bushrangers-Family-Survival Age 8+

154. Chippy Chasers #1: Chippy Jackpot (Sam Cotton)   $14.99   $13.50
Who loves a delicious, hot, salty chippy? Seagull mates SteveO, Stanley and Stacey do, but they’re fed up with having to beg for 
them. And when the best chippy chef in the world moves in, they hatch the ultimate plan to score the chippy feast they’ve always 
dreamed of. Inspired by the popular chippy-stealing characters in Sam Cotton’s Tiktok ‘Ani-Mates’ posts. On a sunny Sydney wharf, 
outside the best chip shop in Australia, Stacey and Stanley watch enviously as all the human customers feed on as many hot salty 
chippies as they want. Fed up with having to scab for scraps with all the other seagulls, they decide to seek out legendary chippy 
thief SteveO to help them plan the ultimate heist. . . to steal a whole parcel of chippies! But they’ll have to get past a giant, seagull-
hating thug with a broom, deal with some bully bin chickens, and convince the World’s Best Chippy Chaser to overcome his dark 
past and help them out . . . Will they ever pull off their great chippy jackpot dream? Humour-Australian Birds Age 6+

AUSTRALIAN NOVELS
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155. Colourful World Of Poppy Starr Olsen (Poppy Starr Olsen)   $16.99   $15.30
A funny and fresh novel for young readers from Australian Olympic skateboarder and creative soul Poppy Starr Olsen. Meet Poppy 
Starr Olsen. Poppy is twelve and bursting with energy. She loves everything active, from surfing, swimming and skating to playing 
soccer or rugby in the school yard. But there’s more to Poppy than her sporting skills - drawing, painting and jewellery design 
are her equal passions. She dreams big! For Poppy, life is pretty good. She lives in Bondi with her family. When she’s not at school 
hanging with her best friend, you’ll find Poppy and her family outdoors doing something adventurous. The Olsen kids don’t do 
screens during the week; instead, they make their own fun. Build a flying fox in the back garden? Easy. Out-jump each other on their 
old trampoline? Why not? Cliff dive into the harbour. Let’s go! What Poppy really looks forward to each day, though, is heading to 
the Bondi skate park after school. She’s the only girl and the youngest skater there, but she has mountains to climb and she won’t 
let anything stop her Skateboarding-Olympic Skateboarder-Family-Art-Music-Aspirations-Goals-Determination Age 8+

156. Dragon Girls #7: Rosie The Twilight Dragon (Maddy Mara)   $12.99   $11.70
Rosie, Phoebe, and Stella all share an incredible secret—when they travel to a place called the Magic Forest, they can transform into 
powerful creatures called Night Dragons. Once there, the friends must save the Magic Forest from an evil that threatens to banish 
nighttime—forever. Rosie is determined to help! Her first task is to save the forest’s magical daydreams from being destroyed by 
pesky Fire Sparks. Without the Night Dragons, the Magic Forest’s hopes for survival will go up in smoke! Age 7+ For all books in this 
series type DRAGON GIRLS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

157. Ella Diaries #25: Museum Mayhem 
(Meredith Costain And Danielle Mcdonald)   $14.99   $13.50
I’m Ella, and this is my diary. Ella can’t wait to visit the treasures of ancient Egypt exhibition at the museum with her class. Maybe 
she’ll see some pyramids, or even discover hidden treasure! But disaster strikes when a precious scarab amulet goes missing, and 
Ella becomes the main suspect. Will she be able to solve the mystery of the missing amulet and clear her name? Age 8+ For all 
books in this series type ELLA DIARIES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

158. Fart Club #1: Revenge Of The Beans (Adam Wallace And James Hart)   $17.99   $16.20
Martin Kennedy, aka Fartboy, has been awarded a scholarship to attend The Amazingly Fancy School of Excellence in Sparkle City. 
But there’s a catch ... Sparkle City is under attack by alien beans out to get revenge for every bean that’s ever been eaten! Their only 
weakness? The human fart. But there are too many and Fartboy’s pong just isn’t enough. He must bring together a team of Fartastic 
super-farters! Can he unite their stink in time to save the planet from a beany end? Humour Age 8+

159. Football Fever #1: Kick-Off: A Commbank Matildas And Socceroos Story
(Kristen Darell)   $14.99   $13.50
Everyone’s got football fever! The first book in an action-packed junior fiction series in partnership with Football Australia. Featuring 
Commbank Matildas and Socceroos stars Sam Kerr, Ellie Carpenter, Mary Fowler, Rhyan Grant, Joel King - and more! It’s a new 
season for the Under 11s Merridale Fever! Kyra’s the star striker and can’t wait to meet the team’s new recruit, Sam - all the way 
from England. But Sam has a secret - he’s never played on a mixed team, and it’s shaking his confidence. Will advice from some very 
special football superstars help Kyra and Sam join forces so the team can kick off the season with a bang, or will it end in disaster 
before it even begins? Part of an expansive publishing program in the lead-up to the 2023 FIFA Women’s World Cup. hosted by 
Australia and New Zealand. Sport-Soccer-Football Age 7+

160. Goodbye Year, The (Emily Gale)   $16.99   $15.30
It’s the start of 2020 and Harper is filled with anticipation about being in the final year of Riverlark Primary. She wants a leadership 
role, the comfort of her friendship group, and to fly under the radar of Riverlark’s mean-boy. But one by one things go wrong. When 
Harper’s best friends are made school captains they are consumed by their roles, while her own role - library captain - is considered 
second-rate. Then something major throws life off course: her parents take overseas jobs as nurses in a war zone. Harper moves in 
with Lolly, a grandmother she barely knows - and her five pets, vast collection of old trinkets and very different expectations. Just 
as Harper is getting used to Lolly, the pandemic arrives, and her goodbye year is nothing like she’d hoped it would be. Strange 
things are happening: she wakes in the night in odd places, fixates on an old army badge that seems to have a mind of its own, 
and on a visit to the school library during lockdown she’s convinced she’s seen a ghost. Who is haunting her? Can she get through 
the anxiety of the pandemic without her mum and dad? And will Harper find a way to be happy with her goodbye year? The 
Goodbye Year explores all the trickiness and confusion of the end of primary school and a new stage of life that looms with all its 
uncertainties and possibilities. Growing Up-Family-Change-Grandparents-Pandemic Age 9+

161. Gustav And Henri #2: Gustav And Henri Vol 2 
(Andy Matthews And Peader Thomas)   $14.99   $13.50
Opposites attract in this humorous illustrated graphic novel series about two best friends. Meet Gustav and Henri. This is their 
book. It’s a bit about friendship and a lot about snacks. Join them for 100% of your recommended daily intake of adventures, 
escapades and capers - all in one book! With the visual appeal of Narwhal and Jelly and the irresistible humour of Dog Man, 
this is the perfect series for kids who love comics and funny stories. Each book contains 3 stories in 1, for maximum value, and 
maximum snacks! Graphic Novel-Humour Age 6+ For all books in this series type GUSTAV AND HENRI into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

162. Honour Among Ghosts (Sean Williams)   $16.99   $15.30
When Athelbert Fan is thrown in jail for thievery, his daughter, Penny, is convinced he has been framed. Someone else must have 
stolen the gold cup from the crabby magistrate’s home and put it in with her father’s tools. But who could it be? Setting out to prove 
his innocence, Penny forms an unlikely foursome with the magistrate’s son, a young traveller and a magical scribe’s apprentice. 
Soon they discover even more crimes - and it’s always the rich being burgled and the poor being blamed. Before long the whole 
town is in uproar, until a mysterious inspector arrives ... but can he be trusted? It’s up to the young quartet to untangle the truth 
and put things right. Fantasy-Friendship-Mystery-Magic Age 9+
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163. How To Be Prime Minister And Survive Grade Five (Carla Fitzgerald)   $16.99   $15.30
Imagine your dad gets the top job but isn’t exactly up to it. Then he sneaks off on holiday, leaving the country without a leader. 
What would you do? When Harper’s dad becomes the prime minister of Australia he’s terrible at it. He was thrust into the top job 
after a heroic boogie-board rescue of two kids (and a labradoodle) from a shark attack, but surviving government is proving hard. 
Their family is a laughing stock, and Dad disappears to a ‘conference’ - but he leaves his phone behind. With her little sister, Lottie, 
Harper must secretly take his place and decide on a new policy by the end of the week. She finds herself torn between ideas - 
should she ban plastic bottles? Or make weekends longer? Can she prove a kid can lead the country better than a grown-up? 
Family-Politics-Climate Change-Activism-Teamwork

164. How To Be The New Person (Anna Branford)   $15.99   $14.40
Hazel Morrison has a secret habit - pretending to make videos about everyday things. Eight important tips for successfully buttering 
toast! Putting your hair in a ponytail: a step-by-step guide! But when her family move to the outer suburbs, Hazel has to cope with 
starting at a new school where she doesn’t exactly feel welcomed. A school project inspires her to create a real video - a how-to 
guide for being “the new person” . . . because everyone, sometime, will meet one, or be one! Self Esteem/Resilience-Friendship-
Family-Belonging Age 8+

165. How To Make A Pet Monster #3: Smidgen (Lili Wilkinson And Alex Patrick)   $14.99   $13.50
Have you ever wanted a pet monster? I definitely did NOT. Monsters sound DANGEROUS. But then Willow and I found the BIGGE 
BOKE OF FETCHING MONSTERS and we accidentally made Hodgepodge. He is my best friend. Then we made Flummox, but she 
went to live with our friend next door So now Willow wants to try again. I think this is a BAD IDEA. Willow says third time’s a charm. 
But I say what if we’ve pushed our luck too far? Humour-Monsters-Magic-Family-Stepsiblings-Blended Families Age 7+ For all 
books in this series type HOW TO MAKE A PET MONSTER into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

166. Itty Bitty Kitty (Maddy Mara And Noemie Gion Landry)   $14.99   $13.50
Itty Bitty Kitty LOVES empty boxes, string and sleeping on clean washing. She HATES being called cute. She is almost a tiger, after 
all! She may still be a kitten, but Itty Bitty is ready to take on the world. And she knows all the Cat Laws. So when a family want to 
make Itty Bitty their pet, she is NOT HAPPY. Cats choose their humans, not the other way around! This is the very first Cat Law. Join 
Itty Bitty on three epic adventures. Will she stick to the rules? Or will this kitty make up her own rules for life? Animal Stories-Cats

167. Little Ash #1: Little Ash: Perfect Match! (Ash Barty And Jade Goodwin)   $9.99   $7.99
Australian tennis superstar Ash Barty teams up with Jasmin McGaughey and Jade Goodwin to bring young readers this fun and 
exciting new illustrated series about school, sport, friendship and family. Ash loves to play sport. She’s tried karate, softball, netball 
and gymnastics. But none of those sports give her that tingly feeling, the one where you know it’s something you’ll absolutely love 
to do. How will Ash ever choose? Friendship-Family-Sport-Tennis-School Age 5+

168. Little Ash #2: Little Ash: Tennis Rush! (Ash Barty And Jade Goodwin)   $9.99   $9.00
Australian tennis superstar Ash Barty teams up with Jasmin McGaughey and Jade Goodwin to bring young readers this fun and 
exciting new illustrated series about school, sport, friendship and family. It’s the day of the tennis tournament and Ash is so excited 
to compete! But Ash forgets her favourite hat, there’s a flat tyre and Ash wonders how they will ever get there! Will Ash arrive in time 
for her big match? Friendship-Family-Sport-Tennis-School Age 5+

169. Little Ash #3: Little Ash: Friendship Fix-It! (Ash Barty And Jade Goodwin)   $9.99   $9.00
Australian tennis superstar Ash Barty teams up with Jasmin McGaughey and Jade Goodwin to bring young readers this fun and 
exciting new illustrated series about school, sport, friendship and family. Ash can’t wait to play tennis with the big kids at school 
today! But when James’s big school project breaks, Ash has to decide whether to help her friend fix his project at lunchtime, or play 
the game she loves. What will she do? Friendship-Family-Sport-Tennis-School Age 5+

170. Little Ash #4: Little Ash: Goal Getter! (Ash Barty And Jade Goodwin)   $9.99   $9.00
Australian tennis superstar Ash Barty teams up with Jasmin McGaughey and Jade Goodwin to bring young readers this fun and 
exciting new illustrated series about school, sport, friendship and family. Ash loves playing sport, but when she loses the lunchtime 
touch footy match, it sends her into a spin. What if she can’t win anything ever again? Ash knows the answer. If she never plays 
anything again, then she won’t have to lose! Will Ash quit sport for good? Friendship-Family-Sport-Tennis-School Age 5+

171. Meet Ella #7: Bad Day (Rebecca Mcritchie And Danielle Mcdonald)   $7.99   $7.20
Ella is having a very bad day. First she forgets her homework and then she steps in chewing gum! What else could go wrong? 
Positivity Age 6+ For all books in this series type MEET ELLA into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

172. Meet Ella #8: camp out (Rebecca Mcritchie And Danielle Mcdonald)   $7.99   $7.20
Ella and Zoe are having a camp out in the backyard! They will have so much fun. But what happens when they hear spooky noises 
in the dark? Age 6+

173. Ninja Kid 10: Ninja Heroes (Anh Do And Anton Emdin)    $15.99   $12.79
Nelson and Kenny are rehearsing for the school play. But thanks to Grandma’s new invention, they accidentally bring all the 
characters to life! Can they zap everyone back in their book before the whole town is overrun by a giant buzzing mosquito army?! 
Humour-Inventions-Technology-Ninjas Age 7+ For all books in this series type NINJA KID into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.
com.au
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174. Our Stories: 29 Things You Didn’t Know About Me 
(Solli Raphael And Olana Janfa)   $12.99   $11.70
OUR STORIES is a funny, relatable and engaging new early chapter book series that celebrates Australia’s multicultural society 
with authors and illustrators from a diverse range of backgrounds. New friends Franco and Lucas are about to have their first 
sleepover, and they want to know everything about each other. Does Lucas like to rhyme? Is Franco afraid of spiders too? But most 
importantly: do they both like tacos? Identity-Individuality-Friendship-Multicultural-Diversity-Verse Novel Age 6+ For all books in 
this series type OUR STORIES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

175. Our Stories: Very Best Doughnut, The (Randa Abdel-Fattah)   $12.99   $11.70
OUR STORIES is a funny, relatable and engaging new early chapter book series that celebrates Australia’s multicultural society with 
authors and illustrators from a diverse range of backgrounds. Friday is always the best day at Adam’s house. It’s doughnut day! But 
this week, his family is fasting for Ramadan. They aren’t going to eat or drink until the sun sets. Adam wants to fast too, but it’s so 
hard. Can he wait that long for his very special doughnut? Age 6+

176. Pearl The Magical Unicorn #10: Dancing Unicorn, The 
(Sally Odgers And Adele K. Thomas)   $14.99   $13.50
When Olive tells her friends Pearl and Tweet about some dancing ogres, Pearl imagines how wonderful it would be to dance. Before 
long, she is trying out her dance steps. But what happens when the mean and stinky gobble-uns join Pearl’s dance party? Can Pearl 
and her friends outsmart them again? Age 6+ For all books in this series type PEARL THE MAGICAL UNICORN into the search field 
at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

177. Plum And Woo: Fatal Fan, The (Lisa Siberry)   $16.99   $15.30
When friends Hannah Plum and Patti Woo find a beautiful fan at an antiques fair, they also find a whole of trouble. The fan is from a 
nearby manor, where strange things keep happening. And they’re all related to four paintings on the fan. The statues in the hedge 
maze have lost their heads. The pond’s turned black overnight. All the flowers in the morning garden have withered. The fan’s 
owner is convinced it’s cursed - and when Hannah and Patti investigate, things get even more sinister. Who’s that cloaked lady in 
the garden? What does the last painting on the fan symbolise? And why does everyone keep talking about a ghost? Is the fan just 
an accessory ... or could it be an accessory to murder? Mystery-Ghosts-Murder Age 9+ For all books in this series type PLUM AND 
WOO into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

178. Prometheus High #2: Books Of The Dead, The (Stuart Wilson)   $16.99   $15.30
All aboard the airship Atet and full steam towards the ancient pyramids of Giza in the second hugely inventive, action-packed, fun 
and quirky - and occasionally dark - adventure in the Prometheus High series! A frantic rooftop race. Alchemy lessons on a zeppelin. 
A booby-trapped pyramid . . . Just the start of semester two at Prometheus High. Athena and Marceline are going to extreme 
lengths to unearth Marceline’s past - if their foolhardy plans don’t get them expelled. Godfrey’s lonely without his friends, so when 
Emily asks him for a favour he’s eager to help. But is her request all that it seems? Meanwhile, no one has noticed the threat growing 
on the airship Atet, as an ancient monster of unsurpassed power and fury is about to awaken . . . Science-Scientists-Adventure-
Monsters Age 11+ For all books in this series type PROMETHEUS HIGH into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

179. Reluctant Witch’s Guide To Magic, A (Shivaun Plozza)   $16.99   $15.30
Willa is just an ordinary non-magical girl, living in the Wild - a city squished between two warring witch covens. She spends her days 
dodging wayward spells - from raining frogs to dancing chickens - all because of the witch war! No wonder she hates witches. But 
one day she’s not ordinary at all. She discovers she does, indeed, have magic and she must choose between the two witch covens 
or she’ll explode! And her attempts to control her magic are interrupted by a rogue witch, who begins nefarious spells against the 
Ordinary Folk. What does the witch want and what does it have to do with Willa? Mystery-Magic Age 8+

180. Rise Of The Mythix #5: Last Gladiator, The (Anh Do)   $15.99   $14.40
The Mythix are united at last, but things are NOT going according to plan! Could there be something... or someone ... missing from 
the prophecy? The Collector is close on their tail, Jimmy is in terrible danger, and the Gladiator Games are in full swing - the Mythix 
are definitely going to need help. But when the Kraken rises, whose side will he be on? Adventure-Superheroes-Greed-Courage For 
all books in this series type RISE OF THE MYTHIX into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

181. Sadie #2: Spoonful Of Sadie (Lana Spasevski)   $14.99   $13.50
Say hello to Sadie ... a superstar baker with a big heart! In this book, Sadie needs to - keep a soccer match day promise. - invent a 
delicious fizzing science project. - reveal a surprise dessert for her family barbeque. But Sadie’s sweet intentions do not always go 
to plan! She doesn’t have enough match day treats to go around. Her science project turns into a fizzy failure. And her surprise 
ingredient mysteriously goes missing before the family barbeque. Can Sadie find a way to save the day? In these three sprinkle-
filled stories (complete with recipes!) the unstoppable Sadie shows that any problem can be solved with generosity, kindness and, 
of course, a delicious baked treat. Short Stories-Problem Solving-Generosity-Kindness-Baking Age 6+ For all books in this series 
type SADIE into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

182. Sam Kerr: Kicking Goals #4: Finals Fever (Sam Kerr)   $14.99   $13.50
Kerr has only been playing soccer for a few months after switching from AFL and now her team are playing in the finals! Sam 
can’t believe it! But when her best friend, Dylan, is appointed team captain, Sam is worried that his shyness might get in the way. 
Together with her other bestie, Indi, they must find a way to help him overcome his nerves. She is also busy on the home front. New 
neighbours have moved in next door and Sam has become friends with Jake and his younger brother Will. But strange things start 
happening. After losing her new water bottle, her soccer boots and then when her dog Penny disappears from the garden, Sam 
has had enough. It’s time to get to the bottom of the mystery while at the same time preparing for her finals match. There is a lot 
to deal with for the young soccer superstar! Soccer-Football
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183. Silver Sea, The (Belinda Murrell)    $16.99   $15.30
The second book in Belinda Murrell’s Tuscian series, set in an Italian Renaissance inspired world filled with magic, mystery, 
mischievous creatures, and danger at every turn! ‘You don’t understand how dangerous this is. Anyone you see could be a spy. 
You cannot trust anyone.’ Sophie returns to the magical land of Tuscia and is instantly thrown into danger - Nanna and Caterina 
Rossellana have been kidnapped. To save them, Sophie and Nicco must team up with a theatre troupe who are performing for the 
Mago, in the city across the Silver Sea. Can Sophie unravel the political intrigues of Venetto and save the grandmothers? Or will 
she fall foul of the evil Mago and be thrown into the dungeons to be eaten by the Mostro of the Dark Waters? Fantasy-Adventure-
Magic-Parallel World Age 9+

184. Skydragon #5: Wave Breaker (Anh Do)   $15.99   $14.40
Amber walked along the beach and saw thousands of dead beetles, bees and butterflies strewn along the sand. What could 
possibly have killed so many at once? It’s not just the insects that are suffering; dolphins and whales are in trouble too. Something 
is lurking below the surface of the ocean. Adventure-Fantasy-Friendship-Courage-Identity-Survival-Animals Age 9+ For all books 
in this series type SKYDRAGON into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

185. Solomon Macaroni And The Cousin Catastrophe (Ashleigh Barton)   $16.99   $15.30
Solomon Macaroni is the sweetest vampire you’ve ever met. Can he survive one hundred years staying with his naughty prankster 
cousins? You’ve never met a vampire like Solomon Macaroni before - he’s friendly, polite and makes a mean tofu Bolognese. 
Understandably, when his parents go on a one-hundred-year cruise without him, Solomon is not impressed. Especially because it 
means having to stay in creepy Transylvania with his six cousins, who are the rudest and naughtiest vampires in existence. (Well, 
apart from Lucy. He likes her.) Not even his uncle, Count Dracula, the oldest vampire in the world, can stop their pranks. Solomon 
wishes he could spend the next hundred years alone at his own house with his spider friend, Fred, instead. But when his cousins 
venture into the spooky Wildwood on a dangerous mission, Solomon - against his better judgement - agrees to help Lucy rescue 
them. At least, that’s what he thinks he’s doing. In the forest, Solomon must draw on all he knows - about old magic, wet wipes and 
the importance of a well-timed entrance - to save his catastrophic cousins and possibly the world. Humour-Vampires

186. Stacey Casey #2: Stacey Casey And The Cheeky Outlaw 
(Michael C. Madden)    $14.99   $13.50
 Stacey Casey is a fun and adventurous middle grade series that will take kids on a wild ride into the past. On their journey, readers 
will discover surprising and sometimes hidden and fascinating historical facts. Stacey and her friend Oliver travel back in time 
where they encounter villains, heroes, tantalising mysteries and intriguing adventures that will keep kids guessing. The Stacey 
Casey series is a wonderful combination of time travel, friendship, courage, science, history and mystery all wrapped up in one 
Stacey, Oliver and Stacey’s dad are 100 million years in the past looking at dinosaurs. They are chased by a lightning claw and make 
an emergency jump back to 2022 to escape. Now they have two problems, a stow away baby cooperenis and a damaged time 
machine! To fix it they travel back in time again to the 1880s in Australia and find themselves faced with outlaws, explores and a 
mystery that could destroy the universe Australian History Age 8+

187. Surviving The Wild #3: Sunny The Shark Graphic Novel (Remy Lai)    $14.99   $13.50
Hi! I’m Sunny and I’m a shark. I love cruising the ocean with my pilot fish friends, looking for food. But sometimes things in the water 
are not what they seem ... Now a plastic ring is wrapped around my fin and it’s tricky to hunt. Can I break free before winter sets in? 
This inspiring series offers the perfect introduction for young readers to the wonders and perils of the natural world - and how we 
can all do our part to protect it. Graphic Novel-Animal Stories-Environmental Issues-Pollution-Conservation Age 6+ For all books in 
this series type SURVIVING IN THE WILD into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

188. Talismans Of Fate #1: Wintrish Girl, The (Melanie La’brody)   $17.99   $16.20
On Talisman Day in the Province of Arylia, all children receive powerful objects that change their lives forever. All children except 
for the Wintrish servant girl Penn, that is. Bound to the spoiled Princess Seraphine since birth, Penn has never known her true 
family. While she longs to return to her own Province of Midwinter and find them, she knows that all her future holds is a lifetime of 
loneliness. But a long-forgotten evil is stirring, and destinies are about to change ... When the Princess is kidnapped, Penn is forced 
to run for her life to clear her own name. With the help of some unexpected friends and a dragon with a fear of unicorns, she faces 
deadly peril and formidable foes. But can one ordinary Wintrish girl save the day? Because without a Talisman, there’s no changing 
your fate - is there? Fantasy-Friendship-Belonging Age 9+

189. Through My Eyes: Australian Disaster Zones: Mia (Dianne Wolfer)    $16.99   $15.30
Mia is used to cyclone build-ups, but the noise and energy of the wild rain squalls keep her awake half the night. What if the 
cyclone hits before Mum gets back? As wild winds batter the coast, Mia knows she must keep calm. The animals need her. Thirteen-
year-old Mia lives on a bush block in the Pilbara, where she assists her mother’s work as a vet and equine therapist. Although 
she is used to the seasonal cyclones that threaten the West Australian coast, nothing can prepare her for the ferocity of Cyclone 
Veronica when she finds herself home alone and needing to protect their property and the animals she loves. When her friend 
Nick arrives, pleading for help, and her favourite horse is injured, will Mia be able to withstand the greatest challenge of her life? 
Natural Disasters-Cyclones-Climate Change-Resilience-Courage-Family-Community-Identity Age 11+ For all books in this series 
type THROUGH MY EYES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

190. Tilda (Sue Whiting)    $17.99   $16.20
You have a big heart. And people blessed with a big heart have a choice to make. Do they fill that heart with light and love or do 
they fill it with darkness and hate? This is your choice to make, Matilda. Make it wisely. Tilda Moss refuses to believe her papa has 
abandoned her and left her, alone and orphaned, in Brushwood Convent and Home for Girls, no matter what Sister Agatha says. 
A promise is a promise and Papa promised he would be back for her as soon as he returns from the war. But Tilda is convinced the 
dreadful Sister Agatha is out to get her. Why is she so hateful all the time? She insists that Matilda declare to all at the convent that 
she is an orphan. She is not an orphan and she will never say it! Something is amiss and Tilda and her best friend Annie need to find 
out what before it is too late. Historical-Friendship-Hope-Resilience Age 10+
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191. Vexatious Hauntings Of Lily Griffin, The (Paula Hayes And Katie Jiang)   $19.99   $18.00
Packed full of adventure, magic and a little bit of history, The Vexatious Haunting of Lily Griffin will entertain and engage children 
from start to finish. When Lily Griffin finds a girl trapped inside a magic mirror, she uncovers a long-forgotten family secret and sets 
in motion a remarkable chain of events. Lily is a singular character, hilariously funny, sweetly poignant and deeply daggy. Plagued 
by social doubts and her own pecularities, she is the perfect person to investigate the many secrets of her grandfather’s house and, 
along the way, mend some family relationships, discover enduring friendships and learn to play netball. Magic-History-Adventure-
Humour-Family

192. Wednesday Weeks #3: Wednesday Weeks And The Dungeon Of Fire 
(Cristy Burne)   $16.99   $15.30
Just when it seems like Wednesday and Alfie might finally be free to get on with their lives without Gorgomoth ruining everything, 
the Unclean one rears his ugly head again. This time Gorgomoth is on the trail of the long-lost Stone of Power, which he will be able 
to use to rule the nine realms and bring about the Third Age of Never-Ending Darkness. Now Wednesday and the gang must beat 
Gorgomoth to the stone and pass three trials to see who is worthy of its ancient power. If they don’t win, it might just be the end of 
the world. The final instalment in the mind-bogglingly fun series that asks the question: in a world of magic, can science save the 
day? Fantasy-Magic Realism-Friendship-Science-Robotics-Robots Age 9+ For all books in this series type WEDNESDAY WEEKS into 
the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

193. Weirdo #19: Cheesy Weird! (Anh Do)   $15.99   $14.40
Say Cheese! Not only is it school photo day, but there are try-outs for an ice-cream ad! Can Weir and his friends score the starring 
roles? Or will their TV dreams melt away?! It won’t be easy ... but it will be funny! Age 7+ For all books in this series type WEIRDO into 
the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

194. Whodunnit, Eddie Woo?: Team Trouble! (Eddie Woo And Mitch Vane)   $14.99   $11.99
Eddie Woo Super Sleuth is ready for action and mystery. With a mind for maths and a nose for adventure, he is about to skateboard 
into ... danger. When Eddie receives a cryptic message from Mr Appleby, a Woo family friend and resident of Sunny Side Aged Care, 
he is soon on a mission to thwart the evil plans of smugglers. It’s up to Eddie to crack the clues and improve his skateboarding so 
that he can enter the annual school Triple Threat Quest with his best friends Rusty and DT. Mystery-Maths Age 8+ For all books in 
this series type WHODUNNIT EDDIE WOO into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

195. Whodunnit, Eddie Woo?: Time Out! (Eddie Woo And Mitch Vane)   $14.99   $11.99
Eddie Woo Super Sleuth is ready for action and mystery. With a mind for maths and a nose for adventure, he is about to skateboard 
into ... danger. When Eddie uncovers a potential clue to a century’s old treasure hunt, he and his friends Rusty and DT are soon hot 
on the trail of this long ago, hidden treasure. Eddie must crack clues, scale a lighthouse, discover a hidden cave behind a waterfall 
and navigate hidden tunnels to stop the treasure falling into the wrong hands. Mystery-Maths Age 8+

196. Adventure Club #3: Polar Bear Patrol (Jess Butterworth)  $14.99   $11.99
Do you like exploring, animals and adventure? Then join The Adventure Club! A new illustrated series for younger readers about 
animals and adventure from much-loved author Jess Butterworth - writer of classic adventure stories in vibrantly described 
settings. It’s time for the third Adventure Club trip, and this time Tilly and the Adventure Club are off to the Arctic circle in search of 
polar bears! There, they journey across the ice on sleighs pulled by huskies, camp in tents, and watch the northern lights, braving 
sub-zero temperatures. But on a boat trip, disaster strikes! The team find a narwhal caught in a fishing net. It’s a race against time 
to free the narwhal. Will they succeed? And will the Adventure Club team spot a single polar bear before they have to leave? Join 
the Adventure Club with Tilly to find out! Adventure-Exploration-Discovery-Travel-Endangered Animals Age 7+ For all books in this 
series type ADVENTURE CLUB into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

197. Ape Star, The (Frida Nilsson)    $17.99   $16.20
 In this award-winning chapter book about prejudice and justice, an orphan girl is adopted by a gorilla who owns a junkyard. A 
surprising friendship grows between them. Jonna lives in an orphanage whose manager is strict and obsessed with cleanliness. 
Like all the other children, Jonna has only one dream: to be adopted by a well-dressed mother who smells of perfume. But one day, 
a beat-up car pulls up. The door opens and out step two thick hairy legs with muddy boots, followed by a belly as round as a barrel, 
and finally, a head like an overgrown pear. It’s a gorilla! Surely the orphanage won’t let a gorilla adopt a child. But, to Jonna’s horror, 
the gorilla chooses her... Eventually Jonna and the gorilla start to get along, until a man from the council threatens to send Jonna 
back to the orphanage. Friendship-Prejudice-Justice-Economic Hardship-Humour Age 7+

198. Crab And Snail #1: Invisible Whale, The (Beth Ferry And Jared Chapman)   $14.99   $13.50
Join Crab and Snail in the surf zone, where they think deep thoughts and have unforgettable seaside adventures, in this graphic 
early reader series debut by New York Times bestselling author Beth Ferry and beloved illustrator Jared Chapman. The never-
ending rain is putting a damper on Crab and Snail’s plans for a sunny, funny day. So when the BBFs (Best Beach Friends) realize that 
it’s only raining on them, they put their heads together and consult one know-it-all gull (he really does know it all!) to get to the 
bottom of it. By the time the rain clears, the duo will have made a new friend and learned something new and wonderful about 
friendship! Graphic Novel Age 6+

YOUNGER NOVELS
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199. Diary Of A Pug #1: Pug Blasts Off (Kyla May)   $9.99   $9.00
Meet the cutest pug on the planet! Name: Baron von Bubbles. Nickname: Bub Likes: fashion, peanut butter and his human-Bella. 
Dislikes: Nutz the squirrel, baths and rain. When Bella enters the inventor challenge at school, Bub wants to help her make the best 
project ever. But then Bub ruins Bella’s project by mistake. Oh no! Can he ever make it up to her? Age 6+

200. Diary Of A Pug #2: Pug’s Snow Day (Kyla May)   $9.99   $9.00
Meet the cutest pug on the planet! Name: Baron von Bubbles. Nickname: Bub. Likes: fashion; his toy, Bear and his human-Bella. 
Dislikes: Duchess the cat, the cold and snow. It’s a snow day and Bella is thrilled. But not Bub-he thinks the snow is slippery, cold 
and wet! Plus the new kid next door has a scary monster-sized pet. Can Bub learn to like the snow and make a new friend, too?

201. Dinosaur Club #4: Tracking The Diplodocus (Rex Stone)   $9.99   $9.00
Travel back in time to the world of the dinosaurs! Children will be inspired to discover the prehistoric world with these character-
driven adventure stories for children aged 5 to 7 years old Travel through time to the world of the dinosaurs in this exciting 
prehistoric fiction series for children. Jamie has just moved to Ammonite Bay, a stretch of coastline famed for its fossils. Lots of 
dinosaur fans visit Ammonite Bay to search for fossils, and Jamie is one of the biggest dinosaur fans ever. He’s a member of the 
Dinosaur Club - a network of kids around the world who share dinosaur knowledge. They help each other identify fossils, post 
new dino discoveries, and chat about all things prehistoric. Jamie takes his tablet everywhere, just in case he needs to contact the 
Club. Jamie is exploring Ammonite Bay when he meets Tess. Tess is a member of Dinosaur Club who lives in Ammonite Bay too. 
She shows Jamie around, including her favourite place - a secret cave with fossils all over the walls. But what’s that strange tunnel 
at the back? Together they go through the tunnel and they discover some dinosaur footprints. Jamie and Tess walk along them...
and the two new friends find themselves back in the time of the dinosaurs! It’s amazing, but dangerous too - and they’ll definitely 
need help from the Dinosaur Club... Dinosaurs-Adventure Age 6+ For all books in this series type DINOSAUR CLUB into the search 
field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

202. Dragon Masters #3: Secret Of The Water Dragon (Tracey West)   $8.99   $8.10
In this third book in the series, someone is trying to steal the Dragon Stone. Drake soon discovers that the thief is his friend and 
fellow Dragon Master, Bo! Could the dark wizard somehow be behind this? The Dragon Masters must find a way to protect the 
Dragon Stone—and keep Bo’s family out of danger. Will the secret to solving their problems lie with Bo’s dragon, Shu? Drake 
is about to find out! Fantasy-Dragons Age 6+ For all books in this series type DRAGON MASTERS into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

203. Dragon Storm #4: Mira And The Flameteller 
(Alastair Chisholm And Eric Deschamps)   $14.99   $13.50
In the land of Draconis, there are no dragons. Once, there were. Once, humans and dragons were friends, and created the great city 
of Rivven together. But then came the Dragon Storm, and the dragons retreated from the world of humans. To the men and women 
of Draconis, they became legends and myth. Young dragonseer Mira and her dragon Flameteller love finding out how things work 
and fixing them, and so they’re excited to learn about the ancient magic that powers the home of the Dragonseer Guild - and helps 
keep its existence a secret. But when the King of Draconis announces a plan to hunt down and destroy all dragons, and the magic 
that powers the Dragonseer Guild begins to fail, threatening to expose it to the world, Mira and Flameteller must find a way to fix it 
- before the Guild, and the dragons, are found by King Godfic’s soldiers. Dragons-Adventure-Fantasy-Courage Age 7+ For all books 
in this series type DRAGON STORM into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

204. Geronimo Stilton #77: Last Resort Oasis, The (Geronimo Stilton)    $12.99   $11.70
When you’re with Geronimo Stilton, it’s always a fabumouse adventure! Geronimo takes a vacation to the Camel Oasis! Age 7+ For 
all books in this series type GERONIMO STILTON into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

205. Geronimo Stilton #78: Mysterious Eye Of The Dragon (Geronimo Stilton)   $12.99   $11.70
When you’re with Geronimo Stilton, it’s always a fabumouse adventure! Geronimo travels to Brazil to find a precious treasure! He 
follows the trail of the legendary Dragon’s Eye! Holey cheese! Age 7+

206. Grimwood #2: Let The Fur Fly! (Nadia Shireen)    $14.99   $13.50
Ted and Nancy are happily settled in Grimwood, loving life with their new friends. But there’s a new dastardly enemy afoot… The 
mean mayor of neighbouring town Twinklenuts is on a mission to take over Grimwood and kick everyone out! Ted and Nancy must 
muster up bags of courage, rally their newfound friends together, and even show off their treebonking skills to save the home 
they’ve grown to love. Fully illustrated throughout and brim full of heart, laughs and surprises, this is the must-read second title in 
the bestselling and fantastically funny Grimwood series. Friendship-Humour Age 7+

207. Ivy And Bean #12: Ivy And Bean Get To Work! 
(Annie Barrows And Sophie Blackall)   $12.99   $11.70
It’ s Career Day at Emerson Elementary School, and all the students have to choose what they want to be when they grow up. No 
problem. Ivy and Bean already have that all figured out. At least, they thought so, until they met Herman the Treasure Hunter. Now 
everyone in the second grade is looking for treasure - and finding it. Everyone except Ivy and Bean, that is. They need to get out 
their shovels and turn up some treasure on the double! Friendship Age 7+ For all books in this series type IVY AND BEAN into the 
search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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208. Judy Moody #16: Judy Moody In A Monday Mood 
(Megan Mcdonald And Peter H. Reynolds)   $14.99   $11.99
Judy Moody is Monday-morning mopey. Another week in her same-old seat at her same-old desk in her same-old school. Even 
worse, there aren’t any days off from school for ages. But when she steps into Class 3T, Judy’s Monday frown turns upside down. 
Pop! Pop! Pop-pop-pop! Mr Todd is making Monday special by celebrating Bubble Wrap Appreciation Day (no lie)! This gives Judy 
an idea that just-might-maybe turn her week around: why not make every day of the week a holiday? But after she and her friends 
come up with a week’s worth of wacky celebrations, from feeding ninja squirrels to honouring National Sneak Some Zucchini Onto 
Your Neighbor’s Porch Day, will the weekend be one big letdown? Humour Age 6+ For all books in this series type JUDY MOODY 
into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

209. Kitty Quest #2: Trial By Tentacle Graphic Novel (Phil Corbett)   $16.99   $15.30
The islands of Pawdor are in peril once again! Ferocious sea monsters have been spotted on shore, and the townsfolk are in a 
complete panic. Luckily, Kitty Quest are ready to protect the land. So what if Woolfrik and Perigold are the only guild members 
(besides their mentor who’s a ghost), and it’s just their second week on the job? How are these two amateur heroes supposed to 
stop a whole army of tentacled beasts? It may just take some quick thinking, a whole lot of luck, and a little help from the most 
unexpected of places. In order to save all of kitty-kind, Woolfrik and Perigold are going to have to learn to work together and prove 
that two heads are better than one. Graphic Novel-Humour Age 7+ For all books in this series type KITTY QUEST into the search 
field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

210. Leonora Bolt #2: Deep Sea Calamity (Lucy Brandt)   $14.99   $13.50
The second laugh-out-loud adventure for brilliant inventor Leonora Bolt. Leonora isn’t supposed to be building a submarine in 
a tree. Or turning the local wildlife luminous. In fact, she is supposed to be keeping her head down and drawing no attention - 
because Leonora Bolt is an inventor in secret. But she can’t stop thinking of the clues she found to her missing parents’ location. 
So, deep in hiding in Snorebury, desperately trying to avoid being discovered by her evil uncle, Leonora is hatching a plan. So 
what if involves launching a homemade submarine into the middle of the ocean, accompanied only by a couple of friends and an 
otter with particularly sensitive whiskers? For when disaster strikes, Leonora’s wackiest plan might just be her most brilliant yet... 
Humour-Inventions Age 6+ For all books in this series type LEONORA BOLT into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

211. Marvellous Granny Jinks And Me #2: Animal Magic! (Serena Holly)   $14.99   $13.50
Granny Jinks and Jada have officially joined the Dalton Green Magic Society, but the fun has only just started! For their next trick, 
Granny Jinks and Jada will have to perform magic with the cheekiest assistant of them all - an animal! Will naughty Luna the cat 
learn her magic trick in time, and will Jada’s best friend, Matilda, ever find the perfect pet for hers? Inspired by the true story of 
Jenny Mayers - the first Black woman to be accepted into the Magic Circle. Magic-Illusion-Family Age 6+ For all books in this series 
type MARVELLOUS GRANNY JINKS AND ME into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

212. Monster And Boy #2: Monster’s First Day Of School 
(Hannah Barnaby)    $16.99   $15.30
Monster and Boy are back for another adventure! And this time the best friends are headed somewhere no monster has ventured 
before: school! Ever since Monster (who sleeps under the bed) and Boy (who sleeps in the bed) met and became best friends, 
they’ve been spending their days playing together. But some days, Boy leaves and Monster is alone. Wanting to learn more about 
where his friend goes, Monster makes a plan to go with Boy to . . . school! There, Monster meets Boy’s teacher and classmates, learns 
about cubbies and the sharing circle, and even helps solve a mystery when a pet hedgehog goes missing. 

213. Moonlight Riders: Petal Pony (Linda Chapman)   $14.99   $13.50
When a huge storm damages the stables, Jill is worried that she’ll have to close down the Moonlight Stables Riding School - 
permanently! Amara and the other True Riders are determined to not let that happen, and with the help of their elemental horses 
they set about to raise the money needed to repair the school. But on the night before their big fundraiser, Ivy storms the stables on 
her elemental horse and ruins all their hard work. The gang have only hours to fix the damage before their open day begins. What’s 
worse is Rose is sick from using her earth magic to repair the stables. Can the friends find the magical flower they need to heal her 
and still make the fundraiser in time? Horses-Horse Lovers-Magic Age 7+ For all books in this series type MOONLIGHT RIDERS into 
the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

214. Pig Called Lollipop, A (Dick King-Smith)   $14.99   $13.50
Two funny adventures about a spoiled princess and a very clever royal pig, from the beloved author of Babe. Lollipop is no ordinary 
pig. According to her young owner Johnny Skinner, she’s the cleverest pig in the whole kingdom. When people stare into Lollipop’s 
bright, intelligent eyes, it seems to change them for the better. But will Lollipop win over spoiled Princess Penelope – and the King 
and Queen? With exciting new illustrations, these two timeless and hilarious stories are being published to celebrate treasured 
author Dick King-Smith’s centenary! Animal Stories

215. Puppy Place #3: Shadow (Ellen Miles)   $9.90   $9.00
Jack and Lizzie Peterson know a lot about puppies. That’s because the Petersons are a foster family for young dogs. Someday, 
they will have a puppy of their own. Until then, they keep busy helping special puppies find homes. When the Petersons meet 
Shadow, they know he is very special. He is a cute black Labrador retriever, and he is extremely smart. Everyone agrees that Shadow 
deserves the best. He will be the perfect puppy for someone. But who will be the perfect owner for him? Age 7+ For all books in this 
series type PUPPY PLACE into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

216. Puppy Place #4: Rascal (Ellen Miles)   $9.99   $9.00
Lizzie and Jack Peterson love dogs, especially puppies. So it is perfect that the Petersons are a foster family for young dogs. They 
will adopt a pet of their own one day, but now they are happy to help puppies find just the right home. The Petersons’ newest foster 
puppy is Rascal. He is a Jack Russell terrier, and his name fits him well. He may be small, but he can cause big trouble. Lizzie and 
Charles are in for a challenge. Will they be able to find someone who will care for this pesky little puppy? Age 7+
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217. Rainbow Magic: Harper The Confidence Fairy (Daisy Meadows)   $14.99   $13.50
Meet Harper the Confidence Fairy, the first fairy with Down’s syndrome, who helps people to find and grow their inner confidence. 
Harper helps people to feel confident with the help of her three magical objects and her Confidence Lab. But when Jack Frost 
breaks her trust and steals her magical objects, everyone is filled with self doubt. Can Rachel and Kirsty help Harper to get her 
magical objects back and restore everyone’s confidence? Fairies-Magic-Fantasy-Adventure-Down’s Syndrome-Inclusivity Age 6+ 
For all books in this series type RAINBOW MAGIC into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

218. Rainbow Magic Special Edition: Kat The Jungle Fairy (Daisy Meadows)   $14.99   $13.50
Join Kirsty, Rachel and Kat the Jungle Fairy as they help to protect the worlds jungles. Can they help Kat get her magical objects 
back before Jack Frost gets up to mischief with them? Kat the Jungle Fairy looks after tropical jungles in the fairy and human 
worlds. But when Jack Frost and his goblins steal her magical objects, jungles everywhere are in danger! Can Kirsty and Rachel help 
get them back and save all the tropical plants and animals? ‘These stories are magic; they turn children into readers!’ ReadingZone.
com If you like Rainbow Magic, check out Daisy Meadows’ other series: Magic Animal Friends and Unicorn Magic! For all books in 
this series type RAINBOW MAGIC into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

219. Seal Pup Called Pearl, A (Helen Peters And Ellie Snowdon)   $12.99   $11.70
The thirteenth in a fantastic series of animal stories for younger readers by Waterstones Children’s Book Prize-shortlisted author 
Helen Peters, with beautiful black-and-white illustrations by Ellie Snowdon. Jasmine’s dad is a farmer, and her mum is a large-
animal vet, so Jasmine spends a lot of time caring for animals and keeping them out of trouble. Unfortunately, this often means 
she gets into hot water herself...When a newborn seal pup is abandoned on the riverbank, Jasmine and Tom are determined to care 
for her until she’s old enough to be released. But there are other dangers for baby seals, and when Pearl’s life is threatened again, 
nobody knows what the future will hold. Will Pearl ever be able to return to the sea? Animal Stories-Survival Age 7+

220. Supernan’s Day Out (Phil Earle)   $12.99   $11.70
An unexpected family secret has hilarious consequences in this action-packed story from Phil Earle and illustrator Steve May - 
perfect for superhero fans. Plane crashes, robberies and fires were not what Stanley was expecting on a day out at the seaside with 
his nan and the other residents of her care home! Nan doesn’t know about his superpowers, so Super Stan can’t step in to help 
as it would blow his cover. Luckily, though, another mysterious superhero seems to be on hand, saving the day. But who could it 
possibly be? Humour-Superpowers-Adventure-Dyslexic Friendly BARRINGTON STOKE LITTLE GEMS

221. The Underdogs #3: Unhappy Campers (Tracey West And Kyla May)   $14.99   $13.50
The Underdogs and their classmates are taking a break from competing in the K-9 exams to go on a camping trip! The fourth years 
at Barksdale Academy are heading to Camp Ruffing It for a few days of hiking, swimming, and roasting marshmallows by an open 
fire. Or, that was the plan. But Harley keeps getting distracted by all the sounds and smells in the forest. Every time she runs after 
a chipmunk or a shiny fish, she accidentally messes things up for her friends. Can Harley stay focused long enough to save the 
rest of the camping trip? Or is it back to civilization for the Underdogs? Humour-Dogs Age 7+ For all books in this series type THE 
UNDERDOGS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

222. Total Mayhem #4: Day Four: War Of The Waterslides (Ralph Lazar)   $14.99   $13.50
For Dash Candoo, every day is ... wild! Dash and his friends Rob and Greta are used to unusual things happening at their school, 
Swedhump Elementary. But even they pay attention when their invisible principal, Mrs Rosebank, announces that they have a 
special guest: Ms Aqualina, the owner of the new Aqualina Water Park. Most students don’t get to spend time on waterslides during 
the school day. But soon Dash, Rob and Greta are slipping and sliding ... right into a mystery! It turns out there’s more to this water 
park than splishing and splashing. There’s something very evil going on, and instead of soaking it up, Dash and his friends are going 
to catch a wave ... and ride it to victory in the war of the waterslides. Age 7+ For all books in this series type TOTAL MAYHEM into 
the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

223. Trubble Town #2: Why-Why’s Gone Bye-Bye, The (Stephan Pastis)    $18.99   $17.10
From the creator of the New York Times best-selling Timmy Failure series comes the second book in a laugh-out-loud, heartwarming, 
full-color graphic novel series about a quirky town-perfect for readers of all ages, and just right for young readers starting to read 
longer books! Just when you thought things could not get any wackier in Trubble Town, the adult residents are abducted by aliens, 
leaving the town in the hands of all the kids. What could possibly go wrong ... besides everything? Graphic Novel Age 6+ For all 
books in this series type TRUBBLE TOWN into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

224. Wind Riders #3: Shipwreck In Seal Bay (Jen Marlin And Marta Kissi)   $12.99   $11.70
You never know where Wind Rider will take you... Max and Sofia’s summer vacation gets wild when they stumble upon an 
abandoned sailboat in the mangrove forest. They’re given the chance to make a real impact when the boat magically transports 
them to a different corner of the world to help other kids save their environment! Wind Riders: Shipwreck in Seal Bay is the third 
book in an illustrated adventure chapter book series. Each story visits a new location and introduces a human-made problem that’s 
endangering animals and the environment. With nature’s highest stakes and environmental activism baked into each book, as well 
as fun scientific facts included at the end, Wind Riders is a great chapter book series for newly independent readers who love nature 
documentaries, taking action, and learning about the world around them. Environmental Issues-Activism-Adventure-Biodiversity 
Age 7+ For all books in this series type WIND RIDERS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

225. Wizard’s Banquet, The (Vivian French And Marta Kissi)   $14.99   $13.50
Pippin Potts is a helpful boy, which is exactly what forgetful wizard Abacus Peridot is looking for in an assistant who can help him 
get to the Wizards’ Centenary Banquet, so that he can be the hundredth wizard to arrive and win the golden cup. On their journey 
the pair soon bump into evil wizard Boldways Grime and mischievous elf Kitty Scarper who are secretly plotting against them. With 
help from the magical Ms Latterly Pot and trusty crow Mavis, can Pippin guide Master Abacus through the Nine Hen Hills, cross the 
Rumbling Rocks and pass the Neverending Forest in time to win the golden cup? Fantasy-Friendship-Teamwork Age 7+
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226. Act Graphic Novel (Kayla Miller)   $17.99   $16.20
Act is the funny and honest follow-up to the middle school graphic novel sensations Click and Camp. How do you know when 
the person who can make the difference... is you? Olive is excited to start grade 6: new teachers, new experiences, and a field trip 
to the big city with her best buds! But when Olive finds out that a school policy is keeping some kids from going on the trip, she 
decides to act. She’s prepared to do whatever it takes to be heard—even if it means running against Trent and Sawyer, two of her 
closest friends, in the student council election! With intense campaign competition and emotions running high, can Olive make a 
big change and keep her friends? Graphic Novel-Friendship Age 8+

227. After School Detective Club #2: Secret Of Ragnar’s Gold (Mark Dawson)   $14.99   $13.50
Joe can’t believe his luck when his dad rents a castle for their Easter holidays - but is devastated when his mum receives a better 
invitation and the trip is cancelled. Determined to have his holiday, Joe develops an elaborate plan to go with his friends instead. 
The castle is everything the friends had hoped for: a partially restored ruin with a moat, a Saxon chapel, spiral staircases and an 
ancient burial mound that gives it an air of mystery. But it’s not long before they hear strange noises underground and notice 
yellow eyes lurking in the forest. And when Sherlock falls through some rotten boards and into an old well, they discover an ancient 
box, containing a 200-year-old notebook and an incomplete treasure map. The race is on. The After School Detective Club is on 
the trail of Ragnar’s gold - a hoard of treasure said to have been buried by a Viking warrior and guarded by his demon hound . . . 
that is, unless someone else gets there first. Mystery-Adventure-Treasure Age 8+ For all books in this series type AFTER SCHOOL 
DETECTIVE CLUB into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

228. Agent Asha #2: Operation Cyber Chop 
(Sophie Deen And Priyanks Sachdev)   $14.99   $13.50
Top-secret Children’s Spy Agency newest recruit, Asha Joshi is back with a brand new mission. Asha is suspicious when evil teenage 
trillionaire Shelly Belly proposes to cut down all the trees in Asha’s favourite park to make room for CyberOaks: the new tech trees. 
Asha’s a top coder and super spy so she should be able to face robot security parrots, navigate a suspicious internship and travel to 
Shelly’s super-confidential base in Scotland to crack the case. Will Asha and her robo-hamster sidekick Tumble be able to protect 
the park and save the day? The story is a great way to engage young readers in coding and critical-thinking as it combines STEM 
with exciting adventures. It is mapped onto key National Curriculum Computing KS1 and KS2 concepts including algorithms, 
conditionals and debugging. Adventure-Action-Thriller-Spy-Intrigue-Coding Age 8+ For all books in this series type AGENT ASHA 
into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

229. Agent Zaiba Investigates #4: Smuggler’s Secret, The 
(Annabelle Sami And Daniela Sosa)    $14.99   $13.50
Determined to be the world’s greatest detective, Zaiba is always on the lookout for a crime to solve! Zaiba is excited to visit an 
historical shipwreck and attend the reveal of its mystery cargo! But the big event is ruined when the priceless artefact goes missing. 
With stories of smuggling rooted in the seaside town’s past, Zaiba’s investigative instincts are buzzing. Will she and her team be 
able to uncover the coast’s secrets and find the treasure before it’s lost again forever? Mystery For all books in this series type 
AGENT ZAIBA INVESTIGATES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

230. Alone (Megan E Freeman)   $19.99   $18.00
When twelve-year-old Maddie hatches a scheme for a secret sleepover with her two best friends, she ends up waking up to a 
nightmare. She’s alone-left behind in a town that has been mysteriously evacuated and abandoned. With no one to rely on, no 
power, and no working phone lines or internet access, Maddie slowly learns to survive on her own. Her only companions are a 
Rottweiler named George and all the books she can read. After a rough start, Maddie learns to trust her own ingenuity and invents 
clever ways to survive in a place that has been deserted and forgotten. As months pass, she escapes natural disasters, looters, and 
wild animals. But Maddie’s most formidable enemy is the crushing loneliness she faces every day. Can Maddie’s stubborn will to 
survive carry her through the most frightening experience of her life? Survival Age 9+

231. Amazing Edie Eckhart #2: Big Trip, The (Rosie Jones And Natalie Smillie)   $15.99   $14.40
Hello! My name is Edie Eckhart and I’m eleven years old. I’m a little bit different. I have a disability called cerebral palsy, so I talk 
slowly and fall over a lot. It’s never really bothered me because I’ve never known anything else. Edie Eckhart is getting used to life 
at secondary school. It’s going well so far - she’s found a brand new friendship group and has the best form tutor EVER. But then 
the school organises a camping trip.... complete with muddy walks and team games. It is a DISASTER. The only fun bit is sitting by 
the fire and telling stories. On top of that Edie is trying to figure out where she fits in: do you have to define all friendships? And 
can you be a writer AND a performer, or do you have to choose between the two? Luckily Edie decides to take back control of the 
school trip... and in so doing, she discovers that you never have to define yourself. Friendship-Change-Disability-Cerebral Palsy For 
all books in this series type AMAZING EDIE ECKHART into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

232. Answers In The Pages (David Leviathan)   $16.99   $15.30
Donovan is excited to read The Adventurers, the new book Mr Howe has assigned his class. But before he can dig in, his mother 
gets her hands on it-and she is not excited by what she reads. Soon the whole town is freaking out about whether the book’s two 
main characters are gay, and Donovan is caught in the middle. Rick and Oliver are the two main characters in The Adventurers. 
They’re trying to stop an evil genius from acquiring the Doomsday Code and destroying life as we know it. Meanwhile, Gideon 
and Roberto have been paired up on their own book project, which draws them closer and closer together... With Answers in the 
Pages, bestselling author David Levithan delivers a bold, fun story about taking action (whether it’s against book censors or killer 
alligators), being brave (in love and in adventure) and standing up for what’s right, no matter the circumstances. Censorship-
Reading-Books Age 10+

MIDDLE NOVELS
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233. Asparagus Bunch, The (Jessica Scott-Whyte) $14.99   $13.50
A fresh and irreverent comedy starring a cast of neurodiverse characters - guaranteed to be one of the funniest novels you’ll read 
this year. Leon John Crothers is 4779 days old (thirteen years and one month, if you’re mathematically challenged). He has been 
‘moved on’ from six different schools and most people think he has an attitude problem. Leon doesn’t care for the label, in the 
same way that he doesn’t care for Tim Burton, supermarket trolleys, train fanatics or Bounty bars. This time, however, things may 
turn out differently, as help comes from where he least expects it - Dr Snot, a physician at pains to help Leon navigate ‘normal’ 
and classmates, Tanya and Lawrence, who both face their own challenges. When school bully Glen Jenkins humiliates Leon in the 
school canteen and almost destroys Lawrence, Leon very reluctantly agrees to the formation of a club, The Asparagus Bunch. How 
Leon manages to navigate school woes and family drama - and astonishingly ends up with not one but two friends - is nothing 
short of a miracle, or maybe just simply down to being different. Neurodiverse-Neurodiversity-Dyslexia-Friendship-Bullying-
Humour Age 11+

234. Baby-Sitters Club Graphix #10: Jessi’s Secret Language Graphic Novel 
(Ann M. Martin)   $17.99   $16.20
Jessi recently moved to Stoneybrook and is one of the newest members of The Baby-sitters Club. She’s getting ready to start regularly 
sitting for the BSC’s newest charge, Matt Braddock. Matt has been deaf since birth and uses sign language to communicate, so Jessi 
has to use it, too. It’s a secret language! Soon all the neighbourhood kids want to learn how to sign, which keeps the BSC busy. 
Jessi’s the busiest of all-she’s preparing for her dance school’s big show, plus working on another secret, just for Matt. Will Jessi be 
able to keep the secret and pull off her performance? For all books in this series type BABY-SITTERS CLUB GRAPHIX into the search 
field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

235. Beginners Guide To Ruling The Galaxy, A (David Solomons)   $14.99   $13.50
Gavin’s got a new neighbour and she’s really annoying. Niki follows him everywhere, bosses him about, and doesn’t care that 
her parents will obliterate Earth with their galactic warships if she doesn’t stop running away from them. Can Niki and Gavin 
sort out the alien despots (aka Mum and Dad) and save the planet? Possibly. Will they become friends along the way? Doubtful... 
Adventure-Humour Age 9+

236. Big Nate Graphic Novel: Release The Hounds Graphic Novel 
(Lincoln Peirce)   $19.99   $18.00
Nate Wright’s life kind of stinks. His dad’s habit of handing out healthy snacks ruins another Halloween. His frenemy Artur proves to 
be the world’s worst football teammate. And how does Todd Dunfy have a girlfriend while Nate’s still shockingly single? It isn’t fair...
but Nate doesn’t sweat it. Sidelined by a soccer injury, he tries his hand at coaching. After Chad gets stuck with a cheeky nickname, 
Nate decides to butt in. And when Gina takes over the student lounge, Nate puts his best foot forward. Sweet! This brand-new 
collection of Big Nate comics is a breath of fresh air. So relax, kick your shoes off...and RELEASE THE HOUNDS! For all books in this 
series type BIG NATE GRAPHIC NOVEL into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

237. Birdsong (Katya Balen And Richard Johnson)   $12.99   $11.70
After a devastating car crash, Annie is unable to play her flute and retreats from the music she’s always loved. She exists in a world 
of angry silence - furious with her mum and furious she can’t seem to play her beloved flute any more. Then she meets Noah, who 
shows her the blackbirds’ nest hidden in the scrubland near their flats. As their friendship grows, the blackbird’s glorious song 
reignites Anna’s passion for music. But when tragedy strikes again, will her fragile progress be put at risk? Car Accident-Music-
Friendship-Healing-Dyslexic Friendly Age 8+

238. Blackthorn Branch, The (Elen Caldecott)   $18.99   $17.10
Cassie must rescue her brother from the Fair Folk, who dwell in the underworld of Annwn. But the task is no simple one... Cassie’s 
older brother Byron has fallen in with the wrong crowd – it’s soon clear these boys are wild, reckless and not human at all. They are 
tylwyth teg – Fair Folk, who tempt humans down into the dark places of the world. And Byron is tempted. When he goes missing, 
Cassie and her cousin, Siân, follow his trail to an old abandoned railway tunnel which goes down and down into Annwn, the 
underworld. Here they find that the tylwyth teg are restless – and angry. Their leader, Gwenhidw, wants to protect Annwn from the 
damage humans are doing to the world. Byron is part of her plan. But Cassie won’t let her big brother be part of anyone’s plan. But 
can rescuing him really be that easy? Mental Health-Grief-Environmental Issues-Mythology-Family Age 10+

239. Boy Whose Wishes Came True, The (Helen Rutter)   $18.99   $17.10
10 year old Archie Crumb is having a tough time. Picked-on at school, picked last for any team, his dad has a new wife and little 
daughter and not much time for Archie, and his mum is struggling. But things start looking up when Archie comes off his bike, 
bumps his head, and literally sees stars: his favourite famous football player standing in front of him, granting him ten wishes. 
Archie can’t believe his luck. Unlimited ice cream! School to be closed for the day so he can eat pizza and play on the X-box! But 
then he decides to see if these wishes can get bigger and better ... he wishes his dad could only tell the truth and stop fobbing him 
off. He wishes to be the star player of a televised football match at Wembley Stadium. And his ultimate goal: he wishes that Mum 
would get better. Age 9+

240. Bug Scouts #1: Out In The Wild! Graphic Novel (Mike Lowery)    $12.99   $11.70
A new wild and hilarious graphic chapter book series! Doug and Abby love everything about being Bug Scouts: their super-duper 
top-secret headquarters, earning bug badges, wearing scout gear, and, of course, snacks. Josh, meanwhile, is a grump and doesn’t 
like anything (except the snacks). The Bug Scouts begin to work on earning the foraging bug badge. But will they be able to avoid 
the poisonous plants and manage to not get eaten by a clever frog? Graphic Novel-Minibeasts-Bugs Age 7+
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241. Camp Murderface #2: Doom In The Deep (Saundra Mitchell)   $14.99   $13.50
A long-abandoned-and long-haunted-summer camp sets the stage for the sequel to Camp Murderface, perfect for fans of old 
school scare masters like R.L. Stine and Christopher Pike. There’s no such thing as an uneventful summer at Camp Sweetwater. 
Now that the Vampire Devils beneath the lake have been awakened, the camp is in big trouble. The first victims Tez and Corryn’s 
counselors, Gavin and Scary Mary. The Camp Director insists that the missing counselors are just quitting and going home, but 
Tez and Corryn don’t believe it. They know something much more eeeeeeevil is afoot. With the help of their cabinmates, Tez and 
Corryn set out to investigate the disappearances. But what they find is a horror closer than the bottom of the lake... and it might 
just spell the end for all of them. Horror-Mystery Age 10+ For all books in this series type CAMP MURDERFACE into the search field 
at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

242. Clockwork Queen, The (Peter Bunzel And Lia Visirin)   $12.95   $11.66
Chess prodigy Sophie Peshka inherited her love of the game from her grandmaster father. But now that he has been imprisoned in 
the dungeons of the Winter Palace in St Petersburg by powerful Empress Catherine the Great, Sophie must use all her strategic skill 
and cunning to help him escape. Part of Sophie’s plan involves an incredible chess-playing automaton called the Clockwork Queen, 
but will the Queen be able to outwit the Empress in a game where the stakes are a matter of life and death? Historical-Adventure-
Chess-Dyslexic Friendly BARRINGTON STOKE

243. Cursed Tales: Pharaoh Of Asco Express, The (Jake Wilson And Sian James)   $16.99   $15.30
Whatever happens, no matter what, DO NOT step into Asco Express because you might just end up leaving with more than you 
bargained for… When eleven-year-old Wesley stops by at a mysterious local shop to buy a drink, he does not realise the trouble he 
is getting himself into. CURSED by the fiendish Pharaoh AKAHTEN IX, Wesley and his friends, Marishana and Aiden, must solve the 
evil spell quickly or be trapped for all ETERNITY! Cursed Tales is a brand-new series bringing ancient scares to life. Readers BEWARE – 
this story will leave you wrapped up and wanting your mummy! Ancient Civilizations-Ancient Egypt-Mystery-Friendship-Courage-
Curiosity

244. Day No One Woke Up, The (Polly Ho-Yen)   $16.99   $15.30
An out-of-this-world middle-grade adventure about finding friendship in the most unlikely of places. From the bestselling and 
Waterstones Children’s Book Prize shortlisted author of BOY IN THE TOWER. Perfect for fans of Stranger Things and authors, such 
as Ross Welford and Lisa Thompson. Something strange is happening in Ana’s city . . . she’s the only one awake. Confused and 
curious, Ana sets off to explore, bumping into the one other person who’s been able to rouse themselves - her ex-best friend, Tio. 
On a mission to discover what’s happening, Ana and Tio journey through the city looking for clues, their friendship mending with 
every step. When a mysterious creature suddenly materialises in front of them, Ana realises they’ve found the answer they’ve been 
looking for. But one question still remains: Why them? Mystery-Adventure-Friendship Age 9+

245. Dead Good Detectives #1: Dead Good Detectives (Jenny Mclachlan)   $16.99   $13.59
Meet the ghosts in this hilariously heart-racing and spooky adventure and young souls of 8+ by the author of the bestselling 
Land of Roar series. Perfect for fans of BBC’s Ghosts! Sid Jones loves hanging out in the graveyard with her best friend Zen - they 
are desperate to see a real-life ghost! But when Sid accidentally summons a 300-year-old pirate from the dead, it opens the door 
to the HALFWAY HOUSE - a magical inn FULL of lost souls from across the ages, all trapped there by a sinister landlord. There are 
more ghosts that Sid could ever have imagined - and they’re all sure Sid is there to save them! (Sid’s sure there’s been some kind of 
mistake.) But someone else is watching, and they’re not happy about Sid helping the ghosts . . . TICK, TOCK - TIME IS RUNNING OUT 
Humour-Adventure-Magic Ghosts Age 8+

246. Diary Of A Minecraft Zombie #36: Time Loop Troubles (Zack Zombie)   $9.99   $9.00
Ever wonder what life is like for a Minecraft Zombie? Zombie thinks the Scare School trip to the Forest Biome is going to be boring! 
But when he sneaks off after an epic food fight and discovers some mysterious ruins, Zombie accidentally gets sucked into a portal 
that traps him in a time loop! Zombie has to live the same Friday over and over and over again! Will Zombie ever escape the time 
loop? Or is he doomed to live the same day for the rest of his mob life? For all books in this series type DIARY OF A MINECRAFT 
ZOMBIE into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

247. Diary Of A Minecraft Zombie Super Special: Survival Mode 
(Zack Zombie)   $15.99   $14.40
Have you ever wondered what life is like for a Minecraft Zombie? Take a peek into the diary of thirteen-year-old Zack Zombie. He’s 
just like any other kid, only a lot more dead! And in a lot more trouble! Zombie and Steve are looking forward to a relaxing few 
hours of video gaming. But when they start up the game, they are sucked into the dark ... and end up inside the game! Now they 
have to play each level in real time, with their actual bodies on the line. And they have to win if they ever want to get home again. 
Are they smart enough to find all the Looney Lollies? Are they fast enough to win Space Sprint? And are they brave enough to 
complete a Quest as Old as Time? If not, they’ll be stuck inside the game forever ...

248. Diary Of A Roblox Pro #1: Monster Escape (Ari Avatar)   $9.99   $9.00
Ari is just a regular avatar from Blockville who loves hanging out with his two best friends—Zeke, an obby and parkour pro, and 
Jez, the ultimate hacker and Queen of Tech. When Blockville School’s most annoying avatar dares Ari to enter the abandoned 
warehouse at the edge of town, it might be Ari’s only chance to prove his bravery. But when a monster lurking in the shadows of 
the warehouse is disturbed, it traps Ari and his friends inside! Will they ever make it out alive? Or will they all be turned to stone? 
An Unofficial Roblox Book. Age 8+

249. Diary Of A Roblox Pro #2: Dragon Pet (Ari Avatar)   $9.99   $9.00
Ari is just a regular avatar from Blockville who loves hanging out with his two best friends—Zeke, an obby and parkour pro, and 
Jez, the ultimate hacker and Queen of Tech. After Zeke’s new egg hatches into a cool and rare sloth, Ari is determined to get a 
rare dream pet of his own. But when Ari’s super-cool egg hatches into an even cooler baby dragon, no-one is prepared for what 
happens next. Can Ari and his friends stop the chaos before Blockville goes up in flames? An Unofficial Roblox Book. Age 8+
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250. Diary Of An 8-Bit Warrior Graphic Novel #3: Another World Graphic Novel 
(Pirate Sourcil)   $16.99   $15.30
Grab your pickaxes and jump back into the action in this third installment of the Diary of an 8-Bit Warrior graphic novel series! 
In this adventure, Runt and his friends return from the End and are looking forward to taking a break. When they arrive, they are 
greeted by villagers who throw a great feast in their honor. But things are not quite what they seem . . . After defending the village 
from a zombie attack, Runt and his crew decide to go back to Maggie’s and regroup. However, they are deeply troubled by Alberic’s 
disappearance and Bagel won’t rest until she brings him back from the dead. Everyone agrees that they should, but not on how 
to go about it. The crew splits up as tension grows, and some of them find themselves in a place that looks familiar. Age 8+ For all 
books in this series type DIARY OF AN 8-BIT WARRIOR into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

251. Dread Wood #1: Dread Wood (Jennifer Kellick)   $14.99   $13.50
It’s basically the worst school detention ever. When classmates (but not mate-mates) Hallie, Angelo, Gustav and Naira are forced to 
come to school on a SATURDAY, they think things can’t get much worse. But they’re wrong. Things are about to get seriously scary. 
What has dragged their teacher underground? Why do the creepy caretakers keeping humming the tune to Itsy Bitsy Spider? And 
what horrors lurk in the shadows, getting stronger and meaner every minute . . .? Cut off from help and in danger each time they 
touch the ground, the gang’s only hope is to work together. But it’s no coincidence that they’re all there on detention. Someone 
has been watching and plotting and is out for revenge . . . Horror Age 10+

252. Eerie-On-Sea #4: Festergrimm (Thomas Taylor)   $18.99   $17.10
When Herbie and Violet’s arch-enemy Sebastian Eels turns up in Eerie-on-Sea, seemingly back from the dead, it can only spell bad 
news. The town may welcome his entrepreneurial scheme to resurrect Festergrimm’s Waxworks, a dusty and defunct old gallery of 
spooky characters from Eerie legend, but Herbie and Violet are suspicious of his motives. And when they learn the legend of Ludo 
Festergrimm the clockmaker, creator of a vast mechanical robot that wrought havoc in the wrong hands, they KNOW they’re on the 
right track. But how can they get the residents of Eerie-on-Sea to believe them? Adventure-Pirates-Mystery-Legends-Robots Age 
10+ For all books in this series type EERIE-ON-SEA into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

253. Elephant Girl, The (James Patterson)   $14.99   $13.50
Inspired by true events, The Elephant Girl is a moving exploration of the bonds between creatures and the power of belonging 
Jama is a clever and sensitive young Maasai girl who likes elephants better than people. She decides to escape the classroom 
gossip about the new boy, Leku, by going to the watering hole outside her village. There, she befriends a baby elephant that she 
names Mbegu. When Mbegu’s mother, frightened by poachers, stampedes, Jama and Mbegu are blamed for two deaths - one 
elephant and one human. Now Leku, whose mysterious and imposing father is the head ranger at the conservancy, may be their 
only lifeline.Animal Stories-Friendship-Elephants-Africa-Maasai-Conservation-Belonging

254. Ember Shadows And The Fates Of Mount Never (Rebecca King)   $16.99   $15.30
In a land trapped by fate, only courage can re-write the future. In the magical village of Everspring, everyone receives a fate card 
before their twelfth birthday, sent down from the mysterious Mount Never. It tells them their purpose, their profession and how 
old they’ll be when they die. Nearly 12-year-old Ember Shadows has always believed she is destined for great things. But when her 
fate card arrives, it’s blank. What does that mean? Then, worse still, her sister’s card decrees she will die before her next birthday. No 
way is Ember’s going to let that happen. Determined to challenge what - or who - is responsible for these cards, Ember sets off up 
the mountain, a place no one is allowed to go. She encounters forbidden realms full of magic, trickery and curious creatures. In a 
thrilling race through a magical landscape, Ember Shadows must uncover the secret behind the fate cards in order to save her sister 
... But will Ember like what she finds at the top of the mountain? Fantasy-Magic-Fate-Courage Age 10+

255. Enola Holmes Mystery #8: Enola Holmes And The Elegant Escapade 
(Nancy Springer)   $16.99   $15.30
Enola Holmes, the much younger sister of Sherlock, is now living independently in London and working as a scientific perditorian 
(a finder of persons and things). But that is not the normal lot of young women in Victorian England. They are under the near 
absolute control of their nearest male relative until adulthood. Such is the case of Enola’s friend, Lady Cecily Alastair. Twice before 
Enola has rescued Lady Cecily from unpleasant designs of her caddish father, Sir Eustace Alastair, Baronet. And when Enola is 
brusquely turned away at the door of the Alastair home, it soon becomes apparent that Lady Cecily once again needs her help. 
Affecting a bold escape, Enola takes Lady Cecily to her secret office only to be quickly found by the person hired by Lady Cecily’s 
mother to find the missing girl - Sherlock Holmes himself. But the girl has already disappeared again, now loose on her own in 
the unforgiving city of London. Even worse, Lady Cecily has a secret that few know. She has dual personalities - one, which is 
left-handed, is independent and competent; the other, which is right-handed, is meek and mild. Now Enola must find Lady Cecily 
again - before one of her personalities gets her into more trouble than she can handle and before Sherlock can find and return her 
to her father. Mystery-Detective Age 10+ For all books in this series type ENOLA HOLMES MYSTERY into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

256. Fake (Ele Fountain)   $16.99   $15.30
Jess has a secret. And she’s not the only one. Imagine a world where your only friends are virtual, and big tech companies control 
access to food, healthcare and leisure. This is Jess’s world. But when she turns fourteen, Jess can go to school with other children 
for the first time. Most of them hate the ‘real’ world, but Jess begins to question whether the digital world is ‘perfect’ after all. Back 
home, her sister Chloe’s life-saving medication is getting ever more expensive. Determined to help, Jess risks everything by using 
skills forbidden in the cyber-world, only to stumble on something explosive. Something that will turn her whole world upside 
down. It’s up to Jess to figure out exactly what is real, and what is fake - Chloe’s survival depends on it. Science Fiction-Digital World 
Age 11+
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257. Far Out Classic Stories: Frank ‘N Stain Graphic Novel 
(Stephanie True Peters)    $12.99   $11.70
Frank tends the garbage heap in the monster realm, just on the other side of the human world. In his spare time, he builds 
inventions out of garbage scraps. One of his inventions is of a human-inspired robot, with a stained t-shirt as the body. But Frank 
can’t seem to get the robot to work. One strange night, a bolt of lightning transforms the invention into a real human child! Frank 
names him “Stain.” Curious and energetic, Stain wreaks havoc on the monster realm, angering the monster population. Can Frank 
save Stain from destruction by convincing the rest of the monsters that Stain is not a threat? For all books in this series type FAR 
OUT CLASSIC STORIES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

258. Far Out Classic Stories: Juggle Book: Graphic Novel, The 
(Stephanie True Peters)   $12.99   $11.70
With winter coming, orphaned bear cub Glee is looking for a place to nap. He finally finds a cozy corner in an empty railroad car. 
Glee is rudely awakened and discovers that he has taken a ride on a traveling circus train! The performers who find him adore him 
and try to find an act for him. That is the only way the ringleader will let him stay. Will Glee be able to find his talent in time, or will 
he end up back out in the cold?

259. Far Out Classic Stories: Prehistoric Journey To The Centre Of The Earth, A 
(Stephanie True Peters)   $12.99   $11.70
Step back in time for a prehistoric adventure! Eager, young velociraptor Mateo Raptor has made an interesting find during his 
class’s archaeological dig. He presents the odd, rectangular object to his uncle, Dr. Raptor, an ambitious scientist. Inside the shiny 
slab is a clue about the destiny of long-lost, world-famous scientist Ernie Stegosaur. This find leads Mateo, Dr. Raptor, and the 
doctor’s lab assistant, Darby, on a fascinating journey into the center of the Earth!

260. Far Out Classic Stories: War Of The Worlds Unicorns Vs Mermaids Graphic Novel
(Stephanie True Peters)   $12.99   $11.70
Continuing on from the Far Out Fairy Tales series these action-packed graphic novels retell famous literature with a modern twist. 
Bonus back matter also introduce children to the original story. Experience age-old favourites like never before with this playful 
series of full-colour comic books for kids.

261. Fin And The Memory Curse (Helenka Stachera)   $16.99   $15.30
The haunting second novel from The Ice Whisperers author Helenka Stachera, which brings together a gothic take on 19th century 
London with Polish-inspired mythology to create an unforgettable story about found family and the enduring power of memory. 
Adventure-History-Mythology-Family-Belonging Age 9+

262. Fire Boy #3: Fire Power (Jm. Joseph)   $14.99   $13.50
The final book in the ‘snortingly funny’ (Booktrust) Fire Boy series! It’s not easy being an accidental superhero. Aidan (aka Fire Boy) 
and the circus are in trouble, once again. Aidan’s nemesis, the billionaire Clayton Jones, is spreading fake news throughout the 
world, painting Aidan as the bad guy. With circus fans dwindling and the world turning against them, Aidan knows it’s once again 
up to him to save the day. But to do see, he’ll have to reveal the truth about Clayton Jones - and it looks like Clayton might have 
some special powers of his own... After the hilarity of Fire Boy and Pants on Fire, Fire Power is the perfect conclusion to the laugh-
out-loud trilogy about unexpected superpowers, magical sweets, friendship and a cat named Lemon - for fans of My Brother is 
a Superhero and The Parent Agency. Humour-Superpowers-Friendship Age 8+ For all books in this series type FIRE BOY into the 
search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

263. Flash Of Fireflies, A (Aisha Bushgy)   $14.99   $13.50
A magical middle grade book about family, friendship and finding your place, with a delicate touch of magic. Perfect for 10-12 year 
olds and fans of Jacqueline Wilson, Michelle Harrison and Kiran Millwood-Hargrave and The Girl Who Speaks Bear. Hazel’s new life 
in England should have been the stuff of fairy tales; after all her Great Aunt’s cottage looked just like a gingerbread house, with a 
magical garden and whispering fireflies promising quests and adventures. But as Hazel struggles to deal with the challenges of the 
everyday world - making friends, missing her family - she also learns that every fairy tale has a dark side. And there are terrifying 
creatures that lurk in the shadows . . . Mental Health-Family-Friendship-Fantasy-Belonging Age 10+

264. Flippo, Me And The Cherry Tree (Paola Peretti)   $14.99   $13.50
Mafalda is 13 and has been blind since she was 10. Her best friend is the cheerfully rule-breaking Filippo, and she is accompanied 
everywhere by Ottimo Turcaret, her devoted cat. Mafalda is always looking on the bright side, thinking of things she can do both 
now and in the future despite her loss of sight. But other things are worrying her too: her father who has lost his job and is now in 
the depths of depression, refusing to leave his bed; and the horrible girl in school, Debbie, who seems very interested in Filippo . . 
. So now Mafalda has to start thinking what Filippo really means to her . . . Then two new adults come into her life: Elsa, a homeless 
young woman, and Signor Nino, the elderly upstairs neighbour with an awful temper and a great passion for Charles Dickens. Little 
by little, Mafalda learns their stories, and how their lives had also been shaped by brave and difficult choices. A moving sequel 
to THE DISTANCE BETWEEN ME AND THE CHERRY TREE Blindness-Vision Loss-Stargardt Disease-Family-Depression-Friendship-
Change Age 10+

265. Furthermoor (Darren Simpson)   $14.99   $13.50
A Monster Calls meets Coraline, in this spellbinding story about the power of the imagination. The real world is a hostile place for 
twelve-year-old Bren, his schooldays stalked by vicious bully, Shaun, and his family life fractured at home. Ever since his sister Evie 
died in an accident, Bren’s only safe space is Furthermoor, an imagined world of mechanised trees and clockwork animals, where 
Evie is still alive. In Furthermoor, no one can hurt Bren...until the mysterious Featherly arrives. Now Bren is forced to confront his 
deepest fears and decide if his place in the real world is worth fighting for. Enter a world as vast and dark as your imagination, in 
this unforgettable coming-of-age story about courage, friendship and finding your voice. Mystery-Adventure-Imagination Age 9+
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266. Girl Who Lost A Leopard, The (Nizrana Farook)   $14.99   $13.50
Selvi is a wild child who loves climbing in the beautiful mountains behind her home. She is often joined by Lokka, a leopard with 
a beautiful coat and huge golden eyes. When hunters come for Lokka, Selvi is determined to fight. But what can she do against 
such powerful enemies? Turn to her friends, of course! Now they just need the perfect plan... Animal Stories-Endangered Animals-
Adventure-Poaching Age 10+

267. Golden Swift, The (Lev Grossman)   $14.99   $13.50
It’s been a year since Kate and Tom became conductors on the Great Intercontinental Railway, and life has changed completely! 
Delivering animal passengers to their rightful habitats using their very own secret steam train, The Silver Arrow, is exciting and 
magical and fulfilling. Until one day a new and mysterious train almost rams them off the track! Its name? The Golden Swift. 
Kate catches a glimpse of the conductors. They’re children, like them, and they’re dropping animals off at all the wrong stations! 
Kate is determined to catch up with their rivals and confront them. Her actions will lead to an adventure bigger than she could 
have dreamed of, racing through the highlands of Western Scotland, diving down deep into the oceans on a magical submarine, 
meeting a talking tortoise, and finding out about a whole new way to offer endangered animals safe and lasting homes ... Fantasy-
Adventure-Endangered Animals-Habitats-Environmental Issues Age 9+

268. Great Fox Illusion, The (Justyn Edwards)    $14.99   $13.50
“Magic is about dreaming what is impossible and making it possible. It’s the innocent young mind in all of us that loves it. We 
want to be filled with wonder. We want to believe. I want the winner of this competition and the recipient of my legacy to dare 
to dream big. So, let The Great Fox Hunt begin.” Thirteen-year-old Flick Lions has won a place on a new television show, in which 
young people compete to win the legacy of the Great Fox, one of the world’s most famous magicians. But Flick isn’t interested in 
uncovering the Great Fox’s tired old magic tricks – she’s after something much more important. The magician destroyed her family, 
and this is Flick’s only chance to put things right. Inside the Fox’s house is a secret that will change the world of magic for ever, and 
Flick will go to any lengths to find it. Adventure-Magic-Magicians Age 9+

269. Ham Helsing #2: Monster Hunter Graphic Novel (Rich Moyer)   $17.99   $16.20
After an invitation to ‘peaceful’ Camp Fish Head Lake, Ham and his buddies arrive expecting to be guests of honour. But there are no 
staff to be seen, and with kids (and their overprotective parents) arriving, they decide to just go with the flow. How hard can it be 
to keep a few kids out of trouble? But the camp turns out to be not so monster-free—and definitely not the kind of lake you want 
to go fishing in! Ham and his friends have their hands full as campers start to go missing and will have to work together and trust 
each other to figure out what’s going on—especially when old foes return. Graphic Novel-Humour-Vampires Age 8+ For all books 
in this series type HAM HELSING into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

270. Happytown Must Be Detroyed (James Harris)   $15.99   $12.79
For fans of My Brother is a Superhero and The Demon Headmaster comes an outrageously funny story of brain control, friends, 
enemies and saving the world, even if you don’t really want to. *From the award-winning writer of The Unbelievable Biscuit Factory* 
Leeza’s parents are ordinary. Unfit, grumpy, a bit embarrassing. Totally normal, right? Until today. Today they are jogging. Eating 
salads and enjoying them. Smiling all the time. They’re happy. Really, really happy. Who could complain about that? Leeza, that’s 
who. Because it looks like someone’s brainwashing everyone in town. Who’s going to save the world? Oh no! It looks like it might 
have to be Leeza. OK then. Let’s do this. You coming? Humour Age 9+

271. Hetty And The Battle Of The Books (Ann James And Jez Tuya)  $12.99   $11.70
The library is Hetty’s very favourite place in school, and since falling out with her best friends Ali, Mei and Rocket she’s been 
spending even more time there. So she’s absolutely horrified when she learns that her head teacher is planning to close it down, 
claiming there aren’t enough funds to keep the library going. There’s no way Hetty’s going to sit back and let this happen. But can 
she repair her broken friendships and build support for her library campaign? Let the Battle of the Books commence! Libraries-
Reading-Activism-Friendship-Dyslexic Friendly Age 8+

272. Indiana Bones #2: Indiana Bones And The Lost Library 
(Harry Heape And Rebecca Begley)   $14.99   $13.50
Indiana Bones is back for a second dogtastic detective escapade! Once again he and his bestest friend, Aisha, have to gather their 
wits, courage and plenty of snacks to sniff out clues and solve a twisty mystery. On the hunt for the Avenger’s lost treasure, the 
intrepid travellers set off on another trek, this time to the Temple of Diana at Ephesus. But nothing is ever simple for our heroes, 
and the slippery Serpent and stinky Ringo are still hot on their tails, determined to thwart their every move. An irresistible comical 
adventure. Adventure-Mystery-Humour Age 8+ For all books in this series type INDIANA BONES into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

273. Insiders, The (Cath Howe)   $14.99   $13.50
Secrets. Lies. Promises. Sometimes keeping things inside is dangerous. Callie, Ted, Zara, and Nico are best friends. More than friends 
- they’re like family to each other. But since being embarrassed at school in a practical joke gone wrong, Ted has stopped talking 
to the rest of the gang. And when Callie, Zara and Nico discover that someone has been living in their school, and sleeping in the 
building at night, they decide to investigate - without Ted. Friendship-Family-Secrets Age 10+

274. I Survived Graphic Novel: I Survived The Attacks Of September 11, 2001 Graphic Novel 
(Lauren Tarshis And Corey Egbert)   $15.99   $14.40
A day that forever changed the nation ... The only thing Lucas loves more than football is his uncle Benny, his dad’s best friend at 
the firehouse where they both work. Benny taught Lucas everything about football. So when Lucas’s parents decide the sport is 
too dangerous and he needs to quit, Lucas has to talk to his biggest fan. The next morning, Lucas takes the train into New York City 
instead of the bus to school. It’s a bright, beautiful day as he heads to the firehouse. But just as he arrives, everything changes—
and nothing will ever be the same again. Graphic Novel-Survival-True Stories For all books in this series type I SURVIVED GRAPHIC 
NOVEL into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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275. I Survived: I Survived The Attack Of The Grizzlies, 1967 Graphic Novel 
(Lauren Tarshis)   $15.99   $14.40
Based on the real-life grizzly attacks of 1967, this bold graphic novel tells the story of one of the most tragic seasons in the history of 
America’s national parks-a summer of terror that forever changed ideas about how grizzlies and humans can exist together in the 
wild. No grizzly has ever killed a human in Glacier National Park before ... until tonight. Eleven-year-old Melody Vega and her family 
come to Glacier every year. Mel loves it here-the beautiful landscapes and wildlife make it easy to forget her real-world troubles. 
But this year is different. With Mum gone, every moment in the park is a reminder of the past. Then Mel comes face-to-face with 
a mighty grizzly. She knows basic bear safety: Don’t turn your back. Don’t make any sudden movements. And most importantly: 
Don’t run. That last one is the hardest for Mel; she’s been running from her problems all her life. If she wants to survive tonight, she’ll 
have to find the courage to face her fear. Graphic Novel-Survival Age 8+ For all books in this series type I SURVIVED into the search 
field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

276. Jummy At The River School (Sabine Adeyinka)   $16.99   $15.30
Jummy has won a place at Unity Hall, the finest girls’ boarding school in Southern Nigeria. It’s everything she could wish for, 
until her less fortunate best friend from home, Caro, arrives unexpectedly at the school ... to work, not to learn. School Stories-
Friendship-Mystery-Africa-Nigeria-Own Voice Age 8+

277. Keep Dancing, Lizzie Chu (Maisie Chan)   $14.99   $13.50
Keep trying, keep laughing, keep dancing! The new novel from the Blue Peter Book Award shortlisted author of DANNY CHUNG 
DOES NOT DO MATHS Twelve-year-old Lizzie Chu lives in Glasgow with her grandad Wai Gong, and he’s been acting a little strange 
lately. He is becoming forgetful, and spends a lot of time talking to his statue of Guan Yin - the Chinese goddess of compassion, 
kindness and mercy. Lizzie is worried about Wai Gong, but doesn’t really know what to do to help him. She’s already got a lot on her 
plate with caring for him, doing the shopping and everything else on top of schoolwork and the usual trials of being twelve! Then 
Lizzie comes up with a madcap plan. She’s going to take Wai Gong on the trip of a lifetime, to Blackpool - to the Tower Ballroom, 
where he always longed to go, to dance with his late wife Grandma Kam. To rekindle that love for dancing and to see if Wai Gong 
can find his mojo again. The only problem is - just how on earth is she going to get him there? With a little help from her friends 
Chi and Tyler, some ingenious costumes and an older brother with a beat-up Mini, Lizzie might just make it - and maybe she will be 
able to help Wai Gong get better after all? Grandparents-Aging-Family-Humour Age 10+

278. Kid Youtuber #2: Hungry For More (Marcus Emerson)   $14.99   $13.50
Davy Spencer is still learning the secrets to becoming a superstar YouTuber! In this season, Davy’s views skyrocket when he lets Fans 
decide his next video, but how far will he go to become an internet legend? Answer-Very, Very Far. There’s a food drive at Davy’s 
school, and the kid who donates the most canned goods by the end of the week wins a super rad bike! Davy promises his Fans a 
crazy-dangerous stunt with the bike if they help him win it-all they have to do is leave a canned good by his locker with a video idea 
taped to the top. As the cans pile up, so does Davy’s Fan count, but how high does Davy need to jump to keep his new Fans happy? 
Age 8+ For all books in this series type KID YOUTUBER into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

279. Locked Out Lily (Nick Lake And Emily Gravett)   $16.99   $15.30
Lily just wants things to go back to the way they were: before she got sick, before her parents decided to have another baby. So 
when she’s sent away to stay with her grandmother while her mum has the baby, Lily is determined to go home. But she doesn’t 
expect to find people in her house – people who look like her parents, but definitely aren’t … Together with some unlikely animal 
companions, Lily must face her fears and summon the courage to break into her own house, and defeat ‘The Replacements’ before 
the night is out.  Family-Friendship-Fears Age 10+

280. Loki #2: Loki: A Bad God’s Guide To Taking The Blame (Louie Stowell)   $16.99   $15.30
Odin has given Loki another chance to prove himself worthy of Asgard. But earning everyone’s trust is tricky, and when Thor’s 
hammer goes missing, everyone blames Loki! Outrageous! To clear his name he must: 1) Find Thor’s beloved hammer 2) Uncover 
the real thief 3) Force everyone to admit they were wrong An easy feat for someone as handsome and clever as Loki... Mythology-
Norse-Humour Age 9+ For all books in this series type LOKI into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

281. Looking For Emily (Fiona Longmuir)   $16.99   $15.30
When twelve-year-old Lily moves to the sleepy seaside town of Edge, she’s sure that nothing exciting is ever going to happen to 
her again. But when she stumbles upon a secret museum hidden in the middle of town, she realises that there might be more to 
her new home than meets the eye. The Museum of Emily is filled with the belongings of one seemingly ordinary girl - a girl who, 
many years ago, disappeared from the town without a trace. With the help of her new friends Sam and Jay, Lily is determined to 
solve the mystery and find out who Emily was, why she disappeared and who has created the strange, hidden museum. Mystery-
Adventure Age 10+

282. Maddy Yip #2: Maddy Yip’s Guide To Holidays (Sue Cheung)   $16.99   $15.30
Maddy Yip is going on a seaside holiday! But will she get to go on the amazing new roller coaster? Another side-splitting story 
packed with hilarious illustrations from Sue Cheung, winner of the Diverse Book Award. The Easter holidays are about to get a lot 
more exciting! Maddy and her best friend Dev have lucked out and are heading to the seaside where the brand new roller coaster, 
the Mega Beast, is about to open. This will literally be life-changing! One problem: Maddy has to bring her annoying little brother 
Oli and her cheeky grandad Agung along for the weekend. With seaside hazards such as terrifying seagulls, stinky pickled eggs 
and a giant candyfloss-mad dog to deal with, will Maddy ever get to loop-the-loop on the best ride ever? Multicultural-Humour-
Holidays Age 8+ For all books in this series type MADDY YIP into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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283. Max Counts To A Million (Jeremy Williams)   $16.99   $15.30
Do you like epic quests of amazing counting? Do you dislike global pandemics, being stuck at home, and the number 7? Then I 
have a story for you. It’s about how I counted to a million during lockdown - with help from Mum and Dad, friends and neighbours, 
and Grandad. And some birds. And a bucket of marbles. And an awesome TV reporter. Sometimes, just keeping on going makes 
you a hero. Eight-year-old Max is counting to a million. Normally, school or having anything interesting to do would get in the 
way, but school is shut and everyone has to stay home because the UK is in its first lockdown. Max’s dad works at the hospital and 
counting helps Max with missing him, but as the pandemic progresses and Max’s grandad journeys through his own battle with 
the virus, what starts as a distraction turns into record-breaking effort that brings Max’s community together. Humour-Pandemic-
Lockdown-Community Age 7+

284. Maya And The Robot (Eve L Ewing And Christine Almeda)   $12.99   $11.70
From award-winning author Eve L. Ewing comes an illustrated middle grade novel about a forgotten homemade robot who comes 
to life just when aspiring fifth-grade scientist Maya needs a friend -- and a science fair project. Maya’s nervous about fifth grade. She 
tries to keep calm by reminding herself she knows what to expect. But then she learns that this year won’t be anything like the last. 
For the first time since kindergarten, her best friends Jada and MJ are placed in a different class without her, and introverted Maya 
has trouble making new friends. She tries to put on a brave face since they are in fifth grade now, but Maya is nervous! Just when 
too much seems to be changing, she finds a robot named Ralph in the back of Mr. Mac’s convenience store closet. Once she uses 
her science skills to get him up and running, a whole new world of connection opens up as Ralph becomes a member of her family 
and Maya begins to step into her power. In this touching novel, Eve L. Ewing melds together a story about community, adapting to 
change, and the magic of ingenuity that reminds young readers that they can always turn to their own curiosity when feeling lost. 
Friendship-Change-Community-Ingenuity-Curiosity-Robots-STEM Age 8+

285. Mia And The Lightcasters (Janelle Mccurdy And Ana Latese)   $14.99   $13.50
Twelve-year old Mia has always dreamed of being an umbra tamer. Like many other cities, Nubis has been plunged into Darkness 
by the shadowy Reaper King - a figure the children of Nubis only know in their nightmares, and through horrible rhymes warning 
them to stay safely inside the city walls. When the Reaper King’s minions capture her parents and take over the city, Mia, her friends 
and her little brother must travel across the Nightmare Plains to reach Stella, the City of Light. But getting there isn’t going to 
be easy. Mia must learn to harness her umbra taming abilities if she stands any chance of confronting the king and rescuing her 
parents. If she can’t, she’ll lose her soul, and her family, to the Darkness forever. . . Mia and the Lightcasters is the first in a bold, 
cinematic, commercial new three book series, perfect for fans of Percy Jackson, Katie Tsang and Abi Elphinstone. Fantasy Age 10+

286. Millionaires For The Month (Stacy Mcanulty)   $12.99   $11.70
How would you spend five million dollars in 30 days? A billionaire’s wallet, a bizarre challenge, and an unlikely friendship send 
two kids on a wild adventure. From the author of The Miscalculations of Lightning Girl. Felix Rannells and Benji Porter were never 
supposed to be field-trip partners. Felix is a rule follower. Benji is a rule bender. They’re not friends. And they don’t have anything to 
talk about. Until . . . They find a wallet. A wallet that belongs to tech billionaire Laura Friendly. They’re totally going to return it-but 
not before Benji “borrows” twenty dollars to buy hot dogs. Because twenty dollars is like a penny to a billionaire, right? But a penny 
has value. A penny doubled every day for thirty days is $5,368,709.12! So that’s exactly how much money Laura Friendly challenges 
Felix and Benji to spend. They have thirty days. They can’t tell anyone. And there are LOTS of other rules. But if they succeed, they 
each get ten million dollars to spend however they want. Challenge accepted! They rent cool cars, go to Disney World, buy pizza for 
the whole school-and that’s just the beginning! But money can’t buy everything or fix every problem. And spending it isn’t always 
as easy and fun as they thought it would be. . . . As smart as it is entertaining, Millionaires for the Month is a thought-provoking story 
about friendship, privilege, and the value of a penny.

287. Midnighters, The (Hana Tooke)   $16.99   $15.30
A missing friend, a gothic city, a secret society full of wonder, invention and maybe a hint of magic . . . welcome to the world of 
the Midnighters! Find the courage to be extraordinary . . . Ema Vaskova has always felt different. In a family of famous scientists, 
there’s not much room for superstition or omens - but they seem to follow Ema wherever she goes. It doesn’t help that she appears 
to predict events before they happen, and has a peculiar fear of shadows . . . When Ema is sent to stay with her eccentric uncle in 
Prague, she fears she’ll lose the chance to ever fit in. But then she meets Silvie - a girl who finally sees Ema for the extraordinary 
person that she is. Soon the girls are meeting for secret midnight adventures, and facing Ema’s fears together. But then disaster 
strikes. Silvie goes missing - and it’s up to Ema to find her. Now she must gather the courage to hunt the city, find her friend, and 
uncover the secrets of the one clue Silvie left as to where she might be - inside the mysterious Midnight Guild . . . Adventure-Magic 
Age 9+

288. Mooncatcher’s Rescue, The (Karen Lamb And Lia Visirin)   $16.99   $15.30
River likes to go mooncatching, sweeping his net across the reflection of the night sky in the village pond. But when he accidentally 
wakes the ghost of Mona Brightly, River must find Mona’s lost treasure before the ghost of the dastardly pirate Dashbuckle gets 
there first. This is classic children’s storytelling at its best – with lively characters and a whole lot of heart. Friendship-Adventure-
Ghosts-Pirates Age 9+

289. My Mum Is A Spy (Andy Mcnab And Nathan Reed)   $14.99   $13.50
My mum is absolutely definitely 100% NOT a spy... When Lucia and her dad come to stay for half term, Idris can’t believe his bad 
luck. He had prepared himself to share the TV remote and maybe some of his toys - but he hadn’t prepared himself for Lucia. Lucia 
LOVES spying. She creeps about, listens through doors, scribbles down anything that might be a clue and - worst of all - she is 
convinved that Idris’ mum is a spy. And that just can’t be true... can it? Humour-Spies Age 8+
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290. My Own Lightning (Lauren Wolk)   $16.99   $15.30
Several months have passed since devastating events changed the sleepy community of Wolf Hollow forever. Annabelle, still trying 
to make sense of her own part in them, is caught in a wild and sudden summer storm - and struck by lightning. She wakes with a 
memory- a fist, pounding on her heart, bringing her back to life. But there is no sign of whoever saved her, and Annabelle cannot 
understand who would do such a thing and then flee. To her surprise, Annabelle’s brush with lightning leaves her with a strange 
and beautiful gift- an uncanny connection with the animals around her, and an ability to understand their deepest fears and 
feelings. And when several newcomers arrive in her life - as well as a figure from the past - Annabelle must use her heightened 
senses to discover the truth about them all. A stunning coming of age novel about forgiveness, friendship and our powerful 
connection with the natural world, from the award-winning and critically acclaimed author of Wolf Hollow, Beyond the Bright Sea 
and Echo Mountain. Coming of Age-Forgiveness-Friendship-Nature Age 10+

291. Noah’s Gold (Steven Lenton)   $16.99   $15.30
Being the smallest doesn’t stop you having the biggest ideas. Eleven-year old Noah sneaks along on his big sister’s geography 
field trip. Everything goes wrong! Six kids are marooned on an uninhabited island. Their teacher has vanished. They’re hungry. 
Their phones don’t work and Noah has broken the internet. There’s no way of contacting home . . . Disaster! Until Noah discovers a 
treasure map and the gang goes in search of gold. Adventure-Mystery-Humour

292. Noodle The Doodle Wins The Day (Johathan Meres And Katy Halford)   $12.99   $11.70
Sports Day has arrived at Wigley Primary and everyone is excited to take part in unusual events like book balancing, frisbee tossing 
and seeing who can race in the most layers of clothes! Of course Noodle the doodle is desperate to join in all the fun, but when he 
gets a new partner-in-crime, Daniel the spaniel, are the canine capers going to spiral out of control or can Noodle win the day ...? 
Humour-Calamity-Dogs-Dyslexic Friendly Age 8+

293. Nura And The Immortal Place (M.T. Khan)   $18.99   $17.10
A magical adventure rooted in Muslim culture and folklore, Nura and the Immortal Palace follows a young girl’s journey from 
modern-day Pakistan into the world of the jinn. Nura has worked all her life in the mica mines, earning just enough to keep her 
family afloat – and enjoy the odd delicious gulab jamun from the market. Some day she’s going to find the Demon’s Tongue, a 
legendary treasure buried deep in the mines, and her family will never have to worry about money again. But when a terrible 
accident buries her best friend below ground, Nura goes in search of him and passes over into the magical and terrible world of the 
jinn. Across a pink sea and under a purple sky, she finds her way to a palace, where great riches and a whole new life are on offer. 
But it’s not long before Nura discovers this world to be as unfair as the real one, and that trickster jinns will always live up to their 
reputation…Fantasy-Magic-Muslim Culture-Folklore-India-Pakistan-Culture-Tradition Age 9+

294. Offline Diaries #1: Offline Diaries, The (Yomi Adegoke)    $14.99   $13.50
The major new middle-grade series from the authors of Slay in Your Lane is here! A universal story of friendship, falling out and 
unforgettable characters that will resonate with all readers of 9 and up. Ade is about to start at a new school. She is NOT happy 
with her stepdad for making them move here. Shanice has been at the school for a year already. Since her mum died, she’s been 
living with her dad and annoying older brother, spending most of her time outside school in her dad’s hair salon. When Ade and 
Shanice meet in the salon, and spot each other’s diaries, an instant friendship is formed, and they start to chat online... but offline is 
a whole other story! The Offline Diaries is a fresh, funny and contemporary story of friendship, told in the captivating voices of Ade 
and Shanice - two utterly unforgettable Year 8 girls who will seize the hearts and imaginations of readers everywhere. Friendship-
Family-Change-Humour Age 10+

295. One Time (Sharon Creech)   $14.99   $13.50
Gina Filomena has been told that she has an overactive imagination. With her bright clothing and artistic spirit, she’s always felt 
different from the other kids in her class. That is, until she meets her neighbour, a mysterious boy called Anotonio. And when a 
creative new teacher, Miss Lightstone, arrives at school, Gina finds a world of possibilities opens up. A wonderful tale about the 
transformative power of imagination, the effects of an inspirational teacher, and the journey to becoming who you are meant to 
be. Imagination-Writing-Creativity-Communication-Connection-Friendship

296. Onyeka And The Academy Of The Sun (Tola Okogwu)   $14.99   $11.99
Black Panther meets Percy Jackson in this action-packed and empowering middle-grade superhero series about a British-Nigerian 
girl who learns that her Afro hair has psychokinetic powers. Soon to be a feature film with a major streamer! I close my eyes, trying 
to push the power bubbling in me back down . . . Hairbands snap as my hair shoots out like superfine arrows, tearing through 
everything in its path. Onyeka has a lot of hair - the kind that makes strangers stop in the street. She’s always felt insecure about her 
vibrant curls, until she makes an important discovery: she can control her hair with her mind! Her mother quickly whisks her off to 
the Academy of the Sun, a school in Nigeria where Solari - children with superpowers - are trained. But Onyeka and her new friends 
at the Academy soon have to put their powers to the test as they find themselves caught up in an epic battle . . . one that puts the 
future of all Solari at risk. Fantasy-Superheroes-Magic-Action Age 8+

297. Picture Perfect (Serena Patel And Louise Forshaw)   $12.99   $11.70
Sonal needs to capture a great family picture for her school photography project but it’s impossible when everyone’s always so 
busy! Luckily they’re heading off on a family camping trip which should provide lots of great photo opportunities ... shouldn’t it? 
Faced with an enforced digital detox, will Sonal’s family come together and have fun ... or will the trip end in complete disaster? 
Family-Digital Detox-Camping-Humour-Dyslexic Friendly Age 8+
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298. Renegade Reporters, The (Elissa Brent Weissman)   $14.99   $13.50
When Ash gets kicked off her school’s news show, she becomes a renegade reporter--and makes a big discovery about technology 
and her fellow students’ privacy. Ash and her friends are reporters. They were ready to lead their school news show, The News at 
Nine, sponsored by Van Ness Media, when an unfortunate incident involving a dancing teacher, an irresponsibly reported story, 
and a viral video got them kicked off the crew. So Ash, Maya, and Brielle decide to start their own news show, The Underground 
News. And soon they stumble on a big lead- Van Ness Media, the educational company that provides their school’s software, has 
been gathering data from all the kids at school. Their drawings, their journals, even their movements are being recorded and 
cataloged by Van Ness Media. But why? Ash and her friends are determined to learn the truth and report it. Journalism-Reporting-
Mystery-Technology-Digital Citizenship-Data Privacy-Media Literacy-Digital Media Awareness Age 9+

299. Rosetown Summer (Cynthia Rylant)   $14.99   $13.50
It’s August in Rosetown, Indiana. Ten-year-old Flora is having a calm and busy summer filled with old friends and new projects, dear 
pets, and, of course, many hours at her favorite place: Wings and a Chair Used Books. It is her constant and her comfort. But change 
may be ahead for Wings and a Chair, and Flora is uneasy about what it will bring.

300. Sade And Her Shadow Beasts (Rachel Faturoti)   $17.99   $16.20
Twelve-year-old Sade has been escaping to an imaginary world ever since her mum passed away - with its candy-floss lilac sky, she 
goes on endless adventures atop her purple-winged bird, Nix. But soon she discovers that frightening shadow beasts live here too 
and they are seeping into the real world. Luckily, when her sister signs her up to an anonymous grief counselling group, Sade finds 
her anxiety gets better. But then she’s asked to perform spoken word in the talent show. The beasts won’t let her get on stage: Tiger 
appears with her long sharp claws, Lion with his piercing blue eyes, and Fox stands on his giant hind legs. Will Sade find the courage 
to say what she needs to - can she banish the shadow beasts for good? A story about a girl dealing with the death of a parent - with 
the help of a school support group and a colourful world only she can see. Death/Bereavement-Grief Age 10+

301. Secret Of The Treasure Keepers, The (A.M. Howell)   $14.99   $13.50
From the bestselling and award-winning A.M. Howell, author of The Garden of Lost Secrets and The House of One Hundred Clocks, 
comes a brand-new thrilling historical mystery of stolen treasure, friendship and deep courage set in the immediate aftermath 
of the Second World War. February 1948.Ruth has been whisked off to the lonely Rook Farm to investigate the discovery of long-
buried treasure with her mother. But at the farmhouse, she finds secrets lurk around every corner. Joe, the farmer’s son, is hiding 
something about the treasure, while land girl Audrey watches their every move.But before Ruth can find out more, the treasure is 
stolen... With a storm coming, Ruth must race to uncover the secrets of the treasure keepers before all of their lives are changed 
forever. Historical-Mystery-Friendship-Courage Age 9+

302. Shark And The Scar, The (Sarah Moore Fitzgerald)   $15.99    $14.40
 If you can’t trust your family, who can you trust? A compelling mystery about family secrets, identity and the father-son relationship 
for readers aged 10+. For fans of Jenny Valentine, Siobhan Dowd and Lara Williamson. Thirteen-year-old Jay survived a shark attack. 
He has a big scar on his body, and he doesn’t remember exactly what happened. Sadly, his estranged mum didn’t survive the 
horrific accident, and Jay and his dad have moved to the west coast of Ireland, where he surfs and keeps his past a secret. He’s not 
allowed a phone, and they don’t have the internet at home. Then Jay discovers something that makes him realise his dad has been 
lying to him. What really happened on that awful day? And how can he ever trust anyone again? Family Secrets-Identity-Mystery 
Age 10+

303. Sleep-Over Take-Over (Simon James Green And Aleksei Bitskoff)   $16.99   $15.30
When dorky, unpopular 11-year-old Otis wakes up in the morning at a sleepover birthday party, he’s in for a shock. At the marquee 
where the sleepover took place, it’s a scene of carnage and mayhem: there’s a donkey drinking at the chocolate fountain, five 
inexplicable traffic cones are dotted around the sleeping bags, a huge inflatable helium sausage looms above, one of the kids has 
a new tattoo, and there’s a suitcase of bratwurst on the floor. But neither Otis nor the other kids around him can remember what 
happened! The party was in the back garden of popular kid Rocco Rococo’s huge house, and Otis was only there because his mum 
forced an invitation. Otis realises that makes him prime suspect for causing the mess, and he needs to clear his name. Meanwhile, 
Rocco just needs to keep his parents from finding out! So while everyone else makes a befuddled exit, Otis and Rocco reluctantly 
team up to hide the evidence. They decide to retrace their steps in the hope of solving the mystery of what on earth happened. 
Did aliens abduct them and steal their memories? Or maybe they accidentally opened an interdimensional portal and let chaos 
through? (Nope: as it turns out, it was a party-hire hypnotist with a taste for Late Expressionist paintings and Ming vases: he’s been 
robbing houses and leaving fakes in their place all over town!) Humour Age 8+

304. Small Spaces Quartet #3: Dark Waters (Katherine Arden)   $14.99   $13.50
Filled with chills and spooks galore, New York Times bestselling author Katherine Arden’s latest installment in the creep-tastic Small 
Spaces Quartet is sure to haunt. Now in paperback. Until next time. That was the chilling promise the smiling man made to Ollie, 
Coco, and Brian after they last outsmarted him. And as the trio knows, the smiling man always keeps his promises. So when the 
lights flicker and a knock sounds at the door, there can only be one explanation- he’s back and a frightening new game is afoot. But 
before the three friends can unravel the smiling man’s latest nightmarish scheme, they set sail on Lake Champlain, where it’s said 
Vermont’s very own Loch Ness monster lives. Brian is thrilled. He hasn’t sailed since visiting family in Jamaica, and even the looming 
threat of the smiling man can’t put a damper on what is guaranteed to finally be a day of fun-even if it is awkward being stuck on a 
boat with his former best friend, Phil, and his new best friends, Coco and Ollie. But when this crew find themselves shipwrecked on 
a deserted island and hunted by a monster on both land and sea, fun becomes the last thing on their minds. The smiling man has 
at long last set the stage for a perilous rematch. But this time, Brian is ready to play. Horror Age 10+ For all books in this series type 
SMALL SPACES QUARTET into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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305. S.T.E.A.L.T.H.: Access Denied (Jason Rohan)    $16.99   $15.30
When his dad disappears, Arun Lal is amazed to discover that he was secretly working on a classified project and has been 
kidnapped by people intent on stealing it. Along with his geeky best friend Sam and tough-talking Donna, Arun is plunged into a 
race to rescue his father and find his creation before the thieves can turn it into a destructive global weapon... Full of thrilling high-
octane car chases and more, this is the first in an explosive new action-adventure middle grade series. Perfect for readers aged 9+ 
and fans of Wilbur Smith’s Cloudburst and Robert Muchamore’s Robin Hood series. Arun, Donna and Sam are ordinary school kids 
with an extraordinary secret. They are S.T.E.A.L.T.H., a crack team of agents in charge of the most cutting-edge piece of tech the 
world doesn’t know exists: MANDROID. Always flying under the radar, they solve crimes, prevent disasters and rescue the innocent 
- and they STILL have to get their homework in on time! Adventure-Action Age 9+

306. Stitched Up (Steve Cole)   $12.99   $11.70
The horrific real-life cost of fast fashion is exposed in this gripping tale of survival from bestselling author Steve Cole. When twelve-
year-old Hanh is offered a job as a shop assistant in Hanoi, she sees it as a chance to earn money to send back to her family living in 
poverty in rural Vietnam. But on her arrival in the city, she soon learns that the job offer was a lie and finds herself working in virtual 
slavery in an illegal garment factory. Life in this sweatshop is a daily hell of long hours, little rest, poor food and regular violence. 
Hanh is desperate to escape, but when an opportunity arises will she be able to find the courage to take a dangerous chance? Fast 
Fashion-Sweatshops-Child Labour-Survival-Dyslexic Friendly Age 11+ 

307. Sunny #1: Sunny Side Up Graphic Novel 
(Jennifer L. Holm And Matthew Holm)   $18.99   $17.10
When is a summer vacation not really a summer vacation? 10-year-old Sunny Lewin has been packed off to Florida to live with her 
grandfather for the summer. At first she thought Florida might be fun – it is the home of Disney World, after all. But the place where 
Gramps lives is no amusement park. It’s full of ... old people. Really old people. Luckily, Sunny isn’t the only kid around. She meets 
Buzz, a boy who is completely obsessed with comic books, and soon they’re having adventures of their own: facing off against 
golf ball-eating alligators, runaway cats, and mysteriously disappearing neighbours. But the question remains–why is Sunny down 
in Florida in the first place? The answer lies in a family secret that won’t be secret to Sunny much longer. Graphic Novel-Holidays-
Humour-Secrets-Communiation-Substance Abuse Age 9+

308. Super Ghost (Greg James And Chris Smith)    $16.99   $15.30
A brand new novel from the bestselling duo behind Kid Normal and The Great Dream Robbery. Fans of Marvel and Pixar will not 
want to miss this epic superhero adventure with a twist from Radio 1 broadcasters and bestselling authors of KID NORMAL and 
THE GREAT DREAM ROBBERY. ‘Onward to the unknown!’ It’s just another day at the office for world-famous superhero Doctor 
Extraordinary as he battles his arch-nemesis Captain Chaos in yet another epic showdown. Unfortunately this one doesn’t quite go 
to plan and they both get blown up inside a giant robot. Twelve-year-old Sonny Nelson, is devastated. A world without heroes is 
totally rubbish! But things take an even more extraordinary turn when Doctor Extraordinary returns as a ghost and only Sonny can 
see him . Humour-Superheroes-Science Fiction-Mystery Age 9+

309. Supernatural Investigations #2: Amari And The Great Game (B.B Alston)   $17.99   $16.20
Twelve-year-old Amari is a Junior Agent at the Bureau of Supernatural Investigations, where she deals with all kinds of weird and 
wonderful creatures and has a weredragon as a roommate. But that’s nothing compared to her biggest challenge: being accepted 
for who she is. For Amari is a magician, and magicians are the sworn enemies of the supernatural world. After finding her missing 
brother and saving the entire supernatural world, Amari Peters is convinced her first full summer as a Junior Agent will be a breeze. 
But between the fearsome new Head Minister’s strict anti-magician agenda, fierce Junior Agent rivalries, and her brother Quinton’s 
curse steadily worsening, Amari’s plate is full. So when the secretive League of Magicians offers her a chance to stand up for 
magiciankind as its new leader, she declines. She’s got enough to worry about! But her refusal allows someone else to step forward 
- a magician with dangerous plans for the League. This challenge sparks the start of the Great Game, a competition to decide who 
will determine the future of magiciankind. The Great Game is both mysterious and deadly, but among the winner’s magical rewards 
is Amari’s last hope for lifting Quinton’s curse - so how can she refuse? Fantasy-Magic-Mystery-Supernatural Age 10+ For all books 
in this series type SUPERNATURAL INVESTIGATIONS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

310. Swim Team Graphic Novel (Johnnie Christmas)   $22.99    $20.70
A splashy, contemporary middle grade graphic novel from bestselling comics creator Johnnie Christmas! Bree can’t wait for her 
first day at her new middle school, Enith Brigitha, home to the Mighty Manatees-until she’s stuck with the only elective that fits 
her schedule, the dreaded Swim 101. The thought of swimming makes Bree more than a little queasy, yet she’s forced to dive 
headfirst into one of her greatest fears. Lucky for her, Etta, an elderly occupant of her apartment building and former swim team 
captain, is willing to help. With Etta’s training and a lot of hard work, Bree suddenly finds her swim-crazed community counting on 
her to turn the school’s failing team around. But that’s easier said than done, especially when their rival, the prestigious Holyoke 
Prep, has everything they need to leave the Mighty Manatees in their wake. Can Bree defy the odds and guide her team to a state 
championship, or have the Manatees swum their last lap-for good. Graphic Novel-Sport-Swimming-Fears-Courage-Competition 
Age 8+

311. Thief Who Sang Storms, The (Sophie Anderson)   $14.99   $13.50
The Island of Morovia is shaped like a broken heart. The humans live on one side of the island, and the alkonosts - the bird-people 
- live on the other. But it wasn’t always this way...Linnet wishes she could sing magic. But magic is forbidden and she has been 
banished with her father to the Mournful Swamp. She misses her old life, and dreams of reuniting with her friends. When her father 
is captured for taking a precious jewel, Linnet must set out on a treacherous journey. Travelling through alligator pools and sinking 
sands with new friends, she learns how to be brave, and discovers something even more powerful than singing magic. Something 
that could save her father, and heal the broken heart of her island once more... With themes of grief, trust, love, and that we have 
more in common than that which divides us, this is a heartfelt book filled with adventure and stunning storytelling from bestselling 
Sophie Anderson. Grief-Humanity-Trust-Love-Hope-Adventure Age 10+
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312. Twice We Make Magic (Sarah Driver And Fabi Santiago)   $14.99   $13.50
The second spellbinding adventure in the magical middle grade series by the author of The Huntress, perfect for fans of Starfell, 
Nevermoor and A Pinch of Magic. Sisters Spel and Egg grew up in Mistress Mouldheels’ School for Wicked Girls believing they were 
the daughters of criminals, until they discovered the truth: They are witches. And after always being in the shadow of her big sister, 
Spel discovered that she was a Shadowborn Witch - the only one who can step between portals to other worlds. Now in a coven 
with their schoolmates and part of the alliance against the Hunt, the sisters try to master their new powers. But the Hunt is rising, 
the witches are in danger and when a new portal opens the whole world is under threat . . . The second in the fantasy adventure 
series with a witchy twist from the author of The Huntress trilogy Fantasy-Adventure-Magic-Witches Age 8+

313. Twitchers #2: Spark (M.G. Leonard)   $18.99   $17.10
When Jack rescues a wounded cat, he quickly suspects foul play. Could there be a wildlife criminal on the loose in Briddvale? 
Jack rushes to investigate, determined to catch the culprit, only to stumble into a deepening mystery and a sinister criminal plot. 
Can Jack and the Twitchers stop the villains before it’s too late? Mystery-Adventure-Friendship-Bravery-Birds-Bird Watching For all 
books in this series type TWITCHERS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

314. Warriors Graphic Novel: Exile From Shadowclan: Graphic Novel 
(Erin Hunter)   $17.99   $16.20
The warrior cats leap off the page in this original full-color adventure-a stand-alone graphic novel set in the wild world of Erin 
Hunter’s #1 bestselling Warriors series. On the verge of a bitter leaf-bare, ShadowClan stands on the brink of its own destruction. 
When battle-obsessed Brokenstar banishes Nightpelt and the rest of ShadowClan’s elders to the farthest edges of Clan territory, 
Nightpelt is shocked at his cruelty. But he’s determined to ensure he and his fellow exiles survive the coming frost-and live to 
reclaim a ShadowClan that takes care of its own. Set during the events of Warriors: The Prophecies Begin, this action-packed, stand-
alone adventure is perfect for longtime Erin Hunter fans and new readers alike. Graphic Novel-Fantasy Age 9+ For all books in this 
series type WARRIORS GRAPHIC NOVEL into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

315. Warriors Super Edition: Leopardstar’s Honor (Erin Hunter)   $19.99   $18.00
An epic stand-alone adventure in Erin Hunter’s #1 nationally bestselling Warriors series! Also includes an exclusive ten-page 
Warriors comic. In this Super Edition, devoted RiverClan warrior Leopardfur discovers just how far she will go to protect her Clan. 
Since her kithood, Leopardfur has known that she would one day save RiverClan from destruction. The ambitious ThunderClan 
deputy Tigerclaw believes he can help her fulfill her destiny, but as Leopardstar rises to follow in Crookedstar’s paw steps, she must 
decide what kind of leader she will be-one who maintains the peace among the Clans, or one who is willing to sacrifice anything 
for the good of her own. Join the legion of fans who have discovered the epic adventures, fierce warrior cats, and thrilling fantasy 
world of the mega-bestselling Warriors series. This stand-alone entry, set before and during the events of The Prophecies Begin, is 
perfect for new readers and dedicated fans alike. Adventure For all books in this series type WARRIORS into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

316. Ways To Be Me (Libby Scott)   $17.99   $16.20
Taking place before Can You See Me? and Do You Know Me? this sensitively written, standout prequel follows Tally through her 
autism diagnosis in her final year of primary school. Ten-year-old Tally had high hopes for Year 6. Being in the top class at school 
means a whole host of privileges, but even better than that is the school production-and Tally is convinced she’ll win the lead 
role. But at home, things aren’t going so well. Mum and Dad have been making Tally feel pressured and upset, and Tally wishes 
things didn’t bother her so much-but they do, and sometimes she feels so misunderstood and frustrated, she could explode. Then 
Tally’s mum and dad tell her about something she’s never heard about before. Something called autism. And everything changes. 
Autism-Autism Spectrum Disorder-Change-Feelings/Emotions Age 10+

317. Which Way To Anywhere (Cressida Cowell)   $22.99   $20.70
From the bestselling author of How to Train Your Dragon comes an epic new series that will transport you into another world ... 
K2 O’Hero is a seemingly ordinary boy from a truly extraordinary family - he and his twin sister Izzabird have been sworn to keep 
their family’s history of magical explorers a secret. Not even their infuriating stepsiblings, Theo and Mable, know magic exists. They 
believe K2 to be the most hopeless person they have ever known. But K2 has a secret gift. He draws maps of worlds that are beyond 
the wildest of imaginations. Worlds with six hundred moons, burning rivers, armoured robots and dark, twisty jungles alive with 
cannibal plants who hunt by the smell of fear. But what K2 doesn’t know, is that the maps he draws are real. They are worlds beyond 
the world we know, and the maps he draws make up an Alternative Atlas showing the exact spot where the worlds cross. K2 and 
his warring siblings are going to have to use this gift to cross over into another world on a daring rescue mission to save the one 
thing they agree on: their baby sister Annipeck who they all adore. And with a terrible beast and a petrifying robot assassin in their 
way, they must work together and learn how to be brave - because the future of their family is at stake ... Fantasy-Magic-Family

318. Wish (Jack Ryder And Alice Mckinley)   $14.99   $13.50
Join new friends Pixie and Wyld as they set out to solve a mystery of mermaids and magical coins, in this brilliant new adventure 
story from author Jack Ryder, for 7-9 year-olds. Pixie’s life has fallen apart: her beloved parents are swept out to sea in a fierce storm, 
never to be seen again, and she’s sent to live with her mysterious grandma, Nanny Monkton, in a village on the edge of nowhere. 
On her train journey there, she meets an orphan boy called Wyld, who steals her mother’s precious coin necklace. When they arrive 
at Nanny Monkton’s, Pixie realises that she’s no ordinary grandma: she lives in a treehouse and wears an eye patch, just like a pirate! 
As Pixie settles into life in Wendbury and befriends Wyld, she begins to uncover amazing things about her own mother, about 
Wyld, and the wishing well in Nanny Monkton’s garden - a mystery of mermaids and magical coins. It sends the new friends on a 
whimsical journey to search for answers, but in Pixie’s heart she knows she wants an answer to the biggest question of all: is there 
a wish powerful enough to bring her parents back? Magic-Adventure Age 8+
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319. Wishtree (Katherine Applegate)   $14.99   $13.50
Red is an oak tree who is many rings old. Red is the neighbourhood wishtree - people write their wishes on pieces of cloth and 
tie them to Red’s branches. Along with a crow named Bongo and other animals who seek refuge in Red’s hollows, this wishtree 
watches over the neighbourhood. You might say Red has seen it all. Until a new family moves in. Not everyone is welcoming, and 
Red’s experience as a wishtree is more important than ever. Funny, deep, warm, and nuanced, this is Katherine Applegate at her 
very best - writing from the heart, and from a completely unexpected point of view.  Trees-Kindness-Inclusion-Friendship-Family-
Heritage-Racism Age 9+

320. Zombie Diaries: Face The Moosic! (Guy Edminda And Jake Minton)   $15.99   $14.40
Hey! I’m Jimmy and I’m STILL living in a totally weird ZOMBIE-COW APOCALYPSE! And everyone is STILL mooing and drooling all 
over the place. Turns out that finding a cure to turn all of the adults back into humans isn’t as easy peasy lemon squeezy as we 
thought. My best buds, Daisy and Hooey, and I aren’t giving up hope though! We’re sure my dog Bear and his super special drool 
is the key to fixing this whole mess . . . In the second book in the hilarious zombie-comedy series, author duo Guy Edmonds and 
Matt Zeremes take readers on a butt-kicking adventure full of cows, explosions, trains, robots, snacks, drool, yaks, solar energy, farts 
and spaghetti. Humour-Zombies Age 8+ For all books in this series type ZOMBIE DIARIES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.
com.au

321. Action Replay: 25 Greatest Moments In Sports
(Adam Skinner And Maily Degnan)   $34.99   $31.50
Take a front row seat, and watch 25 of history’s greatest sporting moments as they happened, frame by frame. Slam the ball home 
with Michael Jordan. Scale mountain heights with Marielle Goitschel. Flip through the air with Simone Biles. Take a front-row seat 
and relive history’s greatest sporting moments as they happened. This richly illustrated book showcases the defining moment of 
notable athletes from around the world in more than twenty sports, making it a treasure trove for all the family to share. History-
Sport

322. Against All Odds: Young Readers’ Edition (Richard Harris)   $17.99   $16.20
The incredible true story of the Tham Laung Thai cave rescue of a boys’ soccer team trapped for days with no supplies and 
decreasing oxygen levels. From joint Australians of the Year Richard Harris and Craig Challen. Now in a special edition for young 
readers. In June 2018, for seventeen days, the world watched and held its breath as the Wild Boars soccer team were trapped deep 
in a cave in Thailand. Marooned beyond flooded cave passages after unexpected rains, they were finally rescued, one-by-one, 
against almost impossible odds, by an international cave-diving team that included Australians Dr Richard ‘Harry’ Harris and Dr 
Craig Challen. Harry and Craig were chosen for their medical expertise and cave diving knowledge, but this dangerous rescue 
asked so much more of them. They had to remain calm under extreme pressure and intense scrutiny, adapt to constantly changing 
circumstances and, most importantly, build trust among the rescue team and with the young boys and their coach, whose lives 
were in their hands. An astonishing and moving story of courage, determination and compassion told by two Aussie heroes, who 
were made joint Australians of the Year for their key role in the rescue. This Young Readers’ edition has been specially edited and 
condensed for a younger audience and includes new maps and diagrams explaining the rescue as well as photographs, a timeline 
and glossary, and a new introduction especially for young readers written by the two authors. True Stories

323. Amazing Animals: Giraffes (Valerie Bodden)   $16.99   $15.30
From winged bats to furry wolves, and from leaping dolphins to stalking lions, the world of animals is wonderfully diverse. This 
popular series travels the planet to study these and other fascinating mammals, birds, reptiles, fish, and invertebrates. Beautiful 
photos are paired with STEM-appropriate text to examine the featured creature’s appearance, habitat, behaviours, and life cycle. 
Each reissued title also presents a folk story that people have used to help explain the animal’s appearance or behaviur. This revised 
edition surveys key aspects of giraffes, describing the towering mammals’ appearance, behaviours, and habitats. A folk tale explains 
why these creatures have long necks. STEM-Science-Biology-Animals-Giraffes

324. Amazing Animals: Pelicans (Valerie Bodden)   $16.99   $15.30
From winged bats to furry wolves, and from leaping dolphins to stalking lions, the world of animals is wonderfully diverse. This 
popular series travels the planet to study these and other fascinating mammals, birds, reptiles, fish, and invertebrates. Beautiful 
photos are paired with STEM-appropriate text to examine the featured creature’s appearance, habitat, behaviours, and life cycle. 
Each reissued title also presents a folk story that people have used to help explain the animal’s appearance or behaviour STEM-
Science-Biology-Animals-Birds-Pelicans

325. Amazing Animals: Seahorses (Valerie Bodden)   $16.99   $15.30
From antlered elk to pouched pelicans, and from scouting prairie dogs to upright-swimming seahorses, the world of animals is 
wonderfully diverse. This popular series - extended to include more Spanish-language titles - travels the planet to study these 
and other fascinating mammals, birds, reptiles, fish, and invertebrates. Beautiful photos are paired with STEM-appropriate text to 
examine the featured creature’s appearance, habitat, behaviours, and life cycle. Each book also presents a folk story that people 
have used to help explain the animal’s appearance or behaviour. A basic exploration of the appearance, behaviour, and habitat of 
seahorses, the small, snouted fish of the oceans. Also included is a story from folklore explaining how seahorses became fish. STEM-
Science-Biology-Animals-Sea Creatures-Seahorses
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326. Amazing Animals: Sharks (Valerie Bodden)    $16.99   $15.30
From winged bats to furry wolves, and from leaping dolphins to stalking lions, the world of animals is wonderfully diverse. This 
popular series travels the planet to study these and other fascinating mammals, birds, reptiles, fish, and invertebrates. Beautiful 
photos are paired with STEM-appropriate text to examine the featured creature’s appearance, habitat, behaviours, and life cycle. 
Each reissued title also presents a folk story that people have used to help explain the animal’s appearance or behaviour. This 
revised edition surveys key aspects of sharks, describing the fishes’ appearance, behaviours, and habitats. A folk tale explains why 
these creatures have a bump on their head. STEM-Science-Biology-Animals-Sharks

327. Animal Arts And Crafts: African Animals (Annalees Lim)   $19.99   $18.00
Find out all there is to know about your favourite African animals with these exciting craft projects! Follow the step-by-step 
instructions to make hippos, crocodiles, giraffes and much more! You can even create displays for your home or classroom. Each 
project uses materials that are easy to source, and you will be introduced to loads of craft techniques. The book also contains 
photos and facts about all of your favourite African animals. Art/Craft

328. Animal Arts And Crafts: Farm Animals (Annalees Lim)   $19.99   $18.00
Find out all there is to know about your favourite farm animals with these exciting craft projects! Follow the step-by-step 
instructions to make cows, pigs, sheep dogs, Highland cows and much more! You can even create displays for your classroom or at 
home. Each project uses materials that are easy to source, and you will be introduced to loads of craft techniques. The book also 
contains photos and facts about farm animals. Art/Craft

329. Animal Arts And Crafts: Minibeasts (Annalees Lim)   $19.99   $18.00
 Follow the step-by-step instructions to make spiders, beetles, dragonflies, termites and much more! You can even create displays 
for your classroom or at home. Each project uses materials that are easy to source, and you will be introduced to loads of craft 
techniques. The book also contains photos and facts about minibeasts. Art/Craft

330. Animal Arts And Crafts: Ocean Animals (Annalees Lim)   $19.99   $18.00
Find out all there is to know about your favourite ocean animals with these exciting craft projects! Follow the step-by-step 
instructions to make clown fish, coral reefs, sharks, sea turtles and much more! You can even create displays for your classroom or 
at home. Each project uses materials that are easy to source, and you will be introduced to loads of craft techniques. The book also 
contains photos and facts of the animals. Combines fun craft projects with the science topic of animals. Art/Craft

331. Animal Arts And Crafts: Pets (Annalees Lim)   $19.99   $18.00
Find out all there is to know about your favourite pets with these exciting craft projects! Follow the step-by-step instructions to 
make cats, guinea pigs, lizards, dogs and much more! You can even create displays for your classroom or at home. Each project uses 
materials that are easy to source, and you will be introduced to loads of craft techniques. The book also contains photos and facts 
of the animals. Combines fun craft projects with the science topic of animals. Art/Craft

332. Animal Arts And Crafts: Wild Animals (Annalees Lim)   $19.99   $18.00
Find out all there is to know about your favourite wild animals with these exciting craft projects! Follow the step-by-step instructions 
to make hippos, crocodiles, koalas, armadillos and much more! You can even create displays for your classroom or at home. Each 
project uses materials that are easy to source, and you will be introduced to loads of craft techniques. The book also contains 
photos and facts of the animals. Combines fun craft projects with the science topic of animals. Art/Craft

333. Animal Migrations (Diane Jackson Hill)   $29.99   $27.00
A reindeer treks a continent under unimaginable weather extremes. One tiny bird flies non-stop for nine days, while another 
flies from the north to south pole (and back!) every year. A whale swims around an entire hemisphere. Animal Migrations: Flying, 
Walking, Swimming offers a fascinating insight into the what, where, why and how of these incredible journeys of survival. It 
explores the migrations of mammals, birds, insects, fish, reptiles, amphibians, crustaceans and aquatic microorganisms. Discover 
exceptional and unusual journeys, their effect on our world, and how we can help these migrating animals. The remarkable 
adventures covered in Animal Migrations show strength, determination, inbuilt knowledge and the importance of community 
across global connections. STEM-Science-Biology-Animals-Animal Migration

334. Animal Ultimate Handbook (Dorking Kindersley)   $24.99   $22.50
Take a tour of the animal kingdom and learn everything there is to know about the wildlife that inhabit the Earth in this complete 
guide to animals. The latest title in DK’s popular Ultimate Handbook series takes you on a journey of a lifetime as you discover 
some of the world’s most incredible mammals, fish, reptiles, amphibians, and insects. Whether you are trekking through the hot 
and humid rainforest, exploring the dark depths of the ocean, or climbing the snow-capped, icy mountains, you will learn all about 
some of the extraordinary animals that live on Earth. This ultimate kids’ factbook book includes must-know facts and stats about 
more than 200 species of animal, from where they live to how they communicate with one another, and much, much more. With 
modern, detailed illustrations and unique information confirmed by our own animal expert, this book is perfect for inquisitive, 
young animal-lovers. With this informative book, you will learn to tell your dolphins from your porpoises, predators from your prey, 
and carnivores from your herbivores. Animals-Facts
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335. Animals Lost And Found: Stories Of Extinction, Conservation And Survival 
(Dorling Kindersley)   $35.00   $31.50
A beautiful book about animals who have been lost to extinction, animals that have been saved and a hopeful look at the future 
A beautiful book of extinct and endangered creatures with information on when, why, how and what we can do about it. This 
beautifully illustrated book will shine a spotlight on animals throughout history and in the present - animals lost to extinction, 
animals we thought we’d lost but have found and animals that are the focus of conservation efforts all over the world. Animals 
Lost and Found is full of information about extinction events and the different possible causes of extinction (natural as well as 
unnatural), and discusses how it may relate to the world today in an easily understood way. Also includes information on all the 
incredible work that is happening around the world to prevent any further loss of species (both flora and fauna), species that 
have been saved from extinction, incredible stories of uncovering species long thought to have been gone, positive stories of 
reintroduction and discusses what we as humans are doing and can continue to do. Animals-Endangered Animals-Conservation-
Extinction-Habitats

336. Artists: Inspiring Stories Of The World’s Most Creative Minds 
(Susie Hodge)   $35.00   $31.50
Wonder at the incredible stories behind more than 50 artists who have inspired the world Meet the cool creatives behind awe-
inspiring art, with this non-fiction book for kids. Pour paint onto a canvas with Jackson Pollock, laugh along with the pranks of 
Hokusai, and find beauty in your self-portrait with Frida Kahlo, as you follow the stories of more than 50 fabulous artists and 
their groundbreaking work. Through charming storytelling rich in detail, Artists covers celebrated figures as well as lesser-known 
trailblazers, each with a tale as intriguing as it is unique. From cat connoisseur Louis Wain and pattern fanatic Yayoi Kusama, to 
eye-obsessed Margaret Keane, who won a court paint-off to prove her husband had passed off her work as his own - the artists 
in this book have all used their creativity and complexity to make powerful art that has enriched and inspired the lives of many. 
These groundbreaking pieces range from those whose beauty keeps you coming back for more, to some that might change your 
worldview. Beautiful descriptions of the artists’ lives are brought to life through stunning watercolour illustrations by Jessamy 
Hawke and fantastic photography highlights the detail of their work. Art-Artists

337. Aussie Stem Stars: Michelle Simmons: Quantum Computing Scientist 
(Nova Weetman)   $14.95   $13.46
Growing up in London, Michelle’s interests frequently bumped up against expectations of girls which she pushed through, 
including her love of playing soccer and chess, and later, her passion for science and technology. Professor Simmons is well-known 
for creating the field of atomic electronics. Since 2000 she established the Centre of Excellence for Quantum Computation and 
Communication Technology dedicated to the making of tiny atomic-scale devices in silicon and germanium. Her research group at 
the University of New South Wales is the only group worldwide that can create atomically precise devices in silicon. It was also the 
first team in the world to develop a working ‘perfect’ single-atom transistor and the narrowest conducting doped wires in silicon. 
In 2018 Michelle became Australian of the Year and is an Australian Research Council Laureate Fellow. She is passionate about 
encouraging girls to pursue a career in science and technology: ‘Seeing women in leadership roles and competing internationally 
… gives them the sense that anything is possible’. Famous People-Biography-Science-Scientist-STEM For all books in this series 
type AUSSIE STEM STARS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

338. Aussie Stem Stars: Skye Blackburn-Lang (Dianne Wolfer)   $14.95   $13.46
Skye Blackburn-Lang is an entomologist and food scientist who has combined her two specialities and high energy entrepreneurial 
spirit to become a world leader in developing nutritious superfoods for a sustainable future from insects and their larvae – without 
the Yuck! factor. From the time Skye was very young, she was passionate about all things creepy crawly and dreamed of becoming 
an entomologist when she was just four years old! After finishing her university studies, she first worked in a pet food company 
developing nutritious food for cats but very soon created her own businesses introducing children and adults to the world of 
insects. She developed insect life cycle kits and butterfly sessions, becoming a regular and extremely popular speaker at schools, 
invited to show and talk about her insects at public and private events. She has appeared on television, on the children’s reality 
show Camp Orange, and has also worked with production companies that require her services and live insects in TV shows, films 
and advertisements. Her creepy-crawlies have become rock stars! After visiting Thailand and seeing insects cooked up as yummy 
treats, she is now famous for producing amazing food – from ice cream, to muesli to choc chip cookies, made from protein and 
nutrient-rich insects that she farms herself. Food for the future! Biography-Famous People-Scientist-Entomologist-Food Scientist 
Age 10+

339. Aussie Stem Stars: Veena Sahajwalla: Green Engineer And Waste Warrior
(Julianne Negri)   $14.95   $13.46
Aussie STEM Stars is an inspiring children’s series that celebrates Australia’s world-leading experts in Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Mathematics About this series Each book is written by an award-winning children’s author and follows the real-
life stories of some of Australia’s top scientists and inventors, chosen on the basis of their pioneering work. Themes explored 
include childhood, school, family, and formative experiences which inspired them to pursue their chosen path, persevere in the 
face of challenges, and contribute to the field of science in Australia. About Veena Sahajwalla Inspired by what she observed 
growing up in Mumbai, that ‘one person’s trash is another person’s treasure’, Veena has dedicated her life to revolutionalising the 
processes to transform waste into amazing products in your suburb – micro-recycling. She’s head of the Centre for Sustainable 
Materials Research and technology (UNSW) and 2022 NSW Australian of the Year. A great role model for girls, in particular! STEM-
Engineering-Sustainability-Recycling-Technology
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340. Austrlia Remembers #6: Wartime Nurses (Jacqui Halpin)   $19.99   $18.00
For over 100 years Australia’s military nurses have been risking their own lives to save the lives of others. From nursing Gallipoli 
wounded in Egypt during World War I, to treating injured troops and civilians in modern day Afghanistan, with skill, devotion, and 
compassion these courageous nurses have cared for the casualties of war. Australia Remembers 6: Care and Compassion - Wartime 
Nurses shines a light on the remarkable women, and later men, who have served, and continue to serve Australia and humanity 
during times of war, conflict and natural disasters. The hardships, dangers and sorrows they faced is made accessible to younger 
readers and highlights the outstanding contribution of these often-forgotten heroes. With historic photographs, quotes from 
past and present-day nurses, fascinating facts and medical breakthroughs, questions and fun activities, it provides engaging and 
informative reading for children, adults and educators. Australian History-War-Nursing For all books in this series type AUSTRALIA 
REMEMBERS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

341. Australia’s Remarkable Wildlife: Crocodile (John Lesley)   $26.99   $23.19
Australia has been an island continent surrounded by oceans for millions of years. During this long long time its animals have 
evolved into species that are unique and precious. Covered with feathers fur spikes or scales Australia’s wild creatures can be 
beautiful frightening and even dangerous. Find out about Australia’s remarkable wildlife in this series then look at them in a whole 
new way. Australian Animals-Adaptation-Crocoldiles

342. Australia’s Remarkable Wildlife: Kangaroo (John Lesley)   $26.99   $24.30
Australia has been an island continent surrounded by oceans for millions of years. During this long long time its animals have 
evolved into species that are unique and precious. Covered with feathers fur spikes or scales Australia’s wild creatures can be 
beautiful frightening and even dangerous. Find out about Australia’s remarkable wildlife in this series then look at them in a whole 
new way. Australian Animals-Adaptation-Kangaroos

343. Best Ever Cake Book: 20 Step-By-Step Recipes From Around The World 
(Dorling Kindersley)   $19.99   $18.00
This beautiful book brings the story of cakes to life with fascinating facts and 20 delicious recipes from around the world What are 
the main ingredients of cakes? Eggs, sugar, butter, and flour! Find out where they come from, then use them to bake 20 sensational 
cake recipes from around the world. You don’t need to travel to enjoy the variety of cakes the world has to offer. Bring classic recipes 
to life from the comfort of your own home. From simple sponge, Swiss roll and Sachertorte to the ultimate birthday celebration 
cake, follow simple step by step recipes and learn how to bake mouth-watering cakes for every occasion. There are healthier options 
too, that use fruit and vegetables to sweeten and keep cakes moist and delicious. Try the ultimate easy Carrot Cake, Apfelkuchen, 
and even Brownies made with dates! Once you’ve mastered the basics of cake-baking, you’ll be ready to show off your new skills 
and wow your friends and family with some showstopping variations of your own. But this isn’t just a beautiful recipe book - this 
book will take you on a fascinating journey of discovery. Find out how eggs are farmed, how butter is churned, and how sugar is 
grown and processed, as well as the spectacular science behind what makes your cakes rise. Do you know the difference between 
whisking and beating? Do you know the secret to the lightest, fluffiest sponges? Turn the pages of this book and you’ll see that 
there’s much more to cakes than what meets the eye... Cooking-Cookbook-Baking-Multicultural

344. Beyond Belief (Alex Woolf And Jasmine Floyd)   $29.99   $27.00
Today’s innovators are often inspired by the futuristic visions of science fiction... worlds in which humans can travel through time, 
teleport, upload their minds to a computer and create artificial life. STEM-Science

345. Big Feelings And What They Tell Us (Rebekah Ballagh)   $29.99   $27.00
Mikah feels so sad . . . Chloe’s feeling angry . . . Charlie feels anxious . . . Feelings are messages from the heart! Big Feelings helps 
you to understand your emotions, how they make you feel and how you can manage them. Includes strategies and resources 
for parents, caregivers and teachers. Rebekah Ballagh’s strong counselling background combines perfectly with her empathetic 
storytelling and adorable illustrations. Feelings/Emotions

346. Big World, Tiny World: Reef (Jess Racklyeft)   $19.99   $18.00
At times in this big universe you can feel rather small. But there are worlds of every size to see, worlds for each and all. Dive down 
to the reef and explore the many worlds that exist underwater, from dolphins that soar up above to nudibranchs that skim the 
ocean floor. Swim through the big worlds and tiny worlds of the reef, observe the beauty of the colourful coral, and delight in the 
busy lives of all who live above, below and within. From one of the brightest Australian author-illustrators comes a stunning ode to 
natural treasures and the interconnectedness of our worlds. Rhyming Text-Habitats-Eco Systems-Reefs-Oceans

347. Book Of Bees, The (Lela Nargi)   $29.99   $27.00
Did you know there are blue bees and green bees? Or that one species of bee nests in snail shells? Or that many bees don’t live 
in hives? With more than 20,000 species of bees worldwide, there’s more to bees than just honey! The Book of Bees gives curious 
kids a close-up view of busy buzzers from around the world. From the familiar Western honeybee to the extra-large Himalayan 
giant honeybee and Australia’s vibrant neon cuckoo bee, these pages are packed with detailed photos and fascinating facts on 
more than 50 species of bees. In-depth species profiles help you identify bees, learn about bee-havior, and find your favorites! And 
special features examine topics like hive life, nest cells, and other pollinators. The world of bees is exciting and surprising-and The 
Book of Bees will leave you buzzing! Bees-Pollination-Biodiversity-Conservation

348. Boss Ladies Of Science (Phillip Marsden)   $19.99   $18.00
You have a choice as to whether you will make this world a better place, even in a small way. - Jane Goodall, Primatologist Boss 
ladies conquer in this celebration of inspiring and empowered female scientists from around the world. At the top of their fields 
of astronomy, quantum physics, neuroscience, vaccinology, primatology and more, boss ladies, including Mae Jemison, Merritt 
Moore and Kiara Nirghin, answer big questions and invent grand solutions. Every boss lady was once a little kid with a huge dream. 
Let their trials and triumphs inspire you to work hard at what you love, and to believe in yourself, no matter whether you fail or 
succeed. Embrace your interests, your passions, and really give it your all! - Jennifer Doudna, Biochemist STEM-Science-Scientist
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349. Britannica’s Word Of The Day (Compilation)   $29.99   $27.00
Britannica’s Word of the Day builds knowledge one day at a time with 366 masterful words. Become a word virtuoso in just one year 
with 366 crackerjack words aimed to impress. This charmingly illustrated book features boffo words selected by the masterminds 
at Britannica to highlight the best of the English language. Follow a menagerie of animals as they teach one new word for each 
day of the year, including a pronunciation guide, definition, sample sentence, and interesting trivia about the word’s usage or 
etymology. Each month concludes with an outlandish story that features all the new words learned. This delightfully challenging 
and surprising book will turn word aficionados into passionate logophiles! Language-Words-Vocabulary

350. Day In The Life Of Horses, A (Carly Anne York)   $14.99   $13.50
Set over a 24-hour period, meet fighting stallions, cute foals, and nosy donkeys in this kids’ non-fiction book about the coolest 
wild horses in the world. Race across prairies to follow the lives of horses and ponies as they whinny, neigh, and play their way 
through their day. Biology professor and horse owner Dr Carly Anne York tells the story of the wild horses in the style of a nature 
documentary, including gentle science explanations perfect for future biologists. Beautifully illustrated by Chaaya Prabhat and 
packed with animal facts, Horses (A Day in the Life) is a perfect book for horse-mad kids. Horses-Hbitats-Ecosystems-Adaptation

351. Discovering Mars Handbook (Compilation)   $22.99   $18.39
Get ready to visit the surface of Earth’s next-door neighbor with the Discovering Mars Handbook. Get ready to visit the surface 
of Earth’s next-door neighbor with the Discovering Mars Handbook. Learn about the discovery and exploration of Mars. With 
gorgeous, scientifically-accurate illustrations of the red planet, the Discovering Mars Handbook is the perfect gift for anyone with 
their eyes on the stars. With a tactile cover made to feel like the surface of Mars, the Discovering Mars Handbook is sure to be loved 
by aspiring astronomers and astronauts of all ages. STEM-Space-Science-Mars

352. Dk Children’s Encyclopedia: The Book That Explains Everything 
(Dorling Kindersley)   $42.99   $38.70
The ultimate illustrated children’s encyclopedia is packed with thousands of incredible and essential facts on hundreds of key 
subjects The ultimate book of knowledge for kids aged 7 to 9, this all-encompassing children’s encyclopedia contains all the 
information your child needs, explained clearly and checked by experts. This revised edition includes 16 brand-new pages, plus 
updates to existing content. DK Children’s Encyclopedia is an engaging, traditional-style general reference book for kids covering 
all the key subjects including Arts, People, History, Earth, Nature, Science, Technology, Space, and the Human Body. This book for 
children is a must-have resource for every child’s shelf, with age-appropriate, jargon-free text accompanied by stunning, detailed 
images covering over 250 topics all in one place - it’s an essential encyclopedia for any child who wants to discover as much as 
possible about the world around them. Packed with information, each single-page entry in this fabulous children’s encyclopedia 
features a key topic explained in concise text accompanied by gorgeous visuals, fun facts, and extensive cross-references revealing 
the links between subject areas. Kids can learn about ancient Rome, chemistry, evolution, microscopic life, robots, Vikings, and so 
much more. Written, edited, and designed by a team of experts, vetted by educational consultants, and properly levelled to the 
reading age, this is the ultimate knowledge book for children. General Knowledge

353. Dk Life Stories: Barack Obama (Stephen Krensky)   $14.99   $13.50
A biography of Barack Obama for kids - packed full of beautiful illustrations and incredible photographs Discover the incredible 
life story of Barack Obama, the first African American president of the USA. Barack Obama is famous for his meteoric rise to the 
presidency of the most powerful country in the world - the USA. This is the story of how he realized his dreams - a story of success, 
resilience, and perseverance that enabled him to become one of the most admired leaders the world has ever seen. In this children’s 
biography, discover Barack’s fight against racial and social injustices, hardships and setbacks in his early career, and his personal 
happiness when marrying Michelle. From his unsettled early childhood, where he witnessed his parents’ divorce and criss-crossed 
the globe between Indonesia and Hawaii, through to his struggle to find a meaningful first job as a young man, Barack’s journey is 
remarkable, unpredictable, and a gripping true story to inspire young readers.. This popular biography series from DK goes beyond 
the basic facts to tell the true life stories of history’s most interesting and inspiring people. Biography-Famous People-Politics For 
all books in this series type DK LIFE STORIES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

354. Extinction Planet (Anna Claybourne)   $29.99   $27.00
Extinction Planet offers young readers a clear, insightful look at Earth’s wildlife extinction crisis It is estimated that out of around 
eight million species on Earth, at least one million plant and animal species are threatened with extinction, and that the current 
rate of extinction is up to 100 times higher than in any previous mass extinction. And it’s human activity that’s largely responsible 
for this frightening decline. Extinction Planet takes a non-alarmist, but truthful, look at Earth’s extinction crisis, explaining what 
a mass extinction is, how they occur and what their repercussions can be. It explores how, as humankind has caused this latest 
biodiversity crisis, we also have the solutions to slow or stop its damage, from reining in overconsumption, rewilding natural places, 
making farming more planet-friendly, preventing overfishing and seriously tackling climate change. It also suggests ways we can 
all live in a more planet-friendly way, from global changes such as investing in renewable energy sources, to individual actions such 
as buying sustainable products and eating less meat and fish. Extinction-Mass Extinction-Environmental Issues-Climate Change-
Endangered Animals-Endangered Plants Age 9+

355. Eyes On Flies (Bryan Lessard)   $26.99   $24.30
Buzzing with hilarious facts and eye-popping photos, EYES ON FLIES reveals the hidden lives of flies and all the astonishing things 
they can do. You won’t believe what you read! * Without flies, there would be no chocolate. * Flies have been brave for millions of 
years. The ancestors of the horse fly used to bite the T-rex. * Flies love sports. They are champion bowlers, wrestlers and even scuba 
divers. * Flies can live anywhere - from freezing cold Antarctica to scorching hot volcanic baths. * Maggots help solve crime and 
might be the next superfood of the 21st century! * Flies are masters of disguise. Some look like bees or even spiders to hide from 
predators. * Flies are amazing gardeners. Hairy flies make the best pollinators! * Flies can be stars of the show. Just ask the Beyoncé 
fly. Insects-Minibeasts-Flies
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356. Eyewitness: Ancient Rome (Dorling Kindersley)   $19.99   $18.00
A picture-packed guide to the rise and fall of one of the most fascinating ancient civilizations Step into the world of ancient 
Rome and meet its emperors, gods, soldiers, and gladiators Who were Rome’s most famous emperors? What was everyday life 
like for a soldier in the Roman army? How did the citizens of ancient Rome live? Did gladiators really fight to the death in the 
mighty Colosseum? Find out the answers to all these questions, and many more, in Eyewitness Ancient Rome. Photographs of 
real artefacts and detailed illustrations will help you to understand what it was like to live in this mighty civilization, as it changed 
from a small city-state ruled by kings to one of the most powerful empires in history. Find out, too, what a typical Roman house 
was like and what food Romans ate. Learn about how people spent their free time, whether paying a visit to the theatre, using the 
public bath, or watching gladiators fight a gruesome battle to the death in the world-famous Colosseum. Part of the best-selling 
DK Eyewitness series, which is now getting an exciting makeover, this popular title has been reinvigorated for the next generation 
of information-seekers and stay-at-home explorers, with a fresh new look, new photographs, updated information, and a new 
“eyewitness feature - fascinating first-hand accounts from experts in the field. Ancient Civilizations-Ancient Rome For all books in 
this series type EYEWITNESS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

357. Eyewitness: Natural Disasters (Dorling Kindersley)   $19.99   $18.00
A visual guide to the dynamic natural phenomena across our planet Be it raging floods or outbreak of infectious diseases, find 
out what causes these disasters and how they are managed. From tsunami to tornadoes, discover nature’s awesome potential 
with this Eyewitness guide. See how earthquakes, floods and hurricanes affect what lies in their path, and what measures we 
can use to protect ourselves from Mother Nature. Follow the journey of some of the most catastrophic disasters, and witness the 
rescue operations that followed. Learn, too, about the equipment used to predict natural disasters, from tsunami magnitude to the 
earthquake Richter scale and how studies help predict hurricanes, prevent avalanches, control wildfires, and survive earthquakes. 
DK Eyewitness Natural Disaster also explores the ancient legends linked to many natural disasters and explains how human 
activities have caused many other disasters in recent times. A timeline tracing some of the most devastating disasters in history, 
record-breaking facts, and a guide to some useful online resources makes this book an ideal companion for young readers. Part 
of the best-selling DK Eyewitness series, which is now getting an exciting makeover, this popular title has been reinvigorated 
for the next generation of information-seekers and stay-at-home explorers, with a fresh new look, new photographs, updated 
information, and a new “eyewitness feature - fascinating first-hand accounts from experts in the field. Natural Disasters

358. Eyewitness: Shark (Dorling Kindersley)   $19.99   $18.00
Meet the mighty fish that have ruled the oceans since prehistoric times A picture-packed guide to the extraordinary shark family 
Did you know that sharks first appeared in the oceans 200 million years before the dinosaurs, and that they have an electrical sixth 
sense that helps them locate their prey? How dangerous is a great white shark? Can a whale shark really grow as big as a city bus? 
Find out all the answers in Eyewitness Shark, and many more weird and wonderful facts. Discover where they live, why they are 
hunted, and what can be done to protect them. Read about the broad finned angel sharks, the flathead hammerhead, and learn 
how the cookiecutter, wobbegong, and megamouth sharks get their names. Learn, too, about their relatives, the manta rays and 
skates. Eyewitness Shark even takes you inside a shark to learn how it eats and breathes. It explains, too, how they can swim so 
fast and different tail shapes affect the way each species moves. You’ll see for yourself how a lemon shark is born, and which looks 
stranger, the hammerhead or the horn shark.

359. Eyewitness: Train (Dorling Kindersley)   $19.99   $18.00
A picture-packed celebration of the story of trains and how they have transformed our world A journey through the fascinating 
history of trains - from steam locomotive to high-speed bullet train Discover how George Stephenson’s dream of a steam-powered 
railway changed the world. Look inside a locomotive to understand how the piston turns the wheels. Learn how the railroads 
helped to shape the history of America. Read how the electric and diesel power provided more speed and efficiency, and take a 
glimpse into the future to see how trains keep transforming how we travel! DK Eyewitness Train also looks beyond the trains and 
tracks to learn about the people who built the railroads and keep them running. Cross continents, too, as you find out about some 
of the great train journeys of the world. Trains

360. Follow My Food: Granny Pip Grows Fruit 
(Deborah Chancellor And Jill Groves)   $19.99   $18.00
Being able to buy fruit is something we take for granted, but what if we had to grow our own? A little girl helps Granny Pip as she 
plants fruit bushes, feeds them with fertiliser, prunes and then harvests. Growing fruit is hard work, but eating it is delicious! The 
fourth title in the Follow My Food series about where our food comes from and how it’s produced, with themes of sustainability 
and animal welfare. Food-Food Production-Fruit-Sustainability-Narrative Non Fiction

361. Football Superstars: Martens Rules (Simon Mugford And Dan Green)   $12.99   $11.70
Filled with quizzes, stats and little-known facts, plus illustrated and told with all the fun of a Tom Gates novel, the Football Superstars 
series is perfect for young readers five and up. Is Lieke Martens your ultimate football heroine? She is a winner of multiple trophies 
at club level with Barcelona, including the Primera Division (2019-20) and the Supercopa Femenina (2020). She also starred for 
the Netherlands when they won the Women’s European Championship in 2017. Among the world’s most accomplished female 
footballers, Martens began her career in her native Holland with Hereenveen before moving on to VVV-Venlo.Her skills and talent 
have seen her go on to play in Germany with Duisburg and in Sweden with Goteborg and then Rosengard where she won the cup 
and Super Cup in 2016. In 2017, she was named UEFA Women’s Player of the Year and FIFA Women’s Player of the Year. The Football 
Superstars series is aimed at building a love of reading from a young age, with fun cartoons, inspirational stories, a simple narrative 
style and a cast of characters chipping in with quotes, jokes and comments. Biography-Famous People-Famous Women-Sport-
Football-Soccer For all books in this series type FOOTBALL SUPERSTARS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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362. Greek Heroes: Top Ten Myths And Legends (Marcia Williams)   $27.99   $25.20
Discover the magical myths and legendary heroes of Ancient Greece with award-winning author-illustrator Marcia Williams. Travel 
back in time with goat-footed Pan to explore the myths and legends of Ancient Greece. Meet the mighty gods and goddesses 
of Mount Olympus and some of the worlds best-loved heroes and heroines. In this book you’ll find the stories of Perseus, slayer 
of Medusa the gorgon; tragic lovers Orpheus and Eurydice; daring Heracles who fearlessly completed twelve Labours and many 
more. The lively text and humorous cartoon style make these stories accessible and fun for younger readers. Ancient Civilizations-
Ancient Greece-Myths

363. He Leads: Mountain Gorilla, The Gentle Giant 
(June Smalls And Yumi Shimokawara)   $26.99   $21.59
He is the king. He leads his family, his troop. His silver back shows his age and experience. He guides them through thick forests 
and steep mountains. The majestic mountain gorillas live in family groups, led by a powerful silverback. Juxtaposing the apes’ 
awesome strength and surprising gentleness, He Leads tells the story of family loyalty and love. With stunning, lifelike illustrations 
and facts on each page, this beautiful picture book is a monument to these endangered gentle giants. Narrative Non Fiction-
Gorillas-Habitats-Lifecycles

364. How To Be Good At English (Dorling Kindersley)   $39.99   $36.00
An easy-to-use visual guide to the core topics of English language and literature for children Ideal for home learning, this simple 
and inspirational book has everything you need to get to grips with grammar and punctuation, and master essential reading 
and writing skills. Need help telling your adjectives from your adverbs? Struggling to work out what that poem is really about, 
or where to begin with your essay? Using short, straightforward explanations and clear graphics to shed light on the trickiest of 
topics, this is the perfect guide to understanding and using the English language. Illustrated examples make daunting grammar 
accessible and fun, and help develop an understanding that can be applied to school studies. Annotated texts complement 
concise, practical guidance to support students in developing sound analytical and writing skills. The carefully selected reading 
recommendations will inspire reading for pleasure, while clear links between topics will ensure that students not only understand 
language techniques but know how to apply them effectively. How to be Good at English will inspire students to uncover and 
enjoy the art and power of language, supporting them on their way to becoming confident and accomplished readers, writers, and 
speakers. Language-English-Grammar-Punctuation-Writing

365. How To Make A Book (Becky Davies And Patricia Hu)   $24.99   $22.50
An inspiring and informative illustrated guide to publishing with a clear and concise text from Becky Davies and characterful, 
approachable illustrations from Patricia Hu. Do you think it would be cool to have a job where you make books? Have you ever 
wondered how a book is made? Wonder no more! Follow the stages from acquisition and artwork to publicity and printing, giving 
you an accurate look at the entire process of what it took to make THIS brilliant book. This illustrated guide of creating a full colour 
children’s book is suitable for children, publishing and bookselling professionals, artists and authors - it is perfect for ANYONE who 
wants to see how a book is made! The ideal follow-up for children who love to write and draw their own stories. Books-Production-
Publishing-Occupations

366. How To Survive Anywhere (Ben Lerwill And Daniel Long)   $24.99   $22.50
Discover how to navigate the vast Australian outback, keep yourself alive in a sandstorm in the Arabian desert, avoid a bear attack 
in a North American forest, explore the dark depths of the Atlantic Ocean and even perform a spacewalk up in orbit! In this beautiful 
and bright fully illustrated hardback book, visit 12 incredible and diverse habitats: the Arctic Circle, a North American forest, 
the Amazon Rainforest, a Pacific desert island, the Alps, the Arabian desert, the African savannah, the Himalayas, the Australian 
outback, Antarctica, deep in the ocean and high up in space on the International Space Station. Find out how the people, plants 
and animals who live in these incredible places have learnt to survive, pick up top tips for your own explorations, and discover what 
you can do to help protect these amazing environments for the future. A thrilling adventure around the world that you won’t want 
to miss! Have you got what it takes to survive? Habitats-Survival-Conservation

367. How To Survive On Mars (Jasmine Lazendic-Galloway)    $29.99   $27.00
Get ready for lift-off on a Martian adventure! Have you ever imagined living on another planet? How to Survive on Mars explores 
whether we could live on this rocky planet, deep in the solar system. But with no air to breathe, water to drink, food to eat and not 
enough sunlight to keep us warm, living on Mars is going to be challenging! But it just might be possible. Take a journey to the Red 
Planet, and discover Mars’ natural wonders, like polar ice caps, the highest volcano in the solar system and a 45-kilometre-wide 
impact crater that was once a Martian lake. Packed with stunning photographs, fun activities and quizzes, this book will show you 
what you need to do to survive on Mars! Join scientists, engineers and science-fiction writers for a space exploration adventure. 
Science-STEM-Astronomy-Space Exploration Age 8+

368. Human Kindness (John Francis And Josy Blogs)   $34.99   $31.50
Join the Planetwalker, John Francis, on an exploration of kindness, great and small. From the kindness John has experienced in his 
own life to the history of how kindness has helped to shape our laws, morals and communities, read many inspirational stories 
from around the world. Over the whole history of humankind, kindness has been key to the survival of our species and to making 
our world a better place. Learn about Harriet Tubman, who risked her life to help others escape from slavery, the Nomads Clinic, 
which sends doctors trekking into the Himalayas to tend to patients, The Linda Lindas, a group of young musicians who use their 
talent to speak up for the rights of others Joshua Coombes, a hairdresser who gives free haircuts to the homeless, and many others. 
The joyous and awe-inspiring stories in this book will encourage young readers to be kind to others. And being kind, even in small 
ways, turns out to be healthy for you, yet another reason to be practise kindness every day. It’s our planet to share together - let’s 
be kind. Kindness-Compassion-Caring
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369. Interview With A Kangaroo And Other Marsupials Too 
(Andy Seed And Nick East)   $19.99   $18.00
If you could talk to animals, what would you ask? Get familiar with 10 extraordinary marsupials as they step up to the mic and share 
their habits, behaviour, likes and dislikes, favourite foods, and more. Each animal has its own story to tell... and its own attitude! In 
this fun and fact-filled book, bite-sized text in a question-and-answer format is paired with colourful and engaging illustrations 
throughout, perfect for emerging or reluctant readers, or any young animal enthusiast who enjoys a bit of humour! Features 
‘interviews’ with a kangaroo, koala, Virginia opossum, Tasmanian Devil, numbat, bandicoot, sugar glider, quokka and spotted 
cuscus. Plus, ideas for how to do your bit to help endangered species. Animals-Marsupials

370. Interview With Cleopatra And Other Famous Rulers 
(Andy Seed And Nick East)   $19.99   $18.00
If you could go back in time and talk to famous rulers from the past, what would you ask? Brave animal interviewer and author Andy 
Seed has adapted his incredible ‘tranimalator’ device into a time machine, allowing him to go back and talk to all kinds of figures 
from history! Get to know 10 famous rulers who take time out of their busy schedules to answer all sorts of (very nosy) questions 
about their actions and unique perspectives. Discover the good, the bad, and the unexpected as each ruler reveals the truth about 
their lives - and attempts to find out about the future! In this fun and fact-filled book, bite-sized text in a question-and-answer 
format is paired with engaging illustrations, perfect for reluctant readers and humour-seeking history fans. Featuring interviews 
with Cleopatra, Alexander the Great, Boudicca, Hadrian, Harald Bluetooth, Genghis Khan, Montezuma II and more - plus bonus 
facts about key events in each ruler’s life. Perfect for fans of the Horrible Histories books, this series offers a fun, fresh take on history, 
featuring true stories from historical figures from across the world. History-Historical Figures

371. Junk Modelling: Upcycling Craft Projects (Alanna Stang)   $24.99   $22.50
Gather up your empty toilet rolls, cereal boxes, egg cartons and even old socks to give them a new life as a shark, a dragon, a 
pirate ship and more! These 24 simple craft projects offer the perfect boredom-busting activity for rainy days and future pandemic 
lockdowns (you never know!). Encouraging reuse and recycling with stuff you already have around the house, these fun crafts are 
sure to keep kids happy and engaged with hours of imaginative play. Includes clear step-by-step instructions and handy cut-outs 
at the back of the book to customise and decorate your makes. Art/Craft-Recycling

372. Kit And Arlo Find A Way: Teaching Consent To 8-12 (Ingrid Laguna)   $39.95   $35.96
Kit goes to school with her friends Harley and Vanya, and always tries her best at everything she does. Arlo is too loud, too close, just 
too...much. But when a moving van pulls up next to Kit’s house one weekend, Kit and Arlo find out they have a lot more in common 
than they thought. Join Kit, Arlo and their friends as they navigate school, home life and friendships, and learn more than a few 
things about how to get along. For primary schools and teachers who need age-appropriate resources on teaching consent to 
children in Grades 3 to 6, Kit and Arlo find a way offers engaging narratives for children and evidence-based prompts and teaching 
activities for classroom use. Teaching Resource-Consent Age 8+

373. Let’s Save The Great Barrier Reef (Catherine Barr And Jean Claude)   $27.99   $25.20
 Discover why we must protect the Great Barrier Reef from climate change. The Great Barrier Reef is a wonderland of colour beneath 
the waves. The largest coral reef in the world, it is home to a quarter of all ocean life. This beautifully illustrated picture book 
brings to life this extraordinary underwater world for young children, exploring its dazzling coral gardens and rainbow-coloured 
sea creatures. Diving into this unique habitat, readers will discover fascinating marine life, how the coral reef helps our oceans 
and therefore why it is so important that we act to protect this special aquatic landscape from the impact of climate change. 
Environmental Issues-Conservation-Environment-Habitat

374. Life Lessons For Little Ones: You Are Enough
(Jess Sanders And Ocean Hughes)   $19.99   $18.00
“You are not too little And you are not too much you are, actually, exactly enough.” If you have ever felt like you are not good 
enough, smart enough, or popular enough, you are not alone. This book is for any child who needs a reminder that they’re enough, 
just as they are. From the award-winning author of Love Your Body and Be Your Own Man comes Life Lessons for Little Ones: a 
new series that contains life’s most important lessons, such as embracing vulnerability, listening to your body and embracing your 
uniqueness - teachings that every child (and their grown-up!) deserves to hear. Self Esteem/Resilience-Wellbeing-Uniqueness-
Acceptance-Individuality

375. Little People, Big Dreams: Laverne Cox 
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara And Olivia Daisy)   $19.99   $18.00
In this book from the critically acclaimed, multimillion-copy bestselling Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the life of Laverne 
Cox, the actress and trans pioneer. As a kid, Laverne felt different. Even though she felt like a girl, she wasn’t allowed to live her life 
as a girl. But she loved dancing and acting, and felt like she could be her true self under the spotlights on stage. After school, she 
moved to New York City to study ballet, and pursued acting. Laverne became the first transgender woman of colour to lead a TV 
series, and was the first ever trans actress to be nominated for an Emmy. She continues to inspire kids all around the world to live 
their lives how they want to, and to be their true selves. This inspiring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts 
at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the actress. Little People, BIG DREAMS 
is a bestselling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people, from designers and artists to 
scientists and activists. All of them achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a child with a dream. This empowering series 
offers inspiring messages to children of all ages, in a range of formats. The board books are told in simple sentences, perfect for 
reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardback versions present expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow 
you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make 
the lives of these role models accessible to children. Biography-Famous People-Famous Women-Actors-Transgender For all books 
in this series type LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG DREAMS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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376. Little People, Big Dreams: Mae Jemison 
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara And Janna Morton)   $19.99   $18.00
In this book from the critically acclaimed, multimillion-copy bestselling Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the life of Mae 
Jemison, scientist, astronaut and the first ever black woman in space. When Mae Jemison was a little girl, she dreamed of blasting 
off into space on a rocket ship. She was so excited as she watched the Apollo Moon landings, but she wondered... why none of the 
astronauts were women? Mae loved science and was so bright that she started college at just 16, and was training to be a doctor 
by the age of 20. She joined the Peace Corps, using her medical knowledge to help people in countries all around the world. Upon 
returning to the United States, she was accepted into NASAs astronaut program. After hard work and training, in 1992 Mae became 
the first Black woman to travel into space! This inspiring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, 
including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the groundbreaking astronauts life. Little People, 
BIG DREAMS is a bestselling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people, from designers 
and artists to scientists and activists. All of them achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a child with a dream. Biography-
Famous People-Famous Women-Astronaut-Scientist

377. Little People, Big Dreams: Nikola Tesla
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara And Alexander Mostov)   $19.99   $18.00
From the critically acclaimed, multimillion-copy bestselling Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the life of Nikola Tesla, the 
scientist and inventor whose groundbreaking inventions we continue to use today. Since he was a young boy growing up in the 
Austrian Empire, Nikola was fascinated by science and numbers. His teachers knew he had a brilliant mind, but Nikolas irregular 
routines and fondness for playing cards meant that he was kicked out of school before he could finish his exams. However, after 
working for a spell at the Budapest Telephone Exchange, where he made several clever innovations to their electrical systems, he 
managed to get a job with Edison Machine Works in New York, U.S.A. In the United States, Tesla’s inquisitive nature and ingenious 
mind spurred him on to keep exploring electricity, and he came up with several groundbreaking inventions during this time, 
including breakthroughs in alternating current and wireless remote controls. By the end of his life, the brilliant inventor had more 
than 300 patents for original and unique inventions, and had advanced scientific thought by a generation. This inspiring book 
features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a 
detailed profile of the iconic scientists life. Biography-Famous People-Scientist-Inventor

378. Little People, Big Dreams: Wilma Mankiller 
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara And Alexander Bowman)   $19.99   $18.00
In this book from the critically acclaimed, multimillion-copy bestselling Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the life of Wilma 
Mankiller, the first woman to be elected as Principal Chief of the Cherokee Nation. Growing up, little Wilma was surrounded by 
her Cherokee heritage. Her parents taught her to be proud of who she was, and all that had come before her. But when the family 
moved from Oklahoma’s Rocky Mountains to the city of San Francisco, it was a big change, and Wilma fully realised how unfairly the 
world treated Native Americans. As an adult, she became a leader in the fight for Native American rights, and rose to become the 
first woman to ever be elected as a Chief of a Cherokee Nation. This inspiring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra 
facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the pioneering Native American 
leader and activist. Biography-Famous People-Native American-Cherokee-Activist

379. Lots Of Things To Know About Your Body 
(Sarah Hull And Susanna Rumiz)   $19.99   $18.00
A collection of strange and quirky facts about your extraordinary body. You’ll never guess what doctors call tummy rumbles or how 
many smells your nose can recognise, and did you know that you could catch a yawn? This delightful information book is full of fun 
and surprising things to know about the human body, all brought to life by Susanna Rumiz’s warm, humorous illustrations. You’ll 
be amazed by what’s inside! STEM-Science-Biology-Human Body

380. Marvellous Manner Of Water, The (Philip Bunting)   $19.99   $18.00
Water is the stuff of life, none of us would be here without it. But what can we learn from it? Take a plunge into the big blue, to 
discover the life lessons water has to teach you. Water-Water Cycle

381. Mind Like Mine, A (Rachael Davis And Islenia Mil)   $27.99   $25.20
Mind Like Mine is a stigma-busting collection of biographies of some of the great people from history who have lived with mental 
health conditions. Did you know Charles Darwin experienced anxiety and Florence Nightingale lived with PTSD? From Michelangelo 
to Deepika Padukone, Ada Lovelace to Freddie Flintoff, a great many successful people with brilliant minds and talents have lived or 
are living with mental health disorders. The biographies in this book show that you cant always tell what a person is going through, 
and that mental health conditions can and do impact people from all walks of life. The aim of this book is to help remove some 
of the stigma around mental health, discuss different mental health conditions, what they mean and how they are treated; and 
ultimately to show that mental health disorders do not have to hold anyone back from achieving their dreams. The figures featured 
are from a range of diverse backgrounds and disciplines across science, literature, art, music, sport, politics and popular culture. 
Additional feature pages will explain and explore key mental health conditions including depression, bipolar disorder, obsessive 
compulsive disorder, schizophrenia, anxiety and eating disorders. Famous People-Biography-Mental Health

382. My Big Book Of Questions About The World (With All The Answers, Too) 
(Moira Butterfield And Cindy Wume)   $29.99   $27.00
Discover all the answers to 50 big questions about the world in this gorgeous book, perfect for curious young readers. Where do 
stars go in the daytime? Do animals talk to each other? What are people made of? Questions pop into our heads all the time and 
every day. This beautifully-illustrated gift-book provides gentle, playful and easy-to-understand answers to 50 common questions 
about the wonderful world around you - with words by bestselling author Moira Butterfield and artwork by exciting talent Cindy 
Wume. Facts-General Knowledge
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383. My First Baking Book (David Atherson And Harry Woodgate)   $32.99   $29.70
A beautifully illustrated collection of baking recipes for first cooks written by the 2019 winner of The Great British Bake Off. Learn 
how to bake breads, cakes, pastries and biscuits to perfection in this imaginative collection of deliciously healthy recipes. Featuring 
easy to follow, beautifully illustrated step-by-step instructions, and a wealth of classic and creative bakes, this first baking book 
is jam-packed with inspiring content and has everything budding bakers need to take their first steps to baking glory! Cooking-
Cookbook-Baking

384. My First Book Of Minibeasts (Compilation And Zoe Ingram)   $27.99   $25.20
The perfect gift for any young animal-lover, this beautifully illustrated spotter guide is an ideal introduction to the world of creepy 
crawlies! Illustrated in a bright, contemporary style, this is a modern guide to the most common minibeasts from the glorious glow-
worm to the buzzy bumblebee, taking in such favourites as snails, slugs, worms and woodlice along the way. This information book 
for young children is packed with information and fun facts – everything you need to know to help you learn about and identify 
bugs and beasties. With key facts about size, habitat, diet and population, there are detailed descriptions of each creature and tips 
to help you spot them in your own park or garden. There is even a special, “Did you know?” section on each minibeast, which all 
young entomologists will love! Minibeasts-Bugs-Insects

385. My First Field Guide: Backyard Buddies (Andy Geppert)   $19.99   $18.00
A somewhat factual introduction to the hoppy, crawly, wriggly, buzzy, fluttery critters that call your backyard home. Butterflies are 
like moths - just fancier. They fly around during the daytime to show off their pretty, colourful wings. This is probably why moths 
prefer to only come out at night. Backyard Buddies is a handy field guide full of buzzy facts (some of them even true) about the 
insects and creatures - ladybugs, snails, blue-tongues and more - that kids are likely to discover living in their backyard. Minibeasts-
Bugs-Insects Age 5+

386. Nature Storybooks: Puffin (Martin Jenkins And Jenni Desmond)   $27.99   $25.20
Everyone recognizes the puffin with its black-and-white feathers and brightly coloured bill. But how does the puffin live? What 
happens down in its burrow? And how on earth does it carry all those fish in its bill? Discover the amazing world of the puffin in an 
exciting collaboration between the award-winning pair of author Martin Jenkins and illustrator Jenni Desmond. This new title in 
the celebrated Nature Storybook series is packed with interesting facts to inspire a love of the natural world. Narrative Non Fiction-
Giraffes-Climate Change

387. Noongar Boodja Waangkan: Noongar First Words 
(Jayden Boundry And Tyrown Waigana)   $24.99   $22.50
Noongar Boodja Waangkan- Talking on Noongar Country is an illustrated book of first Noongar words. Wandjoo Noongar boodja 
- welcome to Noongar Country! Noongar is the language of the Noongar nation and is spoken by 14 different groups across the 
south-west corner of Western Australia. Written in Noongar and English, this fully illustrated collection of first Noongar words 
includes family, plants, animals, emotions, colours, numbers and more, with an audio link guide for pronunciation. Aboriginal 
Studies-Dual Language-Noongar

388. On The Trail Of The Plains-Wanderer (Rohan Cleave And Julian The)   $24.99   $22.50
The Plains-wanderer is unlike any other bird on Earth - it’s one of a kind! On the Trail of the Plains-wanderer tells the true story of 
one of Australia’s most critically endangered bird species. This unique, quirky and precious bird faces many threats, but continues 
to survive against the odds. Discover more about this fascinating bird and see how people are providing hope for their future. 
Endangered Species-Birds-Australian Birds-Habitats Age 5+

389. Our World In Pictures: An Encyclopedia Of Everything
 (Dorling Kindersley)   $39.99   $36.00
This comprehensive children’s encyclopedia is a treasure trove of facts, showing you the world one object at a time From animals 
to the internet, pandemics to climate change, this children’s encyclopedia is packed with everything you need to know. Explore 
galleries of intriguing objects on a range of topics, from plants to space, and from sports to ancient civilizations. Whether it is 
the earliest photograph taken or the latest rover on Mars, see the world - and beyond - as you have never seen it before. This 
comprehensive visual encyclopedia takes you on a fascinating journey from the past to present day - and into the future! Prepare 
to build your knowledge on a wide range of topics, including- space, earth, nature, science, technology, history, culture and society, 
and entertainment. Developed, written, and checked by experts, Our World In Pictures- An Encyclopedia of Everything is a must-
have reference book for every child’s library. General Knowledge

390. Outdoor Activity Lab (Dorling Kindersley)   $29.99   $27.00
This fun, fact-filled book is brimming with exciting outdoor experiments to help budding boffins explore the science in their own 
surroundings. Using household items, construct a water rocket and blast it skywards to learn about air pressure, or blow giant, long-
lasting bubbles to reveal how surface tension works. Make a wormery and observe worms tunnelling, then build a diamond kite 
and discover the key to aerodynamics. Great photography, succinct step-by-step instructions, and rigorous attention to detail will 
make young scientists excited from the get-go. With a foreword by Robert Winston, the book gives a clear How it works explanation 
for each project, revealing the fascinating science behind it, along with real-world examples that show everyday science in action. 
With 25 amazing projects to inspire young scientists and outdoor enthusiasts, Outdoor Activity Lab takes readers out of the house 
on a journey to better understand their world - and beyond. It is a must-have for every young scientist who is curious about their 
surroundings. STEM-Science-Experiments

391. Peregrines In The City (Andrew Kelly And Sue Lawson)   $24.99   $22.50
Look up. There is wildness right in the heart of the city. High on the ledges of the tallest buildings, the peregrine and ticerel come 
to lay their eggs. The compelling story of these fierce, beautiful birds. STEM-Science-Biology-Animals-Birds-Adaptation
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392. Protecting The Planet: Season Of Giraffes, The 
(Nicola Davies And Emily Sutton)   $27.99   $25.20
An ultimately inspiring story of how giraffes have dealt with modern climate change, beautifully told and illustrated - and marking 
the launch of an exciting new series. Once, this season of rains was the season of giraffes... In this powerful picture-book, bestselling 
children’s author Nicola Davies writes in collaboration with conservationist Kisilu Musya to explain how one of the world’s best-
loved animals has dealt with the challenges of climate change. Giraffes were once a part of daily life in Niger - but after severe 
droughts one year, when the rains eventually return, the giraffes are nowhere to be seen. However, as award-winning artist Emily 
Sutton’s magnificent illustrations capture, The Beauty of Giraffes ultimately has a hopeful, celebratory story to share ... and an 
important point to make about how human beings can change for the better. Narrative Non Fiction-Giraffes-Climate Change

393. Really Big Questions For Daring Thinkers (Stephen Law)   $19.99   $18.00
Really Really Big Questions for Daring Thinkers is a cool and fun introduction to philosophy that explores life’s important but 
often unanswered questions. What is the meaning of life? Is time travel possible? Why should I be nice? These questions and more 
are discussed giving young readers a chance to think about the topics themselves. Readers will be able to explore the history 
of thought and the major branches of philosophy, with quotes from the great thinkers, such as Socrates. Written by philosophy 
lecturer Stephen Law, easy to digest text, mind-teasers, optical illusions and thought experiments make this philosophic journey 
unforgettably fun! Philosophy

394. Shine, Star, Shine! (Dom Conlon And Anastasia Izlesou)   $24.99   $22.50
Travel with Star (the Sun) as her light zips across 150 million kilometres of space from her home to Earth, where she ripens crops, 
keeps us warm, creates weather and reveals a waking world full of life. With rich language and enchanting art, Shine, Star, Shine! 
is written by Dom Conlon and illustrated by Anastasia Izlesou and features fascinating facts to inspire a love of science and the 
natural world. Poetry-STEM-Science-Astronomy-Sun-Nature Age 5+

395. Sports Superstars: Raducano Rules (Simon Mugford And Dan Green)   $12.99   $11.70
Is the newly crowned US-Open champion Emma Raducanu your ultimate sporting hero? Having turned professional only in 2018, 
the 18-year-old British tennis star has taken the game by storm! The signs were already there when Emma made her main draw 
Grand Slam debut at the 2021 Wimbledon Championships, where she reached the quarter final. But it was her amazing triumph 
at the 2021 US Open that has shocked the world and made her into a household name. Now you can read her story. Packed with 
cool facts, delightfully fun illustrations and inspirational quotes, Sports Superstars: Raducanu Rules promises to be a page turner 
for young fans, who want to be inspired by the new golden girl of tennis. The Sports Superstars series is aimed at building a love 
of reading from a young age, with fun cartoons, inspirational stories, a simple narrative style and a cast of characters chipping in 
with quotes, jokes and comments. Biography-Famous People-Famous Women-Sport-Tennis For all books in this series type SPORTS 
SUPERSTARS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

396. Story Collections For Little Children: Just So Stories For Little Children 
(Anna Milbourne And John Joven)   $24.99   $22.50
An entertaining collection of classic stories, gorgeously illustrated and perfect for reading aloud. Six of Rudyard Kipling’s famous 
‘Just So Stories’, carefully selected and retold for younger children. Includes: How the Elephant got his Trunk, How the Crab got her 
Claws, How the Rhinoceros got his Skin, How the Whale got his Throat, How the Camel got his Hump and Why the Kangaroo Jumps.

397. Story Of Life On Earth: Extinct: Hainan Gibbon 
(Ben Garrod And Gabriel Ugto)   $29.99   $27.00
TV scientist Ben Garrod presents the biggest extinction events ever, told from the point of view of evolution’s superstars, the 
most incredible animals ever to swim, stalk, slither or walk our planet. Whether you’re 9 or 90, his unique exploration of the most 
destructive, yet most creative, force in nature makes top level science fun. Can we make the Hainan gibbon a super-survivor? It’s 
one of our closest living relatives and among the most endangered animals on our planet. Can we change our role in the story of 
life, from being super-careless to being super-savers and do what we can to help our most interesting, incredible and important 
species from going extinct? The future depends on us. Here are the superstars of the story of life, from the super-weird to the super-
ferocious. Usually a species has 10 million years or so of evolving, eating, chasing, playing, maybe doing homework, or even going 
to the moon before it goes extinct. Animals-Extinct Animals

398. Sustainable Planet (Anna Claybourne)   $29.99   $27.00
Sustainable Planet gives young readers a clear, insightful introduction to Earth’s sustainability crisis Sustainability is defined as 
‘development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’. 
In the simplest terms, sustainability is about children and the world we will leave them. Earth is uniquely able to sustain life. Yet 
we are stripping it of its natural resources, polluting its land and waters and heating its atmosphere, with terrifying consequences. 
A more sustainable world is urgently needed - now. Sustainable Planet takes a non-alarmist, but truthful, look at the issue of 
sustainability and suggests ways we can all live in a more planet-friendly way, from global changes such as investing in renewable 
energy sources and carbon offsetting, to individual actions such as eating less meat and fish and avoiding plastic packaging that 
will empower young readers. Environmental Issues-Sustainability

399. Thanking The Moon: Celebrating The Mid-Autumn Moon (Grace Lin)   $15.99   $14.40
This simple, young, and satisfying story follows a Chinese American family as they celebrate the Mid-Autumn Moon Festival. Each 
member of the family lends a hand as they prepare a moonlit picnic with mooncakes, pomelos, cups of tea, and colorful lanterns. 
And everyone sends thanks and a secret wish up to the moon. Grace Lin’s luminous and gloriously patterned artwork is perfect 
for this holiday tale. Her story is simple-tailor-made for reading aloud to young children. And she includes an informative author’s 
note with further details on the customs and traditions of the Moon Festival for parents and teachers. The Moon Festival is one of 
the most important holidays of the year along with the Lunar New Year, so this book makes an excellent companion to Grace Lin’s 
Bringing In the New Year, which features the same family. Multicultural-Asian Studies-Culture-Celebrations-Festivals-Moon Festival
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400. This Book Will Save The Planet (Dany Sigwalt And Aurelia Durand)   $19.99   $18.00
This Book Will Save the Planet is a vital and timely illustrated study of the climate crisis which tells us exactly what we can do to 
help save the world we live in. A rousing and radical investigation into the climate crisis, its causes, and how to fight for the most 
vulnerable people affected by it, This Book Will Save the Planet is a vibrantly illustrated study of one of humanity’s most significant 
threats. With this third title in the NYT #1 best-selling Empower the Future series, you’ll gain a deeper understanding of climate 
change and climate justice. Our planet is in crisis. The ice caps are melting, sea levels are rising, wildfires are raging... and those most 
affected by global warming are marginalised communities across the globe. But all is not lost - there’s still time for each and every 
one of us to make a difference. Environmental Issues-Climate Crisis

401. Ultimate Football Heroes: Foden (Matt Oldfield)   $12.99   $11.70
The No.1 football series - over 1 million copies sold! Foden’s breakthrough to Manchester City’s first team has been remarkable, 
growing from a youth player to a fully-fledged superstar in a team of world class players. And this is testament to his silky style 
of play and natural flair for football. Discover how Foden grew as a product of Manchester City’s dynamic youth system, nurtured 
under the guidance of Guardiola and finally evolved into one of the hottest young talents on the planet! Ultimate Football Heroes 
is a series of biographies telling the life stories of the biggest and best footballers in the world and their incredible journeys 
from childhood fan to superstar professional player. Sport-Football-Soccer-Biography For all books in this series type ULTIMATE 
FOOTBALL HEROES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

402. Unofficial Guide To The World Cup, The (Paul Mason)  $19.99   $18.00
Get inside the life and history of the most popular sporting event in the world. Whether you’re a first-time fan or you’ve been 
watching for years, this book is a mine of fascinating facts, interesting insights and tremendous trivia into the world of the football 
World Cup. It explores the tournament’s history, its biggest successes, controversies and flops and looks forward to the 2022 World 
Cup in Qatar. The World Cup’s top teams and players are also profiled. A good introduction to the World Cup, suitable for all fans, 
new and old ... plenty here for the most ardent fan, with super action photos. - Parents In Touch Soccer-Football Age 9+

403. What’s The Point Of Philosophy? (Dorling Kindersley)   $29.99   $27.00
Readers aged 9-12 will discover the wonders of philosophy in this highly illustrated, practical introduction to the subject Travel 
down the road of wisdom to discover how to think about a series of philosophical problems, how to defend your opinions on them, 
and how to evaluate the opinions of others. Why is philosophy important? What’s so great about it? Take a leap into the world of 
philosophy and discover questions about life, the universe, and human behaviour that great thinkers have pondered throughout 
history, and which are still being asked today. Philosophical ideas affect our day-to-day lives in ways that you might not expect. But 
understanding these ideas can be daunting - even for adults! If you want to learn how to argue the case for animal rights, why the 
concept of equality has many sides, or even what the theories are about why humans exist at all, What’s the Point of Philosophy? 
is the place to start. By slowly unravelling arguments to unpack complex theories, What’s the Point of Philosophy? allows you to 
connect with ideas in a new and exciting way. If you never stop asking ‘why?’, this is the book for you! Philosophy Age 9+

404. What Makes Me Do Things I Do? (Molly Potter)   $22.99   $20.70
From the best-selling author of How Are You Feeling Today?, this thoughtful picture book teaches children how to find new ways 
of expressing themselves. ‘Why am I losing my temper?’ ‘Why am I being grumpy?’ This important book prompts children to think 
about certain behaviours and why they happen. Addressing common situations in a sympathetic and informative way, What Makes 
Me Do The Things I Do? answers key behavioural concerns and encourages children to self-reflect, consider how their actions 
affect others and manage their emotions. This book is ideal to share with young children, or to give to older children to read 
independently. Written in a child-friendly tone, this picture book explores 12 typical behaviours that children engage in - including 
not doing what they’re told, telling lies and giving up - and explores where they come from and how to manage them. Feelings/
Emotions-Behaviour-Behaviour Management

405. Where In The World Are You? (Marie Rohde)   $27.99   $25.20
A colourful, joyful and playful exploration of our world, and our place within it. Where are you in the world? Can you imagine what 
your home would look like if you saw it from above and zoomed out further, and further, and further...? Join the mischievous pet 
cat on a journey of discovery that encourages young readers to think about their place in the world. Inspired by the feeling of 
being trapped inside and imagining the world beyond during the worldwide lockdowns, this enjoyable picture book reminds us 
that even when we are apart, we are all connected. The world keeps turning, a cat keeps purring and children will find their happy 
place in the world. Perspective Age 5+

406. Whose Dinosaur Bones? (Chihiro Takeuchi)    $25.99   $22.40
An exceptional concept book on vertebrate in dinosaurs to please any young reader. • A must-have for every dinosaur-obsessed 
child. This interactive format is a perfect intro to vertebrates. Features a fun facts spread that will appeal to both preschool and 
school-aged readers. Age 5+

407. Wild Things: How We Learn To Read And What Can Happen If We Don’t 
(Sally Rippin)   $29.99   $27.00
When Sally Rippin discovered her child was struggling to read, the best-selling children’s author assumed it would sort itself out 
over time. She couldn’t have been more wrong. Her son’s dyslexia and ADHD went unsupported for years, leaving him further and 
further behind his peers, and labelled as ‘difficult’ by an education system that couldn’t easily cater to neurodivergent kids. By the 
time Sally learned how to advocate for her child, it was - almost - too late. This extraordinary book for parents is about how we 
learn to read and what can happen if we don’t, through the eyes of a parent who started out by doing everything the wrong way. 
Through meticulous research, interviews with educational experts and conversations with neurodivergent adults, Rippin shares 
her brilliant and eye-opening insights into how we can help all kids find the joy in reading, and advocate for them within our 
schooling system. After all, they say school isn’t for everyone, but if everyone must go to school - then why not? Teaching Resource-
Reading
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408. World’s Wildest Places: And The People Protecting Them (Lily Dyu)   $35.00   $31.50
Discover the wildest places on earth, and meet the amazing people dedicating their lives to conserving them. Embark on the 
journey of a lifetime to 20 of the world’s wildest places! Explore each environment, and learn about the keepers who are working to 
preserve them for future generations. Meet the animals and plants who call the wilderness home, and discover how you can take 
active steps to make a difference. Featuring colourful original illustrations and stunning photography, The World’s Wildest Places 
brings the excitement of the jungle and the adventure of the rainforest to your lap. Geography-Habitats ental Issues

409. Writes Of Passage: Words To Read Before You Turn 13 (Compilation)   $24.99   $22.50
A collection of 100 pieces of writing - poems, prose, letters, speeches, song lyrics, quotations, and more - from Shakespeare to Philip 
Pullman and from John Donne to Oliver Jeffers, which are in turn powerful, funny, moving, wise, and thought-provoking, expertly 
curated and with accessible, thoughtful commentary by Nicolette Jones, children’s book critic for The Sunday Times. 

410. Young Zoologist: African Elephant (Festus W. Ihwagi)   $12.99   $11.70
 You might know that African elephants are the largest land animals on Earth, but there’s so much more to learn about these tusked 
creatures. Turn the pages to find out why the grandmother is in charge of an elephant family, and why big ears help elephants 
cool down! Meet a baby elephant as it takes its first steps, and discover how to tell the difference between an African elephant and 
an Asian elephant. The book also looks at the conservation challenges these iconic animals face due to climate change and ivory 
poaching. Elephants-Habitats-Ecosystems-Climate Change

411. Young Zoologist: Emperor Penguin (Michelle Larue)   $12.99   $11.70
You might know that emperor penguins are the largest penguin species, but there’s so much more to learn about this flightless 
bird. Turn the pages to discover what makes them undertake epic journeys every year, and how scientists have spotted their poo 
from space! Filled with simple science and plenty of animal facts, this book also explains what makes emperor penguins such great 
ocean swimmers, and how their cute chicks manage to stay warm in freezing Antarctic conditions. It also looks at the conservation 
challenges these iconic animals face due to climate change. Penguins-Wildlife-Habitats-Environmental Issues
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